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November
CPI up

0 .6%; 1996
expected

to hit 10.6%
DAVID HARRIS

THE consumer price index rose

0.6 percent in November, to 142.0

points, the Central Bureau of
Statistics announced yesterday. It

was the sixth consecutive month
in which the CPI has increased by
less than 1%.
Since January, inflation has

totaled 9.7%, and in the year to

November was running at 11%.
CBS figures suggest inflation

V will reach 1058% in 1996, com-
V pared to die Finance Ministry’s

\ predicted 8-10%.

]
The main element of last

t month's increase was in bousing,

1*/ up 1%. and comprising some 33%.

f ‘ oi the entire November CPI
1 increase. Apartment prices rose

1.1%, with rented properties

becoming 05% more expensive.

Furnishings and household
items rose in price some 0.9%,
principally through increases in

the costs of electric healers

(3.6%), cooking implements

(13%) and children's furnishings

( 1 %).
The clothing and footwear index

rose 3.9%, the CBS attributing this

to the start of the winter season. •

Transportation and communica-
.tions prices went up 0.4%, mainly
because of increases in the cost of

p '
~

- up 23% for vehicles - and

/ .3% rise in train fares.

' e cost of health services rose
• and food prices (excluding

and vegetables) increased

the other hand, there were

ions in the price of fruit and
ables (1.4%). Fresh fruit

. s dropped 55%, with fresh

f j. stables rising in price by 15%.
“ ic main factors likely to affect

'DecemberCPI are the increase

electricity tariffs and a relahve-

small seasonal increase in cloth-

mg and footwear prices.

PM, Arafat
talk to ease
tensions

DAVID-MAKOVSKY and ARtEH O’SULUVAN

PALESTINIAN Authority
Chairman Yasser Arafat phoned
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu last night in an appar-

ent bid by both to calm tensions in

die aftermath of recent violence^ a
cabinet decision to extend finan-

cial incentives to settlers, and
charges by both sides that die

other is out to undermine peace.

Arafat’s call came as top nego-

tiator Yitzhak Molcho arid cabinet

secretary Danny Naveh met last

night with Arafat in Gaza.
. According to a statement issued

by the Prime Minister’s Office last

night, rite two sides discussed

prospects of moving forward on
’ the- Hebron talks. Earlier in the

day Arafat reportedly had rejected

a visit by Molcho to Gaza, saying

it would not lead anywhere.

Molcho apparently briefed

Arafat on Friday’s cabinet deci-

sion to provide financial incen-

tives to settlers.

Foreign Minister David Levy is

to brief the Jordanians, on this

dedsicn in Amman tomorrow and

Defense Minister Yitzhak

Mordechai is to travel to Cairo for

the same purpose on Wednesday,

US Consul-General Edward
Abington is expected to meet with

Arafat today.

During die phone call, Arafat

expressed sorrow for the killings

(Continued on Page 9)

A Palestinian holds up a poster ofPopular Front for the Liberation ofPalestine leader George Hahash at a rally in Nablas yester-

day. Two PFLP members are suspected ofkilling Etta Tznr and her son Ephraim in last week’s drive-by shooting near Beit EL _ (afi

Fighting continues in south Lebanon
FIGHTING continued in south

Lebanon yesterday after a week-
end Katyusha rocket attack on the

Galilee and an abortive Hizbullah

ambush, in which a senior IDF
officer and a soldier were lightly

hurt.

IAF warplanes struck at

Hizbullah targets in the southern

Bekaa Valley, which is controlled

by Syrian forces, and DDF troops

shot and killed a second gunman
who had been involved in

Saturday's ambush attempt.

Brig-Gen. Eli Amitai, head of
the IDFs Lebanese Liaison Unit,

and a radioman in- the convoy
were lightly wounded when it was
hit by the gunmen. Their wounds
did not prevent them from partici-

pating in die ensuing gunfight in

which the soldiers charged the

attackers, killing one and wound-
ing another.

The wounded gunman was dis-

covered later in a search of die

scene of the clash yesterday and
was killed when he tried to resist

capture.

Amitai returned to die scene, on
the Ishiyeh-Rehan road in the east-

ern sector of the zone, with OC
Northern Command Maj.-Gen.
Amiram Levine and other senior

officers. Levine told reporters it is

clear Hizbullah was not responsi-

ble for the Katyusha rocket attack

on Western Galilee on Friday

night.

“About three rockets were fired

from the area of KleQeh village

[north of the zone] at Western
Galilee. The firing was perpetrat-

ed by one or more Palestinian

groups, either the PFLP of George'
Habash or JibriTs organization

with the participation of Amal
activists," said Levine.

“In any case, the area is under

DAVID RUDGE

the control of die Lebanese gov-
ernment and the Lebanese Army,
and this is the most flagrant

breach of the Grapes of Wrath
understandings," he said.

Levine emphasized what he
described as the “enormous differ-

ence” between “accidental and
regrettable" incidents in which
Lebanese civilians were harmed
as a result of IDF return fire and
terrorist rocket attacks deliberate-

ly aimed at civilian targets in the

Israel has cdayphrined to, the

Grapes of Wrath monitoring com-
mittee over the rocket attacks. The
committee is to meet at UNLFIL
headquarters in Nakoura today to
riismss the matter

Levine said the Hizbullah

ambush on the IDF convoy had

been carefully planned and exe-

cuted by two or three squads of
gunmen, hiding among rocks and
trees lining the road.

He praised the fast, professional

response of the officers and sol-

diers in the patrol, who. counterat-

tacked immediately, despite a
withering hail of machine' gun,

light weapons, and anti-tank fire.

“Neither (Amitai or the

radioman] even noticed their

injuries and continued die charge
and searches until nightfall, and
only afterwards were they sent for

examination and treatment,” said

Levine. “This is how to act and
this is how we expect our officers

and our soldiers to act," be said.

“The soldiers acted quickly, with
determination and courage _ The
force charged and killed one ofthe
gunmen, who had fired from a
distance of about 150 meters.

Another squad had fired from

about 250 meters away.”
He said foe Hizbullah attackers

had bees wd] equipped withLAW
anti-tank missile 1 launchers,

machine guns,' grenades, and
automatic rifles. They were:
dressed in railitaiy tmifonns, with

flak jackets and helmets.

The aim of foe gunmen, he said,

is to cany out hit-and-run opera-

tions and avoid close contact as

much as possible. “They left

behind the dead terrorist and the

one wbo was wounded — as we8
as alffoclieivy oqwpmcai.that

might have hindered their retreat,

"

said, Amitai.

Meanwhile, IAF warplanes

struck at Hizbullah targets in foe

southern Bekaa Valley, primarily

at hillside hideaways near the vil-

lages of .Bin •_ ai-Tmeh .
and

Mashghara. The IDF Spokesman
said all the planes retrajjed safely.

Reposts from Lebmou saidtwo
jets carried out force sorties, firing

over six rockets at foe targets.

Hizbullah denied suffering any
casualties in the ah raid.

Shortly afterward, Hizbullah
gunmen fired dozens of mortar

rounds at-IDF and SLA positions

in the central and eastern secerns

of thezoQer without causing casu-

alties or eftmage. TB^and-SLA
gunners returned fire, with foe

exchanges continuing sporadical-

ly until late evening.

Much ado about a ‘fence’

HERBKETNON

ANEW fence tint Channell reported was put up yesterday in Beit

El as foe first step toward new building in the settlement was dis-

missed by settlement leaders as befog only an eruv, an halachic

device that enables observant Jews to cany on Shabbat.

Channel 1 said that the fence, erected, yesterday, was meant to

define an area near the adjacent army brae where construction will

soon take place.

But Yoav Barak, secretary of Beit El Bet, said that he knows ofno

plans to build at the site, and that he believes the fence was only an

eruv. He said that eruvim can take afi types of forms, including a
fence, and are not always a piece of wire tied toward foe top of high

polls.

Aharon Domb, the general-secretary of the Council of Jewish

Communities in Judea, Samaria and Gaza, said that at first foe fence

was a “local initiative” by a couple Of residents who wanted to ere?

ate tile impression that construction in the settlement is taking place.

A few minutes later Domb amended his comments, saying that

after tooking into the matter ftfftber, he found the fence is indeed an

eriiv. -He sent h^aeeft tp UNM&- *\Ab erw is meant to

enable carrying objects oh Shabbat, and not for the purpose ofconk
quering foe land."

Festival-1

Maestro Valery Gergiev
The Orchestra and ( hair of "Kirov" Opera House - Si. Petersburg

Children seek to put mom on ice

\y-

THE strange tale of a brother and

sfrrtiffr who wish to freeze their

mother^ body, in case scientists

discover a way fo bring back the

dead, emerged in Tel Aviv

Magistrate
-

* Court yesterday.

Moshe Re’eri, son of foe

deceased Miriam Astrovitz,.

explained foe reason for the extra-

ordinary request.

“We love air mother ana tmau
hard to oart from ber," he said

after the hearing. “We had a spe-

cial relationship with ber and tins

is foe only way to bring her back

to life-"

When asked how his mother

could rise from foe dead, he

answered; “At the moment it is

impossible, butinfoe future, with

foe help of modem science, it will

Israel beats
Luxembourg 1-0

nEREK FATTAL

A LATE first-halfgoal by veteran

Eli Ohana was enough to secure a

vital 1-0 Israeli victory over

Luxembourg in last night s Group
' 5 World Cup qualifier played at

the National Stadium Ramat Gan.

The three points gained pro-

pelled Israel back into second

position in the group-

Story, Page 10

RAINE MARCUS
be possible."

Now Moshe and Ins sister Rahel
have two days to determine
whether the Alaskan authorities

will agree to bury Astrovitz in an
iceberg in Alaska.
Astrovitz died on December 3,

and since then her body has been
kept in a refrigerator in Wolfsot
Hospital. If the Alaskan arrange-

ment does not work out, tire rib-

lings wish to bury her hoe in for- -

matin and ioe to preserve herbody,
in the hope that one day scientists

may find the formula to bring her
back to life. The court ruled that

all sides should examine the possi-

bility of burying Astrovitz in for-

malin and ice until a final decision

is made.
The matter was brought up by

police, who asked Judge Amiram
Binyamini to issue a court order,

demanding that the deceased's
family bury her in the traditional

Jewish fashion.

During a somewhat stormy
debate. Health Ministry represen-
tative Dz Avital Cbfaen insisted

that she would not agree to die

body befog kept on ice here.

“It is impossible to freeze the

body now because too much time

has elapsed since the time of

death," she argued. “Bodies
should be frozen directly after

death.”

Israeli law states that bodies
must be buried within 48 hours of

(Continued on Page 9)
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Settler benefits

include education,

housing,

business aid

Foreign Ministry weighs

diplomatic mission closures

BACKGROUND
HERB KEINON

FREE preschools for the kids, a

larger mortgage for the first home

ofyoung married couples aod a 20

percent grant for the rich uncle

setting up a factory across the

Green Line are among the benefits

residents of the settlements once

again will enjoy as a result of the

government’s decision to declare

all settlements areas of top nation-

al priority.

The basket of benefits that all

the settlements will now receive

can be broken into three cate-

gories: education; housing; and
business. A 7% tax break that

comes with the status of National

Priority Area A has long been

enjoyed by the settlements.

Regarding the business benefits,

an investor who sets up a success-

ful business will be eligible for

either a 30% grant or receive a tax

exemption for 10 years.

As far as mortgages, people buy-

ing homes in the settlements will

receive a larger mortgage with bet-

ter terms. In addition to these loans,

those going to selected settlements

also wdl receive an additional grant

The mortgages' exact sums have

Incentives

show new

no( yet been determined and the

settlements are likely to be sub'

classified, so that someone going

to live in Givat Ze'ev. just north of

Jerusalem, will not receive the

same amount as someone opting

to live in Braeha, in the heart of

Samaria.

Regarding education, the new
status means that residents will

pay only a symbolic fee of about

NIS 25 a month to send their chil-

dren to preschool, instead of near-

ly NIS 400 a month, and that for

day care they will pay NIS 350
instead of NIS 850.

.

In addition, the Education
Ministry will subsidize extracur-

ricular classes for children from
settlements, even if they do not

have the number of children that is

required for these classes. For
instance, if the Education Ministry

generally subsidizes piano classes

if there are 20 children, they will

do so in the settlements even if

there are 10 children.

In addition, teachers who teach

in the settlements will receive

additional years of tenure for

teaching beyond the Green Line.

to settlers

priorities

THE Foreign Ministry is drawing up a list

of 16 diplomatic missions abroad. 10 of

which will be eliminated due to the current

round of supplementary budget cuts passed

by the cabinet last week.

The Foreign Ministry has been mandat-

ed to cut NIS 45 million, five percent of

its overall budget, making It one of the

hardest-hit ministries on a percentage

basis. There are indications that Foreign

Minister David Levy will not contest the

cur. since he has been one of the most
vocal advocates of cutting those pans of

the budget which will not hurt the poor.

Foreign Ministry officials say the final

decision on which missions abroad will be

DAVID MAKOVSKY and Him

cut will be made by Foreign Ministry

Director-General Hitan Bentsur, amid con-

sultations with the relevent regional and

administrative ministry bureaus. One of the

considerations is whether the closing of one

diplomatic mission will mean that the area

can be covered by a non-resident ambas-

sador in the vicinity.

While the list of 16 has not been official-

ly disclosed, officials say they believe at

least the following embassies are on the

proposed list Angola, Belarus. Bolivia,

Burma, Dominican Republic. Georgia,

Nepal, New Zealand, Panama, and

Paraguay. Among the consulates believed

to be under consideration are those in

Philadelphia, San Francisco, and

Shanghai. . .

The Shanghai diplomatic mission was

only opened a few years ago.

Two years ago. the closing of embassies

in Bolivia and Paraguay was forestalled

due to indications by the host countries

that they would move their respective

embassies to Jerusalem. However, in

apparent fear of Arab reaction, the two

decided to move their embassies to

Mevasseret Yerushalayim, outside the

municipal boundaries.

During the last round of cuts a fe-

years ago, Israel decided not to dos

embassies in Costa Rica and El Salv-ado

since both host countries have embassy

in Jerusalem. Israel also spared ij

embassy in Equador, since like E

Salvador, it has purchased Israeli Kfn

jets which require continuous contacts

and visits by Israeli personnel.

Israel has approximately 100 diplon^ic

missions in the world. In recent yean, it

has closed embassies in Fiji, Haiti,

Honduras, Jamaica, Liberia, Malawi, and

Swaziland - It also closed consulates in

Milan and Zurich.

COMMENT
HERB KEINON

THE government's decision to clas-

sify the settlements as national pri-

ority areas, making them once
again eligible for a large basket of
financial incentives, is much more
important than merely the sum of
“how much the settlers are getting.”

This decision is a policy state-

ment that signals to the settlers

thai they are important; to non-
ideological Israelis that it is worm
their while to move across the

Green Line; to the world that

Israel is not going to give up any
of the settlements so easily.

It was no coincidence that onepf
•the first- things -tlurRabih govern**
mentdid when it swept into power
in 1992 was remove this status

from the settlements. It was part of
the government’s reordering of pri-

orities and an important signal to

the Americans and the rest of the

world that die days ofcoddling the
settlements were over. This was
almost as important a message as

the decision to freeze construction.

Prior to the election of the Labor
government in 1992. nearly all of
Judea, Samaria, Gaza and the

Golan benefited from the classifi-

cation as National Priority AreaA
But soon after the elections,

Shimon Sbeves, then director-gen-

eral of the Prime Minister’s

Office, had a team look at a map
of the country and determine anew
which areas would get the bene-
fits. Many, but not all. of the set-

tlements were left out of the plan.

Under the Sheves Plan, the

Golan, Gush Katif, the Jordan
Vhlley, Hebron Hills settlements

and. to a lesser extent, the Greater

Jerusalem settlements retained

much of their financial incentives.

But benefits in the rest of the set-

tlements were lost, with the excep-

tion of a 7 percent tax break.

The Sheves plan was more than

just a map of priorities, it was the

best indication at the time of what
Rabin meant when he made his

famous differentiations between
“political'' settlements, which he
opposed, and “security settle-

;
ments ” which he. supported The

'•potiticahsettlements, those -'far- the -

heart of the territories, lost the ben-

efits; while die security settlements,

for the most part, retained theirs.

With the cancellation of the

Sheves map. the Netanyahu gov-
ernment is saying, “In our eyes, all

the settlements are equaL”
If the decision is so significant,

why then is the Council ofJewish
Communities in Judea, Samaria
and Gaza downplaying it, saying
that it is a poor substitute for then-

demands for immediate building?

The reason is simply because the

council cannot create the impres-
sion that Netanyahu is giving in to

their demands. They have to com-
plain, its part of their role under
die new government. If they cheer
Netanyahu, it places him on the

“extreme right.” By criticizing

him, they are helping to place him
in die center, the political ground
he desires.

TA group raised $35m. abroad
J

to buy land in territories

HERB KEINON

DOLLY PENCHARZ
Aged 91

Mother, grandmother and great-grandmother

Deeply mourned by: .1111 and Alec Sadowsky and family
Jack and Rosalie Penchant and tanlly, In Australia
Julian and Donna Pencharz and family, In Canada

The funeral will fake place at the new Ramat Hasharon
cemetery, today, Monday, December 16, 1996, at 1:30 p.m.

not* pi tm
In sorrow, we announce the death of

LOUIS SACKS rt

The funeral will take place today,

December 16, 1996 (6 Tevet 5757)

at 10:30 a.m.

starting at Sanhedria and thence

to the Mount of Olives.

Shiva on Monday, December 16, at the home of

Alan & Judith Sacks, 35 Hashayarot St, Givat

Oranim, Jerusalem (Minha 1:30 p.m.)

Shiva in London, Tuesday onwards.

Mourned by: Louise Sacks
Rabbi Jonathan Sacks &

Elaine Sacks
Brian & Joanna Sacks
Alan & Judith Sacks
Eliot Sacks
and the grandchildren

A TEL AVTV-BASED organiza-

tion has raised $35 million from
Jews abroad to purchase land in

the territories, and has purchased a
large plot in the Hebron Hills area

and another near the Machpeia
Cave in Hebron, Israel Radio
reported yesterday.

The report, which did not list the

names of those involved, said that

the organization is called the Bat-

Hen T&huva Group. According to

the report, the group purchased the

land in the Hebron Hills area for

seven million dollars, and land

near the Machpeia Cave for

$900,000.
Private Jewish land purchases in

the territories have been going on
for years, and are kept highly

secret. Settler activists said the

amount of money the radio report-

ed had been raised seems “high,”

and that it is likely the sum men-
tioned has been collected over a
number of years.

The proposed Jewish neighbor-

hood in Jerusalem's Ras al-Amud
section is slated to go up on land pur-

chased privately by Irving

Mostoviiz,who lives in fee US. One
settlementsource said thatMbskovitz

has also bought land in the temtories,

but would not elaborate.

Another activist who is very

involved in these types of tend

deals said that the purchase of the

land does not guarantee that some-
thing will be built on it, and that

government approval is needed for

anything to be built on the land.

One of tire activists said the

deals are secret because
Palestinians who sell land to Jews
fear for their lives, and because of
the concern that the publicity will

keep them from going through.

The price Jews pay for Arab-
owned real estate in the territories

is extremely high, the activist said.

Reports have surfaced in recent

weeks of a property near the Beit

Hadassah complex in Hebron that

was bought from Palestinians for

close to Sim, “It’s all a matter of
supply and demand.” the source
said. “They know we badly want
these properties”

NEWS IN BRIEF

IDF allows Hebron Polytech to reopen
The IDF allowed the Hebron Polytechnic to reopen its doors to

some students yesterday, for the first time since the wave of suicide

bombings last spring. Two of the buildings were opened and the
rest were to follow gradually “if law and order are kepi on the
spot,” the army said.

The decision came following two weeks of meetings between
IDF and Palestinian Authority officers in which the Palestinians
committed themselves to maintaining law and order, the army said.

It also follows a sit-in of 200 students last week at Hebron's
Islamic University, which also has been closed since March.
Students reportedly said the protests ended after the army agreed to

reopen the Polytechnic, but die array denied there was any deal.

Ariek O'Sullivan

PA court sentences two Hamas men to death
A Palestinian Authority court yesterday sentenced to death alleged
Hamas members Khalil al-Sakani and Hatem Abu Wadi, who were
convicted of kilting PA policeman Akram Ahmed and civilian Abd
Alla al-Danaf in separate incidents in 1995, judicial officials said.

A third alleged Hamas member, Abd al-Latit al-Ashker, received a
life sentence for his role in the murders.

Court death sentences in Gaza cannot be earned out without the
approval of PA Chairman Yasser Arafat, who has yet to ratify any
of the previous five death sentences handed down. Reuter

Dayan testifies attack on her was deliberate
Immediately after she rejected Yisrael Ledennan’s offer of a cup of
hot tea, he flung it at her, MK Yael Dayan (Labor) testified in
Jerusalem Magistrates’ Court yesterday, at the opening of his trial.

Lederman is accused of throwing scalding hot tea at Dayan when
she was touring Hebron in October with the Knesset Committee on
the Status of Women.
Dayan denied he was pushed and accidentally spilled the tea,

burning her neck and chest During her testimony, she was
mtemyted by both i^ederman and another man, whom the court
ejected. MK Naomi Chazan (Meretz) also testified and a tape of
the incident was shown.

Sarid blasts

‘defeatist’

Peres
M1CHAL YUDELMAN

MERETZ leader MK Yossi Sarid

yesterday blasted Labor leader
Shimon Peres for not taking a
firmer stand and leading the oppo-
sition against the government’s
policy.

Accusing Peres of having a
“defeatist attitude,” Sarid said if

he lacks the strength and capabili-

ty to lead the opposition “he
should go borne and let others,

who have, do the job which is

more important today than even”
Sarid was commenting on

Pbres’s statement in an interview

on Israel Radio yesterday morn-
ing, that the opposition is to a
laxge extent powerless to topple
the government or change its poli-

cy. Peres said the new law which
requires a majority of 61 MKs to

topple the government “was one
of the worst mistake in om history.

We’ve taken the Knesset’s soul

and authority away, and deprived
it from the possibility to change
policy. The new law bestows all

the authority on the prime minis-
ter:"

Sarid said that by explaining that

the opposition in fact cannot do
anything “Petes is doing a grave
disservice to the opposition and 1

think he is betraying the confi-

dence of almost 50% of the public
who voted for him. I was angered
and shamed to hear him express
such defeatist positions, which
cause so much demoralization.”

Barak to PM:
Extend vacation

by 3 years
M1CHAL YUDELMAN

LABOR leadership candidate MK
Ehud Barak yesterday recommend-
ed that Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu “extend his camel vaca-

tion by three years and release the

nation from his weather vane of
foolish decisions.” Netanyahu and
his wife were photographed riding

camels during a vacation at Mitzpe
Ramon over the weekend.
Barak cited Netanyahu’s “fool-

ish and disastrous decisions from
the Western Wall Tunnel opening,
through the drilling in the Golan,
then the mishandling of Hebron,
and now this idiotic decision on
giving the settlements the status of
priority development areas.”

Barak said he was certain thepub-
lic would realize that Netanyahu
was substituting public relations for
leadership. He described the cabinet
decision as “watered-down
Zionism.” noting that even the set-

tlers’ leaders agree the previous
government did more for the setrle-

raents than Netanyahu’s “watered-
down, false statements."

Bassiouny warns ofrecall
STEVE RODAN

EGYPTIAN Ambassador
Mohammed Bassiouny left open lie

possibility last mghtthat Cairo might

recall him unless Israel advances the

peace process.

“Everything is open," he said. “We
hope the Israeli government will

move forward and implement the

agreement. Not moving means a

deterioration in the region.”

“I am not threatening you, but it

would not be only this [die return of

the ambassador]. Many things can

happen. You know where it starts.

You don't know where it ends.”

Bassiouny was speaking to Arab

affairs reporters from his Herzfiva

home, where be reviewed tbe staid

peace process.

The Egyptian envoy stressed ft®

Cairo is a partner, raiher than a raedj.

ator. in tbe peace process. He waned

that failure to implement tbe Qg,

Accords would result in vkkax

that would undermine stability b the

Middle East.

“Egypt is the key to tbe sotato,"
j

he said.

President JEzer Weizman visits with SL-Sgt Meni Gay, to whom he awarded a certificate of merit

for helping rescue a Channel 2 news team caught in riots at the Erez Checkpoint in September.
Guy, wounded when he climbed a water tower to help evacuate the team, is stiO recovering In

Sheba Hospital and was unable to receive the award with other recipients at Beit Hanassi last

week. (AlonKon/ZsndSim)

RAMAT BEIT SHEMESH
4 rooms (1 small) $123,200

4 rooms $130,500

5 rooms $146,000
* Exchange rate of NIS 3£9 to the dollar fey cash payments exty

Not Real Estate Tel. 02-537-5161 Fax. 02-537-5162

{•TL» ;
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PETRA One Day Tour .
includes: entrance fee, locei guide ft lunch .1 lQ
Departlire on thuraday+apectal dapaitur in Manilla 8/12 *1 I WFPerpwa

NABATEAN TOUR
2 Days/ 1 Night on H/B 4 l

7Qperp*K
Departure on luesday & Iriday f r o nr » 1 19 PouMb n

JORDAN DISCOVERY
4 Days/ 3 Nights*B/B 64(1^
Departure on aunday

f rom 1 %r

[flCWOSS THE JORDAN A down toAqaba
4 Days

/

3 Night on B/B .OCCperp«
^Departure on thureday iron^VVVDoade

EGYPT** iairo, Pyramids, Egyptian museum j "fE
4 Days/ 3 Nights from $ 1 f O Perpt

Student - only from $ 145 JLfw

-

.Bus one way to CAIRO 35 Per pets
'

PRICE PER DOUBLE ROOM - D EPARTURES OMLV 1» DECEMBER
,

PRICE POES NOT INCLUDE REGISTRATION FEE, TAX, TVS, VS*.

Neot Hakikar
geographical tours

PETRA 2 DAYS WITH FLIGHTS
FROM TEL AVIV & BACK!!
FOR CHRISTMAS AND NEW
YEAR (25/12/96 & 01/01/97)

Special price

$ 269 for 3 star hotel in Petra

$ 299 for 5 star hotel in Petra

NEW
We offer services for

individual tourists to Jordan!!

SINAI

2 day Safari $ 125
1 day to Santa Catherine $ 55

For more information:

03-520587
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against closini

station in TA
JUDY SIEGEL

MAGEN David Adorn has filed:* He a^s'vcbnef with rbe Tel Aviv the su

: te

A ^ r
Av *v Municipality'sd^and for the closure of die

MDA’s lawyers said the munici-
paluy owes MDA NIS 1.5 million
for operatmg expenses of itsmohde intensive care unit in the
city, which the municipality is
supposed to help cover. MDA
management asked the municipal-
dyto deduct this debt from MDA’s
debt in leasing charges for the
north Tel Aviv station property.
However, the city refused to mairr

He added that more than half of
the sum demanded in leasing
charges need not be paid, because
they involved debts of many years
ago.

'

Meanwhile, the M3GU in

.Western Galilee remains out of
commission due to debts by the
local .. authorities. Nahariya
Government .Hospital and Kupat
Holim Clalit As a result, 57 calls
for medical' help that- required,
treatment by an MICU in recent
days were treated by an ordinary
ambulance, MDA Said'yest^rday.
MICUs are manned by doctors

and specially trained paramedics.

this trade-off
rerusc<1 toma*e and contain sophisticated resusci-

- as. a result, the tation eqummrat that k^vail-
station is due to close.
The MDA spokesman said,
apparently, the Tel Aviv

Municipality decided that city res-
idents aren’t entitled to the vital
life-saving sendees of the station
and hundreds of them are liable to
lose their lives in an emergency as
a result.”

tation equipment .that is.'tHiavai]-

able on a regular. amhnianrA The
Katyusha attacks in the North over
the weekend highlighted the
urgency of reinstituted MICU ser-

vice, MDA said, but the organiza-
tion cannot afford to do so unless
the local authorities, the hospital
and . the health, -fund pay their

debts.

Soldier dies of

rat-bite rabies
JUDY SIEGEL

Kazakhstan children
undergoing cosmetic
surgery at Soroka

A 19-YEAR-OLD soldier. Rafi Tal of

Netanya, died yesterday at Sheba Hospital

of rabies, two months after being bitten on

the lip by an unidentified animal -

believed to be a rat - in his army tent It

was the first reported case of a rat spread-

ing the disease to humans, and the first

case in 39 years of an Israeli contracting

and succumbing to rabies.

Although the rabid animal had not been

caught and examined, the Acre district

health office decided against immunizing

the soldier against rabies, which would

undoubtedly have saved him. Weeks after

the bins, he was brought to Hillel Yoffe

Hospital in Hadera, and when he lost con-

sciousness, he was transferred to the Tel

Hashomer hospital.

Blood and saliva samples were sent to

the Pasteur Institute in Paris for confirma-

tion of die diagnosis, as local labs lacked

the ability to confirm it, and local doctors

themselves were able to reach a diagnosis

only on die basis of textbook descriptions,

as they had never seen a case before.

For the last month of his life, Tal was
unconscious and attached to a respirator,

as there is no effective treatment once the

incubation stage ends and the actual

symptoms of the disease appear. People

who had been in direct contact with him
were vaccinated as well, as the virus can

theoretically spread from an infected per-

son to another by a kiss.

Health MinisterYehoshua Matza yester-

day received the recommendations of a
ministry-appointed team that looked into

the tragic event. They reported that the

district health office physician who made
the faulty decision based it on the sol-

dier's account that he was bitten by a
small animal - such as a mouse or rat' -
which have not been involved in spread-

ing rabies in this country.
The ministry decided to expand the def-

inition of “bites by an unidentified animal
"

to include all mammals, even small ones
aich as rodents, because they could be
infected by rabies. It will hold seminars for

staffers and refresh their memories on
dealing with animal bites, as well as
expand its program ofgiving of anti-rabies

vaccine to wild and domesticated animals.
Meanwhile, the Israel Anti-Vivisection

Society issued a statement, declaring that

leaving anti-rabies vaccine on bait for wild
animals was the best way to combat rabies
in the animal population. The society
charged that the oral vaccine, recommend-
ed by the World Health Organization, was
offered to Israel free by Germany, but that

it was refused by the Agriculture
Ministry’s chief veterinarian, who “prefers

to kill off tens of thousands of stray dogs
and cats for fear that they were infected by
foxes.” The society added that such a pol-

icy was not only cruel, but unnecessary, as

only 3 percent of animals that were put

down were found in pathological exams of
their brains to have been rabid.

JUDY SIEGEL

AESH

SIX children from the republic of
Kazakhstan have arrived at
Beersheba's Soroka Hospital to

undergo cosmetic surgery for con-
genital defects such as a cleft

palate and lip. Due to lack of facil-

ities and awareness in their own
country, the children were not
treated as babies, said Prof. Lior
Rosenberg of Soroka’s maxillofa-
cial surgery department.
The cost of the treatment is

being covered by a fund estab-

lished by the president of

Kazakhstan, the Kazakh Embassy
in Israel, the Metek Metal
Technology company (which sets

up refineries and petroleum fields

in Kazakhstan), Kupat Holim
Clalit’s international relations

department and Soroka.
Additional children will be treat-

ed here, as well as in Kazakhstan
by Israeli doctors, who will train

local physicians in the surgery. A
ream led by Rosenberg is due to

fly to the CIS republic in the sum-
mer to train local doctors.

Former Lehi member YusufAbu Ghosh is carried to his final resting place yester-

day in the village that bears bis name. (And Jerozolinttki)

Lehi fighter Abu Ghosh dead at 77

When in doubt, vaccinate
BACKGROUND
JUDY SIEGEL

Z-IV-H

Former cancer patient

gives birth to twins
JUDY SIEGEL

- -'Ar --28-YEAR-OLD '-Jerusalem

two^h^bgo’was Suf-

fering from cancer >of the

endometrium1

(lining of the uterus)

has given birth to healthy twins

after undergoing conservative neat-

mem that eliminated the tumor.

Getting endometrial cancer at

such a young age is rare; in older

women, the standard treatment is

. to remove the uterus. Because die

patient was married but had not

yet bad children. Dr. Uzd Better,

bead of Shaare Zedek Hospital’s

-surgical and oncological gynecol-

pgy unit, offered to use a tech-

ue that would not make her

-jdtver several months, she

MIMIK
B*H

SPEAKUEBBBM
NTWO WEEKS!

* One-on-one instruction fri the

Ofd City of Safari.

* She houra a day oUntensfog
study

* Beginning and advanced tovete

SFBCUL NTHOBUCTORfPtVCE

$360 per week -includes private

tutor, room, half-board, and
health insurance

Other options avafiabto

-

Private room, tripe, tours, and l7

addSona! learning

For more bifo and an

application form, contact

ASCENT, PAR 296, £
2 Warm, Sated, 13102 |

TW. 0*092 1364,

Fax. 06-692 1942 §
a-maH: eeoeflt@acteonLCoJIIf

-received - die- hormone proges-

1
tew5nfir''»»^r-^are^d.-csapervisfbn-

Then, die tumor was removed' via
the cervix using an electric scalpel

with the aid ofan optic fibfcr. Since

it was a large cancerous growth,

doctors had to do this in two stages

over a period oftwo months.

After Better saw that the treat-

ment had succeeded and the uterus

was completely normal, she was
allowed to get pregnant. But
because of fertility problems, she

underwent in-vitro fertilization at

the hospital and two weeks ago
delivered the twins. The mother is

in excellent condition.

Better said that advances in treat-

ment of gynecological cancers and
fertility treatments allow young
women suffering from such tumors

die chance of having children.

THE funeral of Yusuf Abu
Ghosh, a former Arab mem-
ber of Lehi (otherwise

known as the Stem group),

took place yesterday in the

village ofAbu Ghosh outside

Jerusalem. He was 77,

Abu Ghosh was best

known for the part he played
in freeing former MK Geula
Cohen from jail in

Jerusalem’s Russian
Compound after she had
been sentenced to nine years’

imprisonment by the British

mandatory authorities for

operating the Lehi radio and
carrying arms.

In her book. Story of a
Fighter,' Cohen told how

Ghosh, as well as a Jewish
girl dressed as an Arab, had

HAIM SHAPIRO

entered the prison on the pre-

text of visiting anAbu Gbosh
resident being held there.

The four brought in a bundle
of “laundry,” including an
Arab woman’s outfit and
smuggled it into the showers,

where Cohen put on the

clothes and veil, and then
made her getaway.

The ghi and one of the

three Arabs engaged a
warder in conversation,

while the other two staged a
diversionary quarrel.

'

They hit each other so real-

istically, even turning on the

British, that they were arrest-

When it was discovered
that Cohen was no longer in

the shower, the alarm was

sounded - bur meanwhile the

girl and the Arab had left

Yusuf Abu Ghosh and a
cousin, Abdul Salem Abu
Ghosh, were held, interrogat-

ed, and beaten, but did not

break.

In 1951, after having dis-

appeared and returned from
Nablus, then underJordanian
rule, Yusuf Abu Gbosh
served IS months’ imprison-

ment for the attempted mur-
der of his cousin, Abdul
Salem, apparently because
the latter had decided to sup-

port an Arab party affiliated

with Mapai in the general

elections of 1949, rather than

the Lehi list The two were

. The deceased left a widow,
a son, two daughters, and
numerous grandchildren.

RABIES, spread by a virus in die saliva,

can theoretically be contracted via bites or

scratches by any mammal — from dogs,

jackals, foxes, and cats to skunks, cows,

weasels, and even small rodents. Dr.

Jacob Assaf, an internal medicine special-

ist and director of die emergency depart-

ment at Hadassah-University Hospital in

Jerusalem’s Em Keiem. said yesterday

that anti-rabies vaccine should be given

immediately if there is any possibility a
rabid animal was involved.

“I don’t have information on this specif-

ic case,” Assaf said, but the principles are

that someone who has been bitten or

scratched by an mammal that ran away -
in a region where rabies is known to exist

- should be vaccinated.”

Years ago, getting anti-rabies shots was
a near-nightmare, consisting of a series of
painful shots into the abdomen. Today.

.. while not plca§ant^anti-rabies vaccine is cpnscjous.^ ^
, -given in d»dfp%o%>jc^&-i^p|^

l ,lUAs^j^
snre vaccine and the rest (usually five) person with ra
active vaccine. The risk of complications with the diseas<

is small. to the Third Wc

“I signed forms for administering two
rabies shots just today,” Assaf said.

“Soldiers who are in contact with animals,

even those who remove the body of a don-
key, are die most common recipients of
the shots.”

The initial symptoms of rabies are mis-

leading, as they are very similar to that of
influenza: a headache, sore throat, weak-
ness, tiredness, and nausea. But these

develop into a variety of frightening neu-

rological, muscular, and other symptoms,
including muscle spasms, respiratory and
swallowing difficulties, excessive saliva-

tion, and reduced blood pressure.

In addition, there may also be psycho-

logical symptoms, including aggressive-

ness or depressive behavior and hallucina-

tions. The symptoms in humans are very

similar to those that appear in a rabid dog,

and death is very painful if the patient is

'IiAs^^“fe.h«^^rneyV.secn a
person with rabies, and dial experience
with the disease - almost totally confined

to the Third World - is minimal

Policeman to be
indicted for

slapping Arab
THE Justice Ministry's police

investigation division has recom-
mended indicting a border police-

man who allegedly strode an Arab
in the courtyard of die Beexsbeba
police station last month. According
to die ministry’s investigation, die

policeman slapped die Arab when
he asked for a drink of water, and
then threatened to “get” him if he
told anyone. Evelyn Gordon
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Mr. Josef Hess, delegate,

' will be on his monthly visit to Israel . .

from December 16 to 19.

Direct dialing 050-298-764 or ^
in Switzerland 0041 -61-272 95 25 ,£

Fax 0041-61-272 95 33

vV; only

http://www.bankhapoalim.co.il
LINK UPWITH THE LEADER

Bank Hapoalim announces the opening of its newest location:

in cyberspace.

Our English-language supersite delivers up-to-date information about

virtually every bank department and service, along with fresh data

about the Israeli economy. It's a great resource for investors, traders,

.

businesspeople, tourists, foreign residents, and the entire worldwide

financial community.

So whether you're thinking of buying a home in Israel, partnering

with an Israeli company, trading in Israeli currency, or investing in

;
shares on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, this is one place in

--•••
• cyberspace you’ll want to visit regularly.

Think of it as your personal on-line information bank.
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Tanzania, Rwanda send
refugees home

POLICE hurled tear gas, fired guns in the air

and swung batons at Rwandan refugees yester

day to force them to clear out ofTanzania.

Tens of thousands who had been hiding in

forests and remained in a remote camp were on

the road to Rwanda, following thousands who
were driven out before them.

“They threw grenades at us that made a lotof

smoke. It hurt our eyes,” said a refugee who
cradled an infant and identified herself as

Maria.

Another refugee, Leonard, said it was tear

gas. The refugees declined to give their last

names for fear of being menaced by Tanzdnian

or Rwandan authorities.

Other refugees reported that police fired guns

into the air and beat refugees with sticks.

Mors than a dozen refugees interviewed

separately along a 10-km. stretch of road

about 60 km. southeast of the border all

reported that hundreds of police used force to

drive them out of Kitali Hills camp and
remote forests where they were hiding to

avoid repatriation.

One woman said three children died from the

tear gas fumes; another said five children were
killed. Others reported that from three to eight

KARIN DAVIES

KITAU HILLS, Tanzania

adults were killed, and eight committed suicide

rather than return to Rwanda. Two men said 60
died in the violence, but others in the crowd
dismissed their claims.

It was impossible to independently verify the

claims- Tanzanian authorities refused to speak

to reporters, so they could not be asked about

the refugees’ reports.

As the Tanzanian police and milirary began a

major operation to forcibly repatriate 535,000
refugees on Saturday, Brigadier Msuya, who
uses only one name, said violence would not be
used.

Tanzania wants all 535,000 Rwandan Hums
remaining in the country out by Dec. 31

because the refugees deforested much of the

Ngara area - which lies in the Burigi National
Reserve - and killed animals.

They had also used land illegally for grv. wing

crops and building settlements in hopes of set-

tling down permanently. Lately, Tanzania has

blamed an increase in violent crime on armed
refugees.

The walk home came after Hutu extremists

who controlled the camps led the fleeing

refugees deeper into Tanzania.

Tanzania yesterday barred UN aid workers

and journalists from die road clogged with

returning Hums.
Tanzanian troops had not used force since

about 12,000 refugees walked across the nar-

row bridge spanning Rusumo Falls and into

Rwanda starting Saturday.

Aid workers at the border estimated about

000 were crossing per hour later yesterday.

Some 22,000 had crossed yesterday, said Peter

Kessler, a UN High Commissioner for

Refugees spokesman.

He said the groups of refugees were growing

bigger, and late yesterday 2,000 were crossing

every 15 minutes.

Those in the 18-km. column of more than

500,000 refugees remaining in northwestern

Tanzania appeared reluctant to complete the

last few kilometers.

Only the International Committee of the Red
Cross and Oxfam were allowed access to

refugees, who have by now emptied almost all

of the camps after being told they had to go
home. (AP)
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upon Rifkind’s arrival in Larnaca yesterday, part of his mission to persuade Tnridsh and G
Cypriots to open peace talks. The visit was the first ireCyprus by a British minister m 30 years.

Court annuls Milosevic More than 80 killed in

victory in Nis
BELGRADE (AP) - In an appar-

ent attempt to defuse weeks of

protest against President Slobodan
Milosevic, a court he controls

ordered an opposition victory in

Serbia's second largest city

restored, the opposition said yes-

terday.

Although voting lists showed
the opposition coalition clearly

won the November 17 elections in

the city of Nis. the local electoral

commission proclaimed
Milosevic's Socialists the winners.

The proclamation touched off

weeks of protests against

Milosevic, the largest since he
came to power in 1987. and the

opposition appealed the derision.

Tens ofthousands ofpeoplejoined

the protests.

Milosevic called for repeat elec-

tions where irregularities were
found
The Socialists will probably

appeal die court’s new ruling.

opposition leaders said. The court's

ruling yesterday, announced by the

opposition, could not immediately

be confirmed.

State-run media had earlier

speculated that Milosevic might
hand over Nis to die opposition in

exchange for keeping control of
the capital, Belgrade.

“We don't want any deals with

Milosevic,”* said an opposition

leaden Zoren Djindjic. “We will

continue our protests till we get all

our victories back and regardless

of his concessions.”

International officials have
warned of the standoff between
Milosevic and protesters.

Tens of thousands of demonstra-

tors have taken to the streets every

day for almost four weeks. About
200,000 people were in Belgrade

on Saturday to demand that

Milosevic restore their victories.

Earlier yesterday, news media
controlled by Milosevic accused

Italian civileourt dnesnotwant Priebke -trial
'Mol/1 nl • naftl hw vfinrw Hon>ht / In*tor r rtnr-t rvllf' • -WNMiMi In*# ...

•

ROME (Reuter) -An Itafian^warcrimes case against

former SS captain Erich Priebke was left without a
court to be heard in yesterday after a civilian prose-

cutor said he had no jurisdiction.

Italo Ormanni, deputy Rome public prosecutor,

referred the controversial case bade to a preliminary

examining judge with a recommendation that Italy’s

highest court, the Court of Cassation, be asked to
decide whether Priebke should be tried in civilian or
military court.

Onnaimi was assigned the case on December 5,

'when a panel ofmilitary judgescoociuded that a civil

court should decide whether Priebke was guilty of
complicity in murder in Italy’s worst World War II

atrocity.

Their ruling broughtPriebke’scase into line whfa that

of another SS veteran, former major Karl Hass, whose
trial is being sought in Italy for the same atrocity.

Ormanni said he behoved a military rather than a
civilian court should handle the case because the SS
was marie up of soldiers and therefore was part of the

armed forces.

Israel Electric Corporation

TENDERS
The Israel Electric Corporation wishes to announce the results of the
fallowing public tenders;

1.

Tender and subject No. 559523 - Contract far the

supply of distribution and

protection boards

Successful bidder: Hayotzer, Kiryat Bialik

Date of decision: 19.11.96

Value of winning bid: $792,572

Value of lowest bid: $792,572

Value of highest bid: $1 ,724,998\

Tender and subject

Successful bidder:

Date of decision:

Value of winning bid:

Value of lowest bid:

Value of highest bid:

Tender and subject

Successful bidden

Date of decision:

Value of winning bid:

Value of lowest bid:

Tender and subject

Successful bidden

Date of decision:

Value of winning bid:

Value of lowest bid:

Value of highest bid:

No. 550071 - Size 00 Isolator

Blades with Handles

Nisco, Holon Industrial Zone
7.11.96

$1,439,211

$1,439,211

$2 ,011,649

No. 545094 - 3-phase kWhr
Meters

Elcomet, Ramat Hasharon

10.11.96

$4,001,850

$4,001,850

No. 515597 - Single-phase,

domestic, kWhr Meters

GEC, England

24.11.96

$3,821,270

$3,821,270

$5,435,445

fierce Mogadishu fighting

demonstrators of being in the ser-

vice of the US, Germany and other

foreign powers.

Serbian TV, Milosevic’s mouth-
piece, showed demonstrators car-

rying large American and German
flags and commented that this

shows they are Western stooges.

The TV, which has been the main
target of demonstrators’ anger for

its biased reporting, also carried

numerous alleged letters ofsupport
for Milosevic from throughout

Serbia saying he was “protecting

the country's sovereignty” against

American interference.

“Today, we have two Serbias,"

said opposition leader Vesna
Pesic. “One is Milosevic’s arro-

gant Serbia which wants to remain
an isolated island in the democrat-
ic world.”

“The other is our Serbia, which
is not afraid of the world and
democracy,” Pesic said. “And our
Serbia is winning.”

MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) - More than 80 people mounted wi

were believed killed yesterday and dozens wounded of a rival fat

in some of the worst factional fighting in months in Shells thai

the divided Somali capital, witnesses said. in retaliati

At least 42 people died after three mortar rounds land- sides suffere

ed on the crowded Bakara market in south Mogadishu Among tin

in an area controlled by faction leader Hussein Ajdid. aged betwee

Among the fatalities were 20 women selling jewelry, mortar rounc

and most of the others were also civilians. were treating

Many of the bodies were mutilated by shrapnel, and Aidid’s su

the market had pools of blood. At least 150 wounded Mogadishu,
passersby were taken to nearby hospitals. ous attempt:

In an area called Medina, also in south Mogadishu, * Abgal subcb
about 40 people were believed killed in fighting, said Gunfire an

sources at Ali Hassan HospitaL Residents contacted the day yestt

by phone reported that 23 of the dead were tying on Medina lie

the main market street two halves o
Many of the deaths came from shelling after forces - and die a

loyal to Aidid with dozens of battle wagons - bucks waxring clan

Seizure of Russian troops

may impede withdrawal
MOSCOW (AP) - The seizure of
22 Russian troops by armed
Chechens could impede the with-

drawal of Russian forces from
Chechnya, a senior military com-,
mander said yesterday. 1

The Chechens captured the •

Interior Ministry troops at a
Russian guard post in neighboring

Dagestan Saturday after they were
forbidden to cross die bonier
unless they left their weapons
behind, Russian news agencies
reported.

Gen. Anatoly Shkirko, comman-
der of Interior Ministry troops in

Chechnya, told the ITAR-Tass
news agency their seizure could
complicate the withdrawal of the

last two Russian brigades from the

breakaway republic.

However, he said, any decision
’

to halt or slow the withdrawal
would have to ultimately be made
in the Kremlin by the political

leadership.

On Friday. , Gen. .
^Vladimir

St^or^t^Q, coininaii^r ajL',

Russian”troops in Chechnya,* saief

the withdrawal was aheitd of
schedule and may be completed
next month.
Russia has agreed to pull out its

last two brigades, numbering
about 8,000 men. before presiden-
tial and parliamentary elections

are held in the breakaway republic
January 27.
The captured troops, deployed

in the Russian region of Dagestan
to guard its border with Chechnya,
were seized by about 40 aimed
men and taken to Chechnya, tire

news agencies said.

mounted with heavy weapons - attacked supporters

of a rival faction led by Ali Mahdi Mohamed.
Shells that hit the Bakara market apparently came

in retaliation for an attack by Aidid’s forces. Both

sides suffered casualties.

Among the dead in Medina were seven brothers -

aged between six months and 14 — who died when a

mortar round landed on their house. Hospital workers

were treating both parents who survived.

Aidid’s supporters, who control a part of south

Mogadishu, have laid siege to Medina, but all previ-

ous attempts to dislodge members of Ali Mahdi’s

Abgal subclan from the southern district have failed.

Gunfire and loud explosions continued throughout

the day yesterday.

Medina lies cm the so-called green line dividing the

two halves of war-tom Mogadishu, since the country
- and die capital - disintegrated into a fiefdom of

waning clans in 1991.

"OODS Versatile comic

awal Willie RushtoniW3i
dead at 59

MINISTRY OF HEALTH
Department tor Property and
Services, Jerusalem

.

1. The Ministry hereby invites bids In accordance with the foSowing

LONDON (AF)-WillieRushton, a
cartoonist, broadcaster and leading

light of Britain’s “satire boom” in
die 1960s, died last week at age 59.

Rushton, who was diabetic and
recently had heart surgery, died at

Cromwell Hospital after abrief ill-

ness,. said his- agent, Roger
Hancock.
Rushton was one ofthe founders

in 1961 of Private Eye, which
mixed crusadingjoumaUsm, satire

and silliness.

He was part of the cast of“That
Was the Week That Was,” which
ran for 36 episodes in 1962-63 on
the BBC. His speciality was
impersonating Harold Macmillan,
who was then prime minimipt
His film credits include Nothing

But The Best (1964), Those
Magnificent Men in their Flying
Machines (1965) and Monte Carlo
OrBust (1969).

Hungary bans!

‘Mein Kampf’j

AFTER protests from Jewisl

groups, Hungarian prosecutor

have banned Mein Kampf,

\

sayinl

Adolf Hitler's book violates indi
vidua! rights. The New Yorl

Times reported in yesterday ’i

editions. “Anything that violate!

personal rights can be banned]

under a 1986 media law written

by the Communist regime, pros-

ecutor Attila Sank told the

Times.

About 500 copies of a
Hungarian translation of die book
were sold after it was advertised in

a far-right newspaper; Dmokrata.
The remaining copies have been
confiscated, the Times reported.

“This is an anti-Semitic country.

We shouldn’t be surprised people

are trying to sell it,” saidGuli GaL
a journalist at tire Jewish newspa-

per Uj ELet (New Life). “Mein
Kampfhas no historical value, and
the person who translated it is a

fascist."

The English version of Mein
Kampf also has been banned in

Budapest, although a book-seller

said he had sold only four copies

of the book in four years. Other

former communists states have;

been edgy about experpistwod^i
In Poland^ -'wfx&’Mem Kampf

'

fust appeared in Polish four years

ago, it had an anonymous intro-.'

ducticm and neither the publisher,

nor translator were identified by
their proper names. The publisher,

was charged with, and acquitted

of, “eulogizing fascism.”

But all of this seemed to begood
for sales - 20,000 copies of foe

Polish edition sold out in days, the

Times said.

Book-sellers in the Czech.'

Republic, meanwhile, were reluc-

tant to display the biography of

Albert Speer, because the bock
jacket showed a photograph of the

leader of the Nazi munitions effort

with Hitler: JerusalemPostStaff

Tender No. 124/96 - Expanded Financial System
for General Governmental Geriatric and

Psychiatric Hospitals
2. PoriodofContrart/yoara, wlfoopifonofttJdanskmforarKJther 5

a Scope of Contract As detailed m the tender documents, with option for
extension or Bmitatton of the requirements to a limit of 25% ofthe
scope of the tender.

4. a. To receive the tender documents end further details, one should
oontaS the Secretariat of the Department of Property aid Services,
29Rehoy Rivfca, Poor 2, Ministry of Health, Jerusalem. Tel.: 02-
568-1221 or 02-668-1 364, during regularworking hours,

b. Beforereceivtng the tender documents, one must pay the sum of
NIS 500 by means of a payment sap, to the Postal Bank, to Account
No. 0-03807-9. to The MWstiy of Health, Department of Property
and Services."

5- Bidsare to be submitted to the Tendere Box at 29 RJvka SL, Floor 2,
Ministry at HeaKh, Jerusalem, no later than February a 1937, at 12
noon.

6. a. tf there are any reserrafloro or questions, these should be
addretoed bi writing, no later than January 5, 1997, ttuMr. Avf
FJeund, 4 Shalom Yehuda, Mnisiry of Health, Jerusalem, TeL 02-
870-6850 or Fax, 02-671-5570.

b- * bkWenrtw does not do so, wil be considered as ifhe agrees to
the conditions ofthe tender.

7. a. The basic conditions for submitting bids are;

1) To submit a valid certificate from an accountant regartfing your
financial turnover, ti keeping with the orders of the Income Tax
regulations.

2) Payments the sum of NIS 500 before receivinfl documents of
the tender, non-refundabie.

?) hi the tender, there may participate suppliers who are an
incoipoiwed legal body with proven experience ofat least 3
years In providing services ofthe type deta&ed In the tender, and
whose reported turnover for VAT, for 1995, was at least NIS

10.000.

000. The MWstiy is allowed to gto preference to legal

bodies having greeter experience in giving me services required"
in fob tender, and who have manpower of hfeh expertise.

4) To submit wSh the bid confirmation lhat you me a recognized
trader, for the purposes ofVAT.

5) To submit a bank guarantee, linked to the COL in foe sum of NIS
250.000, to force lor 90 days from the final dale for submitting
the bid.

6} Partfcfyafion In foe meeting of suppliers which wffll take place on
jtentwy 6, 1997 at 12 pan. In foe Meefing Room at4Shalom
VWnida St, tothe Ministry of Health, Jerusalem,

a a. The Ministry of Health reserves to hsetf foe tight to conduct
nepotabonswift[the most atiabie bidder before determiningwho
wbts foe tender, In keeping with Reautafon 7 of the regulations of
Requirement forTenders.

b- for purposes of determining the winning sippfter, there v/tfl be taken
mto account only the bid for the

9- bid, any part thereof, or any
Wd. We are pemUttetrto rfivWethe orderand to give preference to

axper<E,oe£“ mMtoned above, in the conditions of

r?ffr
tyKkf,

.

a
ff

fflwwfce aflowed to cancel orto expand, orto
limit the extent of the tender, because of budgetary and/or

Standard& Poor's ComStock on the Net delivers

affordable, high quality, retd time data.

For otct 125 yMB, Sondard& poor's has bttn the fiiuncal inAouy’s most truntd
^rfmarkainfarmrioa

Tcb
^ Mike a slow, manually updated .

Included at your low itionfhfy fee is:

up to 236,000 reaktme nocks, options, comxnodirHS and imfices

^ Jon« News ServicdfFutures World News, Street
rnriogSemes,VMS fed, Ptan'x and more

STANDARD
& poor’s mSem

L - COMSTOCK gMgagraf
Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 Ben Yehuda St Tel. 02-624-4963; Fax. 02-625-9515
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FILM review

pursuit of the Xmas grail
_ AOINA HOFFMAN

Jingleallthe way
* 1/2

BSSTfi-FK'

a^Msaaa

J
INGLE all the Way is a slickly
wrapped but entertaining

Package that stars

u 1 Schwarzenegger as
Howard, ahamed father who never
follows through on the promises he
makes to his young son. Feeling

F *. he vows to buy the boy his& oream toy far the holiday- a super-
'

r!?
pcr

Jictl0D figure named Turbo
Man, The problem, though, is that
tt s already Christmas Eve and
every last one of the dolls sold out
weeks ago. What's a dead-beat dad
to do? Howard embarks on a set of
wild adventures, in desperate pur-
suit of this plastic grail and his
son’s affections.

Directed by Brian (The
Flintstones

)

Levant, and written
by a team whose members include
Chris (Home Alone) Columbus,
the film provides a noisy, slapstick
send-up of the “Christmas spirit”
in its most acquisitive American
form. The holiday, as celebrated
by the characters in Jingle, has lit-

tle to do with religion in the old-
fashioned Christian sense of peace
on earth and mercy mild. Instep
the movie satirizes that other,
more widespread American belief

dfj - in salvation through shopping.
What results is not exactly a

glowing portrait of the United
States in late December. Using an
exaggerated physical style, the
filmmakers reduce all the grown-
ups in the picture to temper-

fl

n

It’s Christmas Eve and Howard (Arnold Schwarzenegger! wants a Itarbo Man toy for his boy.

tantrum-throwing little kids wbo
will push and shove and jump on
each other to get their bands on a
toy. And, throughout, the chipper,
seasonal soundtrack comments
ironically on the hell they’re all

enduring: "The Most Wonderful
lime of the Year” bouncing along
as a crazed pack of parents maul
each other to get at the doll, “I’ll

be Home for Christmas” crooning
as Howard’s van runs out of gas
and he’s fenced to push it along-

side the freeway, etc.

Some of the routines are funnier

titan others. In one of the better

bits, Jim Belushj appears as a
sneaky-looking Santa Claus
whose sidekick is a leering punk
of a bearded elf. Sitcom star

Sinbad spouts a few loud, lively

riffs as a mailman who’s racing
with Howard to find a toy for his

own son. Theip are, perhaps, too
many repetitions of a similar set-

up (over and over, Howard comes

within inches of a Turbo Man,
only to have it yanked away). But
all these gags are so broadly
played and briskly edited, we
hardly have time to tire of them.
Besides, most of the audience is

likely to sense that the biggest joke

is yet to come. Why else would
Schwarzenegger star in this movie?
From his first appearance on the

screen - with his boxy jaw, perfect

pectorals and batteries-not-includ-

ed line delivery - we ask our-

news ofThe muse

Seoufmusic
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-Ay&zm Reichart, 25, won firstprizeand a gold medal in tiie'fest ^::

-Dcgig-Alntemational MnskrCompetirionjroScouL rarfer tfiW :

Have flute, will travel
MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

-iSgri*- The prize cot^rised a $5©,00Qcash award 'as wellas,

dapeerttad recordingcontracts.In tbefimQrofeifr'of.Ihc
^xSftjpetition in winch 48 pianists participated; ReIchail played *•;.

.. Brjpafiev’s Third Piano Concerto. * •
’

- ‘
. . • v.'*>

-^Hl Garbuig andAsaf Eei^, bo&21, won to anriual Rafi . * .

Tjptefauk Piano Competition:which tookplacdizrJerusalem -fast:

.

\ nkmfe,a<rompetition Rcieharthas previouslyworu .

’>
.

«„ . Miche^lAfzenstatjt

VaL i*.

/s. •;
.*•’

The US's Ffcfore^ha$ named:

YOUNG Israeli flutist

Sharon Bezzaly got an
offer she could not

refuse. Studying at the Paris

Conservatory about a year ago,

she was invited to come for one
month to Salzburg, to city of
Mozart, to replace an ailing flutist

in the local Camerata Academia.
orchestra. After .one month, 85^
year-old’ maestro Sandor Vegfa
asked Bezzaly to remain' with his

orchestra which plays regularly at

Salzburg’s most prestigious

Mozarteum, and tours all over to
world.

Moving to Salzburg from Paris,

after living her first 18 years in Tel

Aviv, was quite a shock, Bezzaly
admitted last week, speaking at

her parents’ home in Kfar Sava.

“Salzburg is a very beautiful city

but to a point,” she said. ‘You
can’t stay there for too long
because you get bored. And more-
over it took time to get used to the

fact that all stores close at six. So
if I’m stuck in to evening without

milk I simply can’t have my cof-

fee.”

Bezzaly. 24, used to believe

that she could maintain a profes-

sional career from Israel. “I real-

ly believed that the world is so

small and everything can be done

voted mostpopt^^^.byj^^ antonces^atfeelbronto film '

.

festival. Shine icBs frier extr^ireBriary fane stray bfmanist David; \
Helfgott, and Ms reiatibtoSli^'^ surviVoc :

Tom Cruise-was naxnedii^actca: for his work asa faded,sports^

agent fighting for a comcbadcin /^ry Maguire, andFrances Y„ : .

McDormand pickedirpIton^Wlble^actr^^^ ofto *_:v

preg?iarit sheriffin tooff-bca^c^&5SiyFargo. :
• ;

; '

‘

Y

Theboard, made upoftestehcis^actois, writers, movie -j. .:

.

production workers and ofeczs;f?wiIl present the awards February
.

24 at% gala dinner at Tkvein 'onihfe‘ Greenm NewTotic.* ! AP-; ;

Justgood friends

of tom ever becosne mose

a Verbal

possibility of on-set

Sharon Bezzaly: Salzbnrg can get boring.

from here. But I was wrong.
Salzburg after all is not that close.

But I still come borne as much as

I can.”

She last played here four years

ago with the Jerusalem Symphony
Orchestra, and now she is back for

a series of concerts with to Israel

Chamber Orchestra. Playing the

1949 Flute Concerto by Jolivet is a
special thrill. “It’s one of the most
beautiful works written for the

flute. It’s really not a modern
piece, it’s quite tonal and lyric and
it also has very quick parts too. It’s

really an amazing work which is

very accessible.”

Sharon Bezzaly joins the ICO to

play the Jolivet Flute Concerto as
well as Devienne’s Symphonic
Concertante for two flutes and
orchestra, tonight at the Tel Aviv
Museum and tomorrow in Kfar
Sava.

It’s fourth time todtyfiorBradPdtTO Itollywqctt^

manyiiS'girifriaKi GwyiKtfe^trow, c£
,

Jane Aosren’sEmma (whichwfflbe reyxrwcdby^
. ...

in Friday ’s Time Oid&ip&kxacBt'). W. y

Paltrow hadtnmcddowuBn’smairiagepny^^Jhr^y' i.v

previous occaskMS,-butte time ^32,.repca^reg3^^;,
on hisguitar before gryinghefa diamond

plan to marry in Marelfc'irieitwoyears ago

Viva Domingo!

-?/i .

* ’
. -

A living legCTd
Luciano Pavarotti, the img otto tenars,

rretnemenL But the mtemationally acclaunedltg^^p^^ng^y.
:who *d»evcd woridwKfc toe

. of his singing to theme time for the ^
-won’t be hanging up his tuxedo just r

Jalian newspaperthat he won t stop \

“C»vionsIy I can’t quit now. 1 anu2» n
Y

-ggsKssasaaagissife;

Room at the top -*
.|

Education Mimsiry mediandvrsor .
i

one of die chief coiflciKto for thepgstof y•

_

Current incumbeittAhuva Feimi«ss«^to „
years-ago by then-edneation

know whether hercontract, winch ha^otpnwL^li;^e e^ffldeU.

.

Her approach nri^ht be

ltoop of a program i :
t;

:

Pladdo Domingo, Ruth Ann
Swenson - Gounod: Romeo et

Juliette. Munchner Rondfrmk-
orchester, Leonard Slatkin.

RCA (09026 68440 2).

Piacido Domingo - Bajo El
Cielo EspanoL Agustin Lara,
Maria Teresa Lara - Suite

Espanola. Sony (SK 62625).

S
PANISH tenor Piacido
Domingo never seems to

rest. In between very hectic

performance schedules of opera

productions and the Three Tenors
concerts he spends many hours in

the recording studios for either

solo albums or operas.

Gounod’s Romeo et Juliette is a

charming opera with some haunt-

ing melodies. . Gounod centers

around several grand duets

CLASSIC DISCS
MICHAEL AJZENSTADT

between Romeo and Juliette, and
Domingo sings these duets magi-
cally. But the 50-plus tenor does

not sound young enough and
there’s no way he can hide it It is

great to bear Domingo sing this

role but it would have been even
better 10 or 12 years ago.

Domingo is perfectly matched
with Ruth Ann Swenson, one of
the greatest young sopranos of
our time. She too is no ingenue,

yet her glorious voice is suited to

perfection to to role.

In this recording both Romeo
and Juliene accept the inevitable

death with amazing grace and

passionate love.

DOMINGO'S newest solo album
is devoted to the Spanish music
he sings so beautifully. Here he
simply sings with all his hfcart and
reaches your soul without any
problem.
In recent years he devoted a lot

of energy to light Spanish music
and with great results. This time

he sings music by the great

Mexican composer Agustin Lara.

The music is delightful and capti-

vating and, most important, it is

performed with sincerity, devo-
tion, love and panache. Domingo
clearly enjoys singing any good
tune, whether written by Veidi or
Wagner or by some street musi-
cian in a forgotten land. And for

that we are the true beneficiaries
because every new disc of
Piacido Domingo is a real cele-

bration.

David Gopperfield’s ‘Dreams & Nightmares’
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T’S all in a night’s work. Escaping from a giant

chain saw before it cuts him to pieces, walking
through a spinning industrial fen wife nary a slice

or a dice, and flying, no strings attached, inside a

Plexiglas box.

Magician David Copperfield is calling his New
York theater debut “Dreams and Nightmares,” as sug-

gested by fee show’s creative adviser, film director

Francis Ford Coppola.

The production is ensconced through December 29
in to Martin Beck Theater, with 1,400 seats, one of

the smaller venues fee magician has played in over

his more fean two-decade career.

The magician travels on fee road for most of each

year; giving some 500 performances. “I'm forced to

come up wife about 45 minutes ofnew material each

year,” he says. “I have developed 17 or 18 hours of

performance material in my life. This may not sound

like a lot, but during their careers, some of fee biggest

names in magic only had about an bour-and-a-half of

marwial ”

It can take Copperfield as long as a year to develop

a new stum. His flying illusion took seven years.

Copperfield, like any magician worth his hocus-

pocus, is dressed entirely in black - but the look is

downtown rather than top hat and tails. Expensive-

looking black leatherjacket, black turtleneck sweater,,

black pants and shoes. They match his mane of black
hair and bushy black eyebrows.
Copperfield is something of a magic historian, col-

lecting magic memorabilia, some of which has been
brought to the Martin Beck for display during his

engagement
“Martin Beck was Houdini’s manager,” says the

performer, reveling in the coincidence.

The show, one of Broadway’s hottest tickets, has

been adapted by playwright David Ives, author of fee

off-Broadway hit All in the Timing.

“During my tours, I pur things into fee show in a
very raw form. I have people hate it for a while. That
really motivates you to make it good quickly because
you've got an audience out there,” Copperfield says.

“You are only as good as you dare to be bad.”

The magician has a group of friends he calls his

“naysayers.”

“Some of my colleagues have lost their careers

because they have a lot of 'yes' people around them.
1 have people whose job it is to hare everything that I

do. 1 would rather have them tell me, while I am out
touring and before I get here or go on TV.” (AP)

Michael Jackson’s

Jewish baby
TOM GROSS

MICHAEL Jackson’s baby

is going to be Jewish.

The child, a boy to be named
Michael Jackson Jr., is due in

February. Jackson married fee

cbild’s mother, his long-time

friend Debbie Rowe, in a hush-

hush ceremony last month at an

Australian hoteL Rowe was con-

verted to Judaism as a young child

after being adopted by a Jewish

family, according to the British

Jewish magazine Shalom. MTV
News reported feat the boy will be
brought up ”Jew-ish.”

Jackson's former wife. Lisa

Marie Presley, whom he divorced

in January after 20 months ofmar-
riage. is also believed to be of par-

tial Jewish descent. Her father

Elvis is thought to have had a

Jewish grandparent.

The news will come as an even

greater surprise to some in light of

fee controversy surrounding lyrics

on his latest album, HIStory,

which many said were amisemitic.
The song “They Don’t Care About
Us,** included fee line “Jew me,
sue me. kick me, kike me, don't

you black and white me.”
Jackson, 38, met Rowe, 37,

about 15 years ago at fee plastic

surgeon’s office where she
worked; they have remained
friends ever since. Reports feat

Rowe was artificially inseminated
and paid $500,000 to carry fee

child have been denied by
Jackson's agent.

Over the years, the superstar

who, according to a poll by People
magazine is fee most famous man
on earth, has earned fee nickname
“Wacko Jacko,” for his numerous
eccentricities. Among these, he
bathes in Evian water, has sailed a

12-meter-tan statue of himself
down the Thames in London and
has tried to buy the Elephant
Man's bones.

Yiddish voices
from Cracow

HELEN KAYE
(Murray Close)

selves: why does a kid wife a life-

sized action figure for a dad need
a Turbo Man doU? The question

moves from playful speculation to

literal plot twist as fee film goes
on and, by fee end, Jingle all the

Way has evolved from a cynical

tale of consumerism run amuck to

a bittersweet fable about why little

boys sometimes trust superheroes

more than their fathers. Art it ain’t,

but it’s sure to give you fee holi-

day sniffles.

I
N 1992, 50 yearn afterto Nazis

shot Moidechai Gebirtig in fee

Cracow Ghetto, Bente Kalian

performed her newest one-woman
show, Farewell Cracow, in his

memory, at fee Semina Cinema in

Warsaw - one ofthe few remaining .

structures of fee Warsaw Ghetto.

“I realized what a theatrical

writer be was,” says Kahan, who
first performed a Gebirtig song in

1983. “telling the story of his life

and his surroundings through his

poems.” The song she sang was
“Our Shtetl is on Fire,” written

after a pogrom in 1938, and which
became an anthem for the Jews in

the ghettos who fought back.

Gebirtig was a carpenter who
played the piano wife one finger -
enough to write music for fee

poems he wrote about life in

Kasimjerz, fee Jewish quarter of
Cracow. His poems reflect that life.

aO of it, fee joys and to sorrows.

Farewell Cracow is built around
those poems and songs. Kahan will

perform it twice, in both Yiddish

and in English, at fee Haifa

Auditorium on December 30, and

Bente Kahan : Transcending
nostalgia (Janne MoUer-Hanen)

home, “and I work through text

The songs complement that.”

Her father, Herman Kahan, a
Holocaust survivor, settled in Oslo
where he met his wife, Esther, and
where their five children were bom
and grew up.

“There was never any doubt feat

she’d go into fee theater.” recounts

Kahan’s sisterYvonne, who lives in

Tel Aviv. Kahan graduated in the-

ater at Tel Aviv University, worked
arYad Mrshemoe January*V She’i>« AbrieftyoR-foe leca) n^gettpry stage.

also sing a concert ofYiddish songs
and some numbers in English from
her newest show. Voices from
Theresienstadt, at to Inbal Center
in Tel Aviv and at the opening of
fee International Yiddish Festival at

Neveh Dan. She’ll do fee

Theresienstadt show in German at

fee Haifa Auditorium.
Voices from Theresienstadt hap-

pened “when a survivor of fee

camp who lived in Denmark gave
me some of the songs they made up
to sing at fee cabaret in the camp,
and things son of accelerated from,
there. Because 1 felt that I couldn’t

just sing the songs as though
Theresienstadt was fee jolliest

place on earth. I had to put them
into context.”

So Kahan interviewed survivors,

and. in the play-with-music she
wrote with a colleague, Kahan
plays five women, eadh of whom
tells her own story.

As well as the repertoire she’ll

perform here, Kahan has written

and performed fourmore monodra-
mas, including (me on the great

blues singer Bessie Smith, railed

Bessie, A BlucsicaL, which she per-

forms within the framework of

Dybbuk, fee theater company she

formed in 1990.

“I’m primarily an actress,” she

says over the phone from her Oslo

and then went to New York where

sbo ..studied at fee •Asmefitutil

Academy of Dramatic An before'

returning to live and work in Oslo.

She worked on the fringe, and
played Ibsen at fee National
Theater.At the same time she start-

ed performing in Yiddish because
“there arc many people who ran
play Ibsen, but I have something
else to offer.”

Yiddish culture was a part of her
childhood, but performing in

Yiddish was more than invoking
memories. She never managed to

integrate into Israeli society, “and I

was the most anient Zionist of fee

family," she says wistfully, and so
“1 needed to look back into that cul-

ture to feel rooted again.”

But for Kahan, performing in

Yiddish is the invocation of a van-

ished world and a buried culture,

and “because that culture was so
great and so rich, there's a respon-

sibility in presenting it feat tran-

scends nostalgia.”

There are only about 1,000 Jews
in Norway, but Kahan performs for

non-Jews as well, in Europe and
soon in fee LTK and fee US. She
intends to enlarge Dybbuk too, “for

educational outreach in Jewish and
Yiddish culture. We gave so much
to European culture, and it’s impor-
tant for non-Jews to know feat”

HEAR IT IN ENGLISH

!

THE TRIAL of SCHAMGOROD
by: Elie Wiesel

December 16 and 17, 1996 at 3:30 p.m.

The CaniirM Theater proirfiy presents She NeuuS Theater irom Halit!, Ochnaiiy. wi'h

ihesf p;oductic(i ol Flie VVt-jSol';. dr.iina set !> the '
71 ii conjtry. Tits play '.vi!l be

performed in G&mnn. with n simoltmii-ous transition into Havreiv.

COMEDY OF ERRORS
December 24 at 3:30 p.m.

The ti!n-_ish hi: prouocnon cl Shu!- —r—
Middle Lastem city, with. Ca?7

!

:r-.q r.hiqo ^fretts 'h

lights and even bd!y dancing

et m a modern, war-torn

it inchicc drums, gunshots. *0ich

THE TEMPEST
January 11. 1997 at 4:30 and 9:00 p.m.

January 12, 1997 at 4:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

TW Concn TiwaVr proudly prevent;. Bf

. with {h»ir pioductienpf the Shakespeare

perlOiTTieJ in tiujh-h. with A pcthji

"Theatre doesn't come much note c

theater cowpony. Shared Exc-erienco.

The Tempest. I he- play will be
ransiation into Hc-imv.

BOX OFFICE: 03-523 3335 • FAX: 03-5230172 « SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-5245211

Th° Cameri Theatre can now be found on the Internet at this following address:

http:www.camcri.virtual.cb.il
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Netanyahu’s political overdraft

P
RIME Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
began his terra of office six months ago
after having defied the opinion polls, the

press, and international onlookers to become the

first directly elected prime minister in Israel’s

history. He took office under a cloud of suspi-

cion that he would abandon the Oslo Accords,
leading to a collapse of the peace process.

The new government was immediately pre-

sented with the first litmus test of its commit-
ment to the peace process in general, and the

Oslo Accords in particular — meeting
Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat

and redeploying in Hebron. Within three

months. Netanyahu met with Arafat, despite

campaign statements that he would only do so if

the Palestinians were in full compliance with

Oslo.

In an ironic twist of events, Netanyahu now
seems more inclined to meet Arafat and rede-

ploy in Hebron than Arafat is prepared to

accept what initially would have been viewed
as significant Israeli concessions. And this is

after Palestinian policemen opened fire on IDF
soldiers in September - a watershed that for-

mer prime minister Yitzhak Rabin predicted

would be the end of Oslo if it ever happened.
During the election campaign, Netanyahu

could not bring himself to even speak of the

Oslo Accords by name - preferring instead to

commit that Israel would adhere to “interna-

tional agreements.” Today tbe Netanyahu gov-
ernment constantly reiterates its commitment
to fulfilling Oslo, and has enmeshed itself in

the Oslo process to a degree that few would
have predicted before the election. Yet
Netanyahu is no closer to convincing many
Israelis and the rest of the world that he is

committed to achieving peace than he was on
election day.

This seemingly paradoxical situation can be

explained simply by tbe fact that every action

tbe government takes toward Oslo passes with-

out comment, while every action that seems to

contradict -
opposition.:,

It does not matter that the opening of tbe

Western Wall Tunnel exit in September, or tbe

possible expansion ofsettlements, are not viola-

tions of the Oslo Accords - as opposed to

Palestinian threats of violence, refusal to extra-

dite terror suspects, and the PA’s failure to con-

fiscate illegal weapons.

What matters is that the Netanyahu govern-

ment has failed to create the political capital

necessary to shape the peace process in its own
image. In fact, the government is sinking further

and further into the red in its political capital

account
Political capital, like money in the bank, must

be earned before it is spent Tbe government
began half a year ago with nothing in its

account or perhaps a slight deficit Rather than

beginning with a honeymoon period that new
governments are often granted, the Netanyahu
coalition was immediately put on probation - it

was assumed to be against peace unless proven
Otherwise.

Since then, the relatively swift embrace of

Oslo has not earned Netanyahu political capital,

because it was perceived to have been done
under duress. At the same time, the government
took or contemplated taking controversial

actions which have further sapped an already

empty account

The problem is not the basic direction the gov-
ernment has chosen, but that it has not created

the necessary political capital to carry out its

policies. Popular actions create such assets;

controversial actions spend them. Netanyahu is

right to say that he would be very popular inter-

nationally if he simply gave in to every
Palestinian demand, and he is right to eschew
such popularity. But the flip side is also true - a

government cannot only take controversial

actions without balancing them with actions

that gain political support.

Now is tbe time for Netanyahu to take the step

the government has been hinting at for months,

but has not moved on decisively; die creation of

a unity policy toward a permanent status agree-

ment with the Palestinians.

Likud faction leader MK Michael Eitan and

would-be Labor leader MK Yossi Beilin have

been holding quiet discussions to see if there is

common ground between Labor and Likud
visions of a permanent status agreement with

tbe Palestinians. Eitan characterized Labor's

permanent status vision as a “state-minus.”

while die Likud's vision is “autonomy-plus.”

Netanyahu himself has pointed out that there is

very lbsfle^ffiaTaoi». ‘Setweeai ~foe~ enh^ioed'

'

autonomy that he envisions and die consmcted
"

Palestinian state that Labor favors.

Labor leader Shimon Peres has said that what
is important is not a unity government, but a
unity policy. He said that if there were such a
policy he could support it as well from outside

die government as within it. Netanyahu must
accept Peres's challenge and hammer out a
unity policy. Such a move would involve com-
promises by both sides, but if both sides care

about die national interest more than pride and
politics, it can be done.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SELECTIVE CHOICE
Sir, - It is embarrassing to

catcb out the former Chief
Rabbi of Great Britain and the
Commonwealth in a sleight-of-

hand manipulation of Jewish
sources whereby he selectively

chooses his prayers. In his
November 29 article, he
writes, “in Jewish thought, we
pray not to destroy our ene-
mies but to confound their
counsel.”

Undoubtedly, Lord
Jakobov its was thinking of the
concluding element of the
Amida prayer, said thrice daily,
which contains the phrase:
“disrupt their design” in refer-
ence to those hostile to
Judaism.
However, even if we disre-

gard a verse in the next prayer
said on fast days and the Ten
Days of Repentance, the Avinu
Malkenu, which reads: “avenge
before our eyes the spilled
blood of your servants," one
cannot ignore that the same
phrase of “confounded coun-
sel” is contained also in the Al
Hanissim prayer said on
Purim. There, one is left with
no doubt as to what “con-
found” means.
Referring to the punishment

meted out to Haman. the prayer
reads: “He [God] caused his
[Hainan's] design to be con-
founded and returned to his
own head and they hanged him
and his sons on the gallows."
In addition, on Pessah, during
the Seder, we stand, open the
door and read out: “Pour out
Thy wrath on the nations that
know Thee not." Every morn-
ing, we repeat the verse of
Psalm, saying: “the devout will
wreak vengeance with a dou-
ble-edged sword."
While there is enough evi-

dence that Judaism is not a
bloodthirsty religion, neverthe-
less, even in its post-biblical
development, that of the rabbis
of the Great Assembly and the
post-Talmudic period, it never
became the pacifist faith Lord
Jakobovits might have us
believe.

YISAEL MEDAD

Shiloh.

.

SHELTER FOR
HAREDI WOMEN

Sir, - In tbe course of ber interest-

ing article of December 2, Amy
Klein writes: “There is no shelter

for battered haredi women where

this mother of 12 could have gone."

While it is true that there is no
specifically haredi shelter; your read-

ers will be interested to team that

there is nevertheless somewhere that

battered haredi women can and,

indeed, do go; that is to WIZO's shel-

ters for battered women where spe-

cial arrangements are made id enable

them to follow their own Orthodox

way of life. These arrangements are

folly approved in their circles and

even haredi rabbis have on more than

one occasion themselves referred

women to WE20.
Further details can be obtained by

calling WIZO’s Hotlines for

Battered Women: 03-5461 133; 02-

6514111; 08-8550506; 07-6376310.

RUTH AHIEZER,
Chairman,

Publicity and Information

Department,
WTZD

Tel Aviv.

BAR CRITICISM
Sir, - I could not believe my

Amwican-mtented eyes when I read

your recent report of foe scathing
attack on Mr. Hoter-Yisbai, tbe
Israel Bar Association chairman. It

seemed as if public officials from
the president and the prime minister
on down were competing to see
who could make the most savage
attack on Ml Hoter-Yishai.

_
IfI canjudge from your reporters,

it seems that the chairman did what
would be considered "old hat" in
the US. At times, bar officials

defend the courts from what is per-
ceived as unfair criticism, but on
many occasions, bar officials have
made attacks on foe courts much
like those of Mr. Hoter-Yishai ft

has not been unheard of fearbaroffi-
cials to claim that some courts fol-

low their own agenda rather than

the law, drat they do not defer to
their legislative betters In making
policy and that they do not spend
enough timejudging.
In America, such remarks by a bar

official wtxddnot,evenmalmpage 12.

PROFESSOR JUSTIN SWEET
Jerusalem (Berkeley).

About bygones DryBones
SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF

T
HIS week Germany and the

Czech Republic will be ini-

tialing a declaration of rec-

onciliation formally terminating

the longstanding disagreement

between them.

Reports say foe declaration will

include mutual expressions of
regret over both foe Nazi occupa-

tion of Czechoslovakia that fol-

lowed tbe Munich Agreement in

Netanyahu needs

not a science adviser

but someone to stop

him drawing foolish

historical parallels

1938 and foe brutality with which
three million Germans were
expelled from the Sudetenland by
the Czechs after World War EL It

wiE have purely symbolic value,

since the damage foe Germans did

during the war cannot be undone,

and the Czechs have no intention of
letting foe Germans bad: into their

country.

The declaration’s significance for

Israel lies in foe feet that one of the

many inappropriate historical

analogies Prime Minister
Netanyahu keeps making is the one
between tbe Sudeten Gomans and
the Palestinians.

Back in the 1988 election cam-
paign, during a debate with Labor's

Ephraim Sneh (who wasn’t a candi-

date), Netanyahu cited the Sudeten

Germans in Czechoslovakia as an
example ofa large minority enjoy-

ing autonomous rights - tbe kind of
rights he was wilting to offer foe

Palestinians.

I pointed out at die time that

Netanyahu didn’t seem to know his

history, since the Germans were not
satisfied with autonomy but wanted
to become part of tire German
Reich. They ended up being trans-

ferred to Germany.

The Sudeten Germans are thus an

example of successful forced trans-

fer, not autonomy.

In an interview with Ha'arstz last

month Netanyahu again brought

up tbe case of foe Sudeten

Germans.
“No historical analogy is per-

fect," he replied to a question. ‘Tint

foe attempt to portray us as heart-

less conquerors in a foreign country

reminds us of die propaganda foe

Germans directed against foe

Czechs in an attempt to make them

withdraw from the Sudetenland.”

Once again the' analogy is

unfortunate. Netanyahu might
feel that Israel today finds itself in

foe situation of Czechoslovakia

on tbe eve of World War H, but

that isn’t the way the rest of the

world sees it.

MOST people who know their his-

tory would argue that Israel’s posi-

tion vis-a-vis the territories since

1967 is analogous to Germany’s
vis-a-vis the Sudetenland in foe

years 1938-45.

Germany claimed that the

Sudetenland had been German soil

from time immemorial and was
thus rightfully part of foe German
Reich; Israel claims that Judea and
Samaria have belonged to the

Jewish people since time immemo-
rial and therefore constitute part of
Greater IsraeL

The difference is that the

Germans were the majority in the

Sudetenland. whereas the Jews,

despite close to 30 years of occupa-

tion and colonization efforts, con-

stitute less than 10 percent of foe

population of Judea and Samaria.

What Netanyahu seems in need
of today is not a science adviser

who can come up with genetic

proof that some of fob inhabitants

in the Jebalya refugee camp orig-

inally came from Syria (as Ms
new scientific adviser Prof.

Yisrael Hanoknglo did) but some-
one who can brief him on world
history and comparative systems
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of government.
Such an adviser might stop our

prime minister malting a fool of

himself and insulting a variety of
innocent peoples (Puerto Ricans,

Andorrans and Czechs) around the

world, as well as confusing die

Palestinians as to what he intends

regarding their fidnres.

doing by tbe kind of analogies

Netanyahu employs he intends

either to bestow Israeli citizenship

on foe Palestinians (as the US did

with the Puerto Ricans); reduce
their numbers and territory to

make them fit the Andorran model
(Andorra's territory is approxi-

mately 190 square miles and its

population .close to 40,000) or

simply transfer them, as foe

Czechs did with die Sudeten

Germans in 1945.

I really don’t believe he intends

any of these courses.

One hopes that several years from
now Israeli-Palestinian relations

will be such as to allow foe two
peoples to sign a declaration ofrec-
onciliation much fife the one
Germany and.foe Coach Republic
will be signing th^wedk.

Its significance would lie in the

formal recognition* foaf foe two
parties are leHing bygones be
bygones, putting behind them
futile wrangling river historical

rights unci wrongs that rain only

lead to mere wrongs being com-
mitted in fatnre.

The writer is a political scientist.

Ms. Buzaglo & Ms. Bernstein
EVERY now and again there

is a small public squeak
about ethnic discrimination

in Israeli schools.

Last week it was Mizrahi (work- -

Jir^ttiass-IsriteESTir. noipWfesife&r*

TopgmJ pattciiitsof'^uirin'a'reDPt

gious girls school in Bnei Brak
complaining about separate classes

held for foe 20 percent of
Ashkenazi pupils left in foe scbooL
The Ministry of Education

spokesman deemed this segrega-

tion impermissible and its director-

general, Benzion Dell, declared that

he would exert all his influence to

bring aboat “good win” among the

pupils. Tbe directors of the school

merely noted that ministerial “ped-
agogic" derisions are not binding

upon them since they are part of foe
Independent (Le. Agudat Yisrael)

Education network.

Tbe issuehoe is notreally foe quite

nasty racism jnskfc* Acjitmari haredi

circles. Nor is it that the haredi school

system, white cheerfully accepting

funding from foe Ministry of
Education, can also tell foe ministry

to go to heD and get away with iL

the real issue is the educational

discrimination suffered by chil-

dren from poor, usually non-
Wcstem, backgrounds.

It is not that parents called

Buzaglo are so desperate to have
their daughters sitting in close prox-

imity to little girls called Bernstein.

It’s just that tbe Buzaglos are aware
that foe Bernsteins are getting a
much better educational deaL
Quite simply, less than a quarter

of Mizrahi teenagers in Israel go on
to university, as compared to two-
thirds ofpupils from Western back-

grounds.

This could just be because lots of
people called Buzaglo are not very
bright, as has been implied over the

years in numerous programs for

THE STONE OF
SCONE

Sir, - On December I, The
Jerusalem Post published an AP
report about foe return of the
Stone of Scone to Scotland, seven
centuries after it was captured by
Edward I in 1296 and taken to

Westminster Abbey in London,
where it has served as foe corona-
tion seat of English kings.
Previously it had been used as foe
coronation seat of foe Scottish

kings.

It was also reported that this

stone is supposed to originate in

the Holy Land and that our patri-

arch Jacob rested his head on it

when he had his dream of a ladder

reaching to Heaven.
The stone should be examined

by geologists to determine if it did
indeed originate from our area. If

it did, then the State of Israel is its

rightfiil owner and it should be
returned to us.

The Knesset would be the
stone's logical home and it should
be placed under the parliamentary
seat of foe prime ministers of
IsraeL

BILL OAKFIELD

Netanya.

POOR PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Sir, - During foe last few
decades, Arafat and his henchmen
have been and still are winning the

PR war. Israel has always been
pathetic in foe conduct of its pub-

lic relations.

The prime minister, when in

opposition, was superb in address-

ing foe international audience.

Today, he is a shadow of his for-

mer self, both in appearance and
speech. Perhaps the task is too dif-

ficult for him.

I would respectfully suggest that

he and the Likud government stop

pussy-footing around and get on
and do foe job they were elected

foe Furthermore, the prime minis-

ter should be seriously advised to

cease shlepping his wife with him
when be is carrying out his public

duties.

LESLIE M. RAYNER
Tel Aviv (Hove, England).

SUSAN BELLOS

pupils designated “culturally dis- ers’ salaries.
"

" Tbe bigger budget obsafred what
> eid~These'programs "weretased, "/ may be foe reaTsttiiyof the ’9K£,

.

.
and sometimes still are, on foe ‘ winch is how the Ministry of
work of foe late Prof. Carl Education quietly decided that it

Frankenstein, who posited the just wasn’t worth seriously invest-

The real education story of the ’90s: how the

ministry decided that almost half the

population wasn’t worth serious investment

interesting notion that non-Wsstem
Jewish Israeli children fomk differ-

ently from foeir Ashkenazi peers.

It might also just be because

almost ail the secondary, compre-
hensive schools in low-income
Mizrahi neighborhoods offer most-

ly non-academic tracks. Studies

there rarely lead to a full matricula-

tion certificate (bagrut), without

which you cannot begin university

studies in IsraeL

This is all rather puzzling because

lots and lots ofmoney has been spent

on education over foe past five years.

In 1995 for example, foe Ministry

of Education budget was 14.2b,

about 50 percent larger than in 1990.

However, as noted by the Adva
Center policy analysis institute,

“the budget increase was not
accompanied by a general narrow-

ing of inequality, hr feet, the bud-

gets of many programs meant for

schools in disadvantaged neighbor-

hoods, development towns and
Arab localities have eroded.”

All the extra millions were in feet

funnelled toward absorbing mostly

Ashkenazi former Soviet new-
immigrant pupils and finally pay-

ing the long-delayed rises in teach-

ing in 50 percent of foe popula-

tion's education.

According to die Adva Center;

“Budgets meant to boost foe

achievements of schools in disad-

vantaged neighborhoods, develop-

ment towns and Arab localities,

such as ‘remedial hours’ and oper-

ations of tbe Education and
Welfare Services division, actually

decreased in real toms in the first

half of foe 1990s.”

ONE MAIN reason why there is

little more than a muffled squeak
from die public about this kmd of
discrimination is, apart from foe

natural disinclination of journalists

and politicians to actually read
long budget reports, that in tins

kind of deal all interested parties

-

except the public - get a payoff.

The independent Agudat Yisrael,

Habad and Shas school networks
have been growing considerably

over the past five years. At the

same time foe Islamic Movement
in Arab areas has been vastly

expanding its education and wel-
fare network.

In feet, a tacit political alliance

has been forged between foe min-

istiy and these nrtwqdcs,(specially

Shas,retarding tite'schoolingofthe

country's poorestpeople.

So everybody's happy. Shas,

Habad, Agudgt, Yisrael .and tbe
* felagrid’^aftreriteBi gecfeyincrease

•

their 'fifeRBSms and
poQtical amshtueucies: Tbe gov-

’’

eminent ishappybecause it will not

be obliged tolay out serious money
on new school buSdmgs, modem
labs, libraries, computers, music, art

and cultnral enrichment programs.
.
For fundamentalist education

comes moe and cheap. Large class-

es are stuffed into overcrowded
and usually rented buildings that

were never designed to be schools,

and they are taught by underpaid
non-union teachers.

That just leaves Ms. Buzagio and
Ms. Bernstein. The former; if foe’s

lucky; wffl start wodting as a kinder-

garten helper or shop assistant, while
foe latter starts herBA in economics
OT fondness

Ms. Buzaglo - who may have
been attending a haredi school in

Bnei Brak where, as a giri, she
emerged hardly qualified to make
much ofa living-may feel cheated.

But Ms. Bernstein, if she’s got
any brains, ought to feel worried.
The growth ofa large fundamental-
ist underclass in this part of the
world is going to be very damaging
to those who hope to enjoy a pros-
perous and stable economy - not to
mention foe rest of us who merely
want to live in peace.

Tbe only person who didn’t seem
too bothered last week by the pro-
posed NIS 125m. cut in the educa-
tion budget was ministry director-
general Benzion DeD.
“It won’t really cause harm,” he

said.

The writer is an education
journalist.

years in numerous programs for ing the tong-delayed rises in teach- has been forged between foe min-

Plain peace is out, PeacePlus is in
F
|
'(HERE’S a word for thosewho ; —————

—

— enough that no Jordanian soldier;

I expect to be paid for giving SI FRUMKIN wfll die from IsraeH bulk*
FTTHERE’S a word for thosewho
I expect to be paid for giving

JL love, and it isn’t compKmenta-
iy. Substitute peace for love and it’s

equally true for former enemies.

Peace is supposed to be an ideal,

an end in itself. Which is why
Prime Minister Netanyahu hasn’t

become appropriately enthusiastic

about foe widely-accepted formula

of “land for peace.”

Thu’s because land for peace

really means “land-plus-peace for

peace.” Peace, like war. cannot

exist unilaterally. Israel couldn’t

remain at war with whoever it gave

up land to. It would have to give

peace in addition, to land.

The Middle East has spawned
many wend concepts that are now
universally accepted. Is there, for

example, any other territory on foe

planet so consistently described as

“occupied” as that of “tbe Israeli-

occupied West Bank”?
Tibet is never called “Chinese-

occupied,” Latvia, Lithuania and
Estonia aren’t termed “Soviet-

occupied.”

The Middle East also has the

only country that cannot have its

chosen capital recognized as such;
and it is also the only area where

vfotois in a defensive war are wide-

ly expected to appease and reward

the losers, these who were foe

aggressors in foe first place.

No wonder, then, that foe region

has given birth id a concept which,

with a nod to lamidty detergents and
toothpaste ads, I would call

Angeles Times stated quite seriously

that Jordan's King Hussein had tried

lo restrain himself from criticibnng

foe new Israeli government but
could restrain himselfno longer: He
had to speak out in defense of tbe

Palestinians; to voice his outrage at

not being consulted over tbe tunnel

Call me naive, old-fashioned. But I don’t

go for ‘new, improved’ versions

PeacePlus - a new improved ver-

sion ofsimple, old-fashioned peace.
A spate of media reports tell of

Jordanian disappointment over the

peace with IsraeL It seems that, in

concurrence with this novel con-
cept of PeacePlus, Jordan expected
much more than peace. It expected

economic benefits, an influx of
business, improved living stan-

dards. a flourishing economy and
probably a partridge in a pear tree

and some turtledoves as wefl.

A RECENT article in foe Los

in Jerusalem, and to expresses his

disappointment at tbe lack of peace

This is foe same King Hussein
who occupied Jerusalem for 19
years and denied access to Jews;
who killed thousands ofRalestimans
during Blade September purges in

1970, who did.not oppose Saddam
Hussein during foe Gulf wan
Now he feels entitled to

PeacePlus benefits from Israel and
foe Time/, US pundits and foe State
department see nothing funny in iL
Why isn’t peace enough? Isn’t it

enough that no Jordanian soldiers

will die from Israeli bullets in
future wars? That there will be
contacts. - negotiations, trade,

exchanges - peace, just peace?
Must it be PeacePlus? And if it

must, surely it is axiomatic that it

should work both ways?
-The PeacePlus doctrine is

spreading across the Middle East
After five years of fruitless negoti-
ations following its three defeats in
force

_

wars of aggression Syria is

still insisting cm peace plus the
Golan, plus who knows what else.

Egypt, which got peace plus the
Suez canal plus the Sinai desert, is
now indicating that it isn’t happy.
We’d better face itr Peace, in, by

and of itself, is a dated concept,
hardly worth mentioning.A goal, a
shmmg ideal? Forget it

As I said at the beginning, rbere’s
a word to describe those who want
to be paid for love. I don't want to
use it in a family newspaper.
Nations don’t fall nr love. - But

they shoulddesire pure peace. Gall
me naive. But I -mean it - peace,
without strings.

The writer lives in Studio City,
California.
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' - Washington
HREE years from the end of the mil-
lennium, and a more than a century
after Ibsen’s "A Doll's HOus^" pre:
saged women's modern emancipation,

the question, still vexes: How much power do
women really wield?

This year, American women put on the most
stunning display of political clout since they
won suffrage 76 years ago. More women than
ever registered and voted, and on the strength
of their votes. President Clinton was re-elect'
e<L The growling voice of the angry white mar
was drowned out by the softer tnnp of. the
soccer mom, and issues like family leave awl
day care were forced into the political debate
while abortion was forced out.

And politics is just the start. Women are
increasingly courted by designers of homes
and makers of cars. The purveyors of popular
culture, from books to movies to prime-time
television shows and the Summer Olympics,
are struggling to appeal to what they think

are feminine tastes. Prime-time television is

full of shows like "Roseanne," “Cybill,”

“Ellen” and "Suddenly Susan.” Movies like

“Waiting to Exhale” and “The First Wives’

Club” are designed to draw in angry women.
Jokes about men behaving badly are rampant.

while snickering about premenstrual syn-

drome Is all but verboten. Houses are now
built with larger kitchens and bathrooms. And
doctors are being taught bedside manner, be-

cause women asked for it If this does not

signal feminine power, then what does?

Id hushed tones some feminists and schol-

ars, fearful of frightening men and of ending

the revolution by declaring it won, tentatively

call this change “gender creep.” With women
already the majority of voters and poised to

become a majority of the work force, society is

changing so radically that the much-talked-

about feminization of American politics is

looking like but onepiece of the feminization of

American culture.

“It’s like a silent revolution,” said Linda
Tarr-Whelan, president and C.E.O. of the Cen-

ter for Policy Alternatives, a feminist re-

search organization based in Washington.

“It’s nonviolent at its core, but it’s a very

important transformation.”

Bnt is it the kind of revolution feminists

envisioned when the modern women's move-
ment began, with the publication of Betty

Friedan’s “The Feminine Mystique” in 1963?

Does the feminization of politics and culture

mean that women now have more power? Or
is it just a slick bit of salesmanship, an at-

tempt to make women whistle while they do
all the housework?

Early feminists envisioned women moving
en masse into leadership roles in government

Continued on page 3
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Broadcast News

In Spanish, It’s Another Story
By LARRY ROHTER

vs
Miami

O
NE Friday early this month,

ABC, CBS and NBC all began
1 their nightly newscasts with the

same story: the testimony of

Nicole Brown Simpson’s mother at the

latest 0. J. Simpson trial.
'

Two other American networks,

though, did not report that newsi until
*

well after the first commercial break.

Instead, they opened with a story that

was less sensational but of more signify

Snce to their viewers: the Mextam Sen-

ate’s approval of legislation that would

allow Mexicans who become American

citizens to have dual nanonahp^

The United States looks Ittea&fferent

country - less self-absorbed and self-

SUSmed. and more a m«nter o^a

community of nations — when

throueh the Spanisb-laognage television

neSasof K-isidn and TelemtmdoSs that are helping transform

Ssh-speaMng immigrants into an en-

T*?s^T£5; these networks,

based here in Miami, play a role “^e
than that of their Engjish-Ian-

guag? counterparts* Not only doj

m

ST and explain developments to the

.he main prisms through which Latin

/unericans Suoughout the hemisphere

view their own countries.

> A

"WTiX. -

Blazing Three Trails

Putting in

jood word
for the

Indian

reservation.

J

By Anthony
DePaima
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One country that

may not be ready

for McDonald’s.
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By Steven Erlanger

i 4^ ” Brennan Linaley for The Ne» Vort Times

Univisidn’s newscast is also seen in Managua, Nicaragua, where the Herubey family tuned in one evening last week,'

Another World

“Even though ABC calls

•wnHd News Tonight’ what I see when I

*STnf STEnglislanguage net-

world," saidJorge^f-

S&a Mexican who, along wilh Marfa

STwith a very differennwspec-

tive.”

According to a 1994 study published by

the University of Texas College of Com-

munications, 45 percent of a typical Noti-

dero Univikdn broadcast deals with

events in Latin America, as compared

with less than 2 percent of the main

nightly newscast at ABC, which features

more international news than either CBS

orNBG
Even when Umvisibu and Telemundo

cover the same stories as the Big Three,

they do so in a strikingly different man-

ner. hi general, stories on the two Span-

ish-ianguage networks tend to be “longer,

with more depth and more analysis than

what you see on any of the English-

language networks," said Gonzalo Sor-

uco, a professor of mass communication

at tire University of Miami who Is cur-

rently workingon a book to be titled “The

Evolution of Vanish-Language Televi-

sion in the United States.”

More Bang for the Buck

In part, that is simply a function of

economics: since the Univisidn news

budget is about three percent of any of the

Big Three, there are fewer reporters to

fill the same amount of air time, so longer

stories guarantee more bang for the

buck. But both networks are influenced

by Latin American traditions of journal-

ism, which. Dr. Soruco pointed out, “pre-

scribe more analysis” and a clear point of

view.

At Univisifa, at least, the nature of that

mission is clear to reporters.

“We give a voice to those who have no

voice in English and are absent from the

major networks, newspapers and maga-

zines,” Mr. Ramos said. “We never forget

where we come from.”

In a separate interview, Ms. Salinas,

who was bom in California, put it this

way: “We are the eyes and ears for

Drunken Driving

No one’s talking about

it now. Just doing it.

By Matthew L. Wald

Continued on page 4
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Canada will find difficult to match.

Canada has 633 Indian reserves, most so

small that any attempt to consider them
sovereign nations falls flat. In Mexico, Indian

communities often adhere to boundaries es-

tablished before European contact and are

usually small, isolated and desperately poor.

There remain sharp debates across North
America about the right thing to do for

Indians. While no government today would
knowingly take Canada's paternalistic ap-

proach ,
there is a strong, though not always

publicly expressed opinion, that the Indians

themselves are to blame for their condition.

Conflicts over fishing, hunting, land claims

and other grievances are constant in all

three nations, and occasionally resentment

by non-Indians bums through. “They are

using up whatever good will there was,”

David Oimstead, a Liberal party member
said in a recent speech before the provincial

legislature of New Brunswick. Mr. Oimstead
said he was fed up with Indians portraying

themselves as victims of white domination.
Mixe Indians in Oaxaca, Mexico, hold a ceremony for the end of the harvest.
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By ANTHONY DePALMA

TORONTO

B
tCK when it thought it knew best

what Indians needed, the Canadian
Government decided that a few

hundred nomadic hunters who
lived in canvas tents in Labrador would be

better off in brand new wooden houses.

The Mushuau Innu were moved to new
houses built for them in 1967. But in a short

time, many of the interior walls were de-

stroyed. The Indians had tried to rip them
out because they knew that one big room
was easier to heat than several small ones.

A huge cultural gap still separates Indi-

ans and the rest of society, not just in

Canada but throughout North America.
Some 12 million people — called “aborigi-

nals” in Canada, “indigenous people” in

Mexico and “Native Americans” in the

United States — struggle to live their own
lives inside structures built for them by

2 ifi WEEKLY REVIEW

Ideas&Trends

Three Countries

Face Their Indians

THENEW YORK TIMES, SUNDAY, DECEMBERS. 1996

outsiders who thought they knew best.

The three nations of North America were
founded on Indian conquests, but in recent

years they have dealt with the remnants Of

their native populations In widely different

ways. Canada has tried to break a century
of paternalism with billions of dollars in

Government aid and huge socioeconomic
studies. The United States, having long ago
recognized Indians as separate nations, has
largely treated them with neglect And in

Mexico, contempt for the Indian population
— by far the largest in North America —
helped spur a revolution.

But money and attention may not lead to

better iives for Indians. The real key seems
to be self-government. Several studies have
proven that the morepower a tribe or nation
has to make its own decisions, the greater

chance it has of thriving.

Did Reservations Help?
It is the Native Americans in the United

States who have been able to achieve the

greatest degrees of independence and eco-

nomic achievement, in large part because
the hated reservation system established in

the last century provided things now recog-

nized as essential for self-government

Joseph P. Kalt a Harvard professor who
has studied reservation economics for a dec-

ade. said the large Western reservations

gave some tribes “a land base oflfeMMIeh

sovereignty can be effectively organized.”

Professor Kalt said other factors also pro-

moted political organization. The Federal
Government helped most tribes write their

own constitutions, enablingthem to establish

their own legislatures, executive branches
and. in some cases, justice systems.
Then the Indian activism of the 197D's,

marked by deadly Showdowns at Wounded
Knee and other sites, pushed the tribes away
from both the Federal Government and the

fledgling national Indian movement. Instead,

they turned inward to tribal leadership. And
where that leadership was strongest, eco-

nomic development followed.

Deep pockets of poverty endure among the

300 or so reservations. But a study by Profes-

sor Kalt and Stephen Cornell of the Universi-

tyof California at San Diego found that, while

still rare, there are successful Indian devel-

opment projects, and they're not just bingo
and casinos.

For example, the Choctaw of Philadelphia,

Miss., have created jobs not wily for most of

their own people but for 1,000 non-Indians
who enter the reservation to work in fac-

tories making plastic utensils for McDon-
ald’s restaurants, electrical wiring assem-
blies for automobile plants and greeting
cards. The Salish and Kootenai tribes of the
Flathead Reservation in Montana have
achieved an unemployment rate below the

rest of rural Montana by focusing on agricul-

ture. tourism and recreation jobs.

"Successful tribes are marked by what we
call the ‘Nike strategy,”’ Professor Kalt
said. "They build their own institutions and
their own bureaucracies, displace the Fed-
eral Government as primary decision maker
on the reservations and then just do it them-
selves.”

Some reservations in the United States
sprawl across state lines and provide a base
for independence that Indians in Mexico and

Other members of his party quickly dis-

tanced themselves, but Mr. Oimstead insist-

ed that he had only expressed what many felt

Wit were afraid to say.

Spirituality Still Sells

Public perceptions of Indians seem split.

The gelled-lens vision of mystical Indian

.spirituality still sells well, and in all three

countries far more people now want to identi-

fy themselves as Indians than are classified

that wayby theirgovernments. But there is a
question of how legitimate some of those

claims are. For example, the number of

people in New Jersey Who identified them-
selves as Indian in the 1990 census had
increased 78 percent from 1980.

And in Mexico City, heroic statues of Indi-

ans grace the main boulevards, but racist

attitudes keep Indians from going to classy

restaurants, even if they could somehow
afford to eat in them.

Mexico is where the recent dash for Indi-

an autonomy, mixed with complex political

overtones, has been most bloody. Zapatistas

of the poor, southernmost state of Chiapas
launched a rebellion in the pre-dawn hours of

Jan. 1, 1994, the same day that the North
American Free Trade Agreement went into

effect. Their initial attacks left nearly 200
' dead, and they declared Nafta "a death

sentence” for Mexico’s 10 million Indians.

EgjfltiSt&f^srgtBnai popfoarsup^-*'
port throughout Mexico and focused atten-

tion on the mistreatment of Indians, have
suspended peace talks with the Government
until there is action on a constitutional guar-

antee of more,self-government, including the

right to redraw county boundaries and to use

traditional ways of electing officials (by a
show of hands instead of a secret ballot).

Violence also ignited change in Canada.
After a standoff between the Canadian Army
and Mohawk Indians six years ago, Brian

Mulroney, who was Prime Minister then,

promised a full study of Canada's troubled

relationship with its Indians and Eskimos.

> 3 .
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A Cree family in Whapmagoostui, Canada. A football game at a Sioux reservation in South Dakota.

Native Americans, From Monterrey to Manitoba
Data are for 1991 for Canada and 1990 for Mexico and the United States, except where noted.

| Tndian population
^^ CSftiada* Mexico

Total population

Indian

Population
S1 1,000. There were about
500,000 when Europeans
first arrived.

1.4 million. There were about
5 million when Europeans
first arrived.

9.8 million. There were about
the same number when
Europeans first arrived.

Indians as percentage

of total population | 0 .6%

The Remedy: Autonomy

Current Government
Spending

$9.7 billion a year from Federal

and provincial governments.

About $4.9 billion a year from

the Federal Government.
$120 million a year.

When the report was finally released last

month, it included 440 recommendations,
foremost being recognition of Indian bands
as the sovereign nations with which earlier

Canadian governments had signed binding

treaties. It noted that the appalling condi-

tions on many Indian reserves were due to

the lack of economic opportunities. It also

found that the degree of political autonomy
and endowment of land for Indians in Cana-
da was far behind that in the United States.

After self-government, the most important
goal of most Indians is control of their land.

The Chiapas conflict was in great measure
about land. In Canada, officials say there are

100 pending land claims covering great

stretches of every province The few settle-

ments already made have brought sudden
wealth to those Indian communities.
Zebedee Nungak is a leader of the Inuk of

northern Quebec, who formed their own cor-

poration to sign off on all business deals on
the territory granted them as part of the

James Bay Cree settlement in 1975. Mr.
Nungak said the lnuk already owned three

local airlines and planned to open four plants
to process caribou meat

Life Expectancy

Males only

No reliable data.W , r • .... ,..

.

t
.

Unemployment 24.1%
Data not available.

Housing

Sources Census Bureau. Inchan

HeaW Seance. Bureau of Indian

Mans (U.S ). Royal Comnassicn
on Abcng<na> Pecoies. Satisfies

Canada (Canada!. National

Indigenous Institute (Mexico)

Percent of homes without

piped water.

Percent of homes without

complete plumbing facilities.

Percent df homes without
piped water.

20 .2%
rnmmrm20.9%

“Up to 75 percent of our food still comes
from wildlife." Mr. Nungak said. But, he
said, the Inuk drive trucks and fly planes:

“We’re not living in Igloos or driving dog

sledges any more.”

That, many Indian leaders say, is the

greatest challenge they face: honoring the

past but surviving in changing tim^c

One big change is already underway in

Canada. In 1999, the vast Northwest Territo-
ries will be split in two, and the eastern half

will become a new territory called Nunavut
Because most people living in the cold and
inhospitable area are Inuit, or Eskimos, they

The New Ywlt Times

will have de facto control of the new territo-
ry, making Nunavut not a separate nation
but the only major part of a North American
government run by native people. This ex-
periment, watched with great interest by
Indians all over, may be the ultimate test of
self-government

Of Stocks and Speculation

When the Market Is Too Good to Be Good
By LOUIS UCHITELLE

I

N the American economy of the 1990's, good news so
often turns sour. As employment rises, so do inter-
est rates, to temper the high spirits and keep
inflation in check. People buy like crazy and retail

sales rise, but once again the response is a nervous
concern that too much prosperity will unbalance the
economy.

Stock prices had escaped this adverse reaction,
going up month after month, and carrying the middle
class — with its huge' investment in mutual funds — to
new levels of wealth on paper. And then the booming
stock market, too, became a liability to the economy.

Alan Greenspan, chairman of the Federal Reserve,
blew the whistle with his now-famous reference in a
speech on Dec. 5 to "irrational exuberance.” He did not
claim that irrational exuberance had actually infected
stock trading, driving up prices in pure speculation
beyond their true value. He only asked, “How do we
know when irrational exuberance has unduly escalated
asset values, which then become subject to unexpected
and prolonged contractions?” But in asking that ques-
tion, he served notice that a rising market can endanger
the economy, and the Fed’s efforts to regulate it.

Stock prices promptly plunged,
here and abroad, in response to Mr.
Greenspan’s remark. While the Dow
Jones industrial average has fluctuat-

ed Sharply since Dec. 5, stock prices

have certainly not resumed the up-

ward march that bad made millions of

investors so happy for so many
months. Clearly, Mr. Greenspan re-

minded people that stocks cango down
as well as up. “It was a question that

went to the framework within which
one should look at investing Treas-

ury Secretary Robert Rubin said last

week.

Mr. Greenspan's rhetorical refer-

ence to the stock marketwas rare for a
Federal Reserve chairman. The last

one came from William McGbesney
Martin in 1965. He compared the pros-
perity of the mi<H960’s with that of the

- 1920’s. He made no mention of the 1929

crash, but the immediate response to

Mr. Martin’s comment was a sharp
drop in stock prices. His timing was
good While the Dow Jones average

Stephen CrowleyOho New Tort Times

Alan Greenspan.

soon recovered and rose to a new high,

by mid-1966 the bull market was over
and speculation ceased to be a danger.

That is not yet the case for Mr.
Greenspan. The rising stock prices
that seemed such strong evidence of a
healthy corporate sector and a strong
economy might instead be evidence
that stock trading has entered into the
realm of speculation.

With such a market as backdrop,
the Fed becomes hamstrung as the
nation's chief regulator of economic
growth, and its actions can misfire.
When the Fed’s policy makers decide
that economic growth is too strong,
and potentially inflationary, they raise
interest rates to discourage the bor-
rowing that oils the economy. But
shareholders frequently respond to
higher interest rates by shifting out of
stocks into Treasury bills and similar
securities that pay interest. If that
shift takes place during a period of
speculation on the stock market, the
plunge in stock prices might be sharp,

"W* 0wn damage on consumer confidence.

ecozromist^^thm
said Henry Kaufman, anMr- Greenspan is on record as havingwarned that this could be a problem.”
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A Fading Drumbeat
Against Drunken Driving

By MATTHEW L. WALD
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sutce drunken driving became a national issue in i

Public attention flags, and
alcohol-related traffic deaths
start to rise.

early 1980’s. There are other, less tangible signs, too.
It s harder and harder for us to get major media

coverage," said Katherine Prescott, national president
of Mothers Against Drunk Driving. She said grant
money, once easy to get, has gone in the last few years to
a succession of other worthy causes: rape victims, then
child abuse victims and, most recently, victims of
domestic violence. Membership in her group is steady,
she said, with each crash death bringing new recruits,
but fund-raising is off.

More subtly, the subject has slipped off the center of
the conversational map. "The important thing is, are
everyday people talking about it?" said Sandra J. Ball-
Rokeach, a professor of communications and sociology
at the Annenberg School of Communication at the
University of Southern California. And right now. she
continued, "it's not really at the center of interpersonal
discourse."

Eternal vigilance, it seems, is the price of sobriety.
And vigilance is not a strong point in the American

character, or Jefferson wouldn't have made his observa-
tion about vigilance in the first place.

With drinking and driving, as with drugs and smok-
ing, public health responds to a certain level of public

hectoring, and then tends to suffer relapses when it

stops. A long campaign, waged with news stories about
individual tragedies, by, broadcast and print public
service ads. and even by writing designated drivers into

the scripts of television shows, resulted not just in

stricter laws and law enforcement but in changed public
norms.

Joking Around
"I can remember when it was just fine to leave a

party half-smashed; that’s not the case now," said Ms.
Ball-Rokeach. But even some of that has slipped away;
Ms. Ball-Rokeach said she recently heard someone at

party, drink in hand, making a joke that probably would-
n't have been considered funny five years ago: the guest
wanted to be a “designated drinker.” But in the current
climate, the joke is acceptable, she said.

The cause-and-effect relationship here is murky. Are
there more deaths, and more complacency, because the

assignment editors and the people who choose public

service ads now are less interested? Or is the loss of

enthusiasm in the media a sign of society's having moved
on, and thus an effect rather than a cause?

Dr. C. Everett Koop, who was President Ronald
Reagan's surgeon general, said that the loss of public

attention is the root of bad behavior, and that no one is

focusing public attention now.

"If there is not an, authoritative voice that continues

to hammer away at a single problem, it tends to be
missed,” he said. Dr. Koop hammered away at tobacco,

and the smoking ratewas at 26 percent when he left office

in 1989, he said, as against 30 percent now. In between
were surgeons general who did not make a public assault

ofi tobacco their cause, he said.

Jay A. Winsten, director of the Center for Health

Communication at the Harvard School of Public Health,

sees "a direct relationship between media coverage and
drunk driving fatalities."

"There were two periods of unusually high media
attention to drunk driving; the first was in 1983 and 1984,

and it was largely the work of groups like MADD," he
said. “The second was in 1989. '90, '91 and '92, with a hefty

representation of the designated driver.

"During each high-media period, alcohol-related

traffic fatalities, correcting for vehicle miles driven, fell

twice as rapidly as during the intervening low-media

periods."

The death rate per 100 million miles traveled — a

standard measure of traffic — fell rapidly in the early

I980's. from 1.58 in 1932 to 1.28 in 1985. After a slight

increase, the rate resumed a firm downward path after

safety advocates popularized the designated driver, in

1988, from 1.17 that vear to 0.70 in 1994. Last year, it rose

to 0.72.

The rate continued to fall even after Congress al-

lowed the speed limit to rise to 65 miles an hour On rural

interstates in 1987. The lifting of all Federal speed limits

last year would not yet be reflected in the accident

statistics, experts say.

Too Successful

A major engine of the public attention has been

public service announcements. At the Advertising Coun-
cil, which produces many of them, Ruth A. Wooden, the

president, said that, in pan, the campaign worked its way
out of a job. "It's not at the top of the agenda now," she

said of drunken driving, "but in a way that's related to its

success: it’s a problem solved, in a way, and let’s go on to

something else."

Except that it isn't reaily solved.

“If anybody would have told me 15 years ago that

this many people, 17,000 people, would still be dying c»n the

road, I would not have believed it.” said Ms. Prescott of

MADD. who said the driver who killed her son had had
two convictions for drunken driving before that crash and
two after. Now, she said, the problem may be down to a

hard core of alcoholics who do not respond to public

appeals.

But the mood in society does matter, other experts

say. It affects the number of sobriety checkpoints the

police erect, the odds that a judge or jury will send

someone to jail or into a mandatory treatment program,
and the likelihood that a bartender or host or fellow

partygoer will take away someone's keys. None of these

is easy to measure with statistics.

One more quantifiable trend is the passage of new
laws; in Lhe most recent legislative session, 11 states

considered proposals to change the blood alcohol level

that defines drunken driving from .10 to .08 percent ; none
approved the change.

There is no end to the campaign, said Dr. Winsten.

like those against drugs and violence. "Tnese problems

are never going to go away." he said. “They need to be

managed over time. When we turn our attention away
from them, they're going to pop up."

Selling America on Superstores

Bargains, Yes. But Not in Our Backyards.
By KIRK JOHNSON

T
HERE was something touching and
sweetly small-townish about the

stand taken by the New York City

Council against the influx of more
superstores in the nation's largest city. The
Council’s rejection of Mayor Rudolph W.

Giuliani’s re-zoning plan last week re-

inforced what the Kmarts and Home Depots

have recently discovered: New Yorkers

aren't some weird breed apart. They are

like everyone else.

New Yorkers are just as susceptible to

buying in bulk as suburbanites. They are

more than ready to load up on gallons of

olive oil, five-pound jars of gourmet pop-

corn, half-priced toilet seats and children’s

clothing at one stop. And like people every-

where. they worry about what goes in their

backyard. Just as wary and reluctant are

the many, regular-size stores that sell the

very same goods.

Megastores have met local opposition be-

fore. Sometimes they have even retreated in

the face of public relations assaults about

disappearing downtowns and endangered

businesses that can find no place in the

Mixmaster of national chain merchandis-

ing. The threat of a new Walmart can rouse

small towns to fight back, sometimes suc-

cessfully.

The big stores, however, usually move in,

and capitalism wins out in the end. Ameri-

cans always buv more than what they

planned to get. even if the result isn't really

io their liking. In effect shoppers can have it

both ways; They can be nostalgic about the

good old days of small, neighborhood mom-
and-pops (the worn wooden floors and the

musty, penny-candied shelves; even as they

do them in by loading up on all the bulk-pack

toilet paper and mass quantities of cocktail

weenies that mom-and-pops never sold, be-

cause customers never thought to ask for

them.

In New York City, the love it-hate it

megastore paradox is even more pro-

nounced. because to much of the world. New
York City means shopping. For all the talk

about mall envy driving New Yorkers to

shop in the suburbs, many of the new super-

sized retailers in New York City, like the

Bed Bath & Beyond that anchors a revital-

ized lower Sixth Avenue strip with a Barnes

& Noble, say It’s the other way around. A
sizable pan of their customer base depends
not on New Yorkers but on the tourists and
suburbanites who flock to the city to shop—
as they always have.

In a very real way New York City, a
manufacturing hub in the industrial revolu-

tion, invented super-scale shopping. Nine-

teenth-century mercantile palaces like A. T.

Stewart’s dry goods store helped usher in

consumerism after the Civil War. In this

century, R. H. Macy defined big and then

marched out on a national road show, taking
the city’s retailing imprint to the mall.

The city also pioneered the concept of
zoning laws. New York City zoning sounds
fiercely specific about what shall be and
what shall not be allowed. It is a reflection of

the ever prickly local culture; the fiefs,

politics and beleaguered citizenry. The city,

however, needs the revenues, taxes and jobs
that the superstores bring in, Mr. Giuliani

argued, since it lost Its fabled manufactur-
ing base and jobs traveled not only to New
Jersey but to South Dakota and Florida.

For the most part, however, the suburban
superstores have avoided New York City
not because of the zoning laws but because
of business basics like high electricity and
real estate costs, taxes, rents and what is

known in the trade as high shrinkage, which
is a polite way of saying that the city is seen
to have more than its share of shoplifters,

larcenous staff and organized crime lords.

The big stores also stayed out of New York
City because they could make more money
in the suburbs. Now suburbia is saturated
with stores and New York City looks com-

Megastores give

people more of what
they think they need.

paratively inviting, despite the costs, zoning

and hassles. They have been using loopholes

to get around zoning difficulties. Home De-

pot, for example, gained its foothold in the
outer boroughs as a hardware store.

While Home Depot, Walmart and others
were multiplying in the suburbs, they were
also changing the face of retailing. The new
breed of stores offers the shopper more to

love and to fear. Today, computers help
shape store inventories to local markets;
instant databases show what products
move, how to display them, when and at

what price. It's like a mom-and-pop pumped
up on steroids — big stores make it their

business to know the customers, quirks and
aiL

If the New York City megastore debate is

really about economic self-determination —
giving residents a say in what their neigh-

borhoods should be — Council members
might do well to recall how ineffective the

current zoning pattern was as a vehicle for

making the city a certain kind of place. It

was enacted in the 1960's and 1970's based

on the brash declaration that New York City

was, and always should be, a manufacturing
town.

Is This What Women Want?
ted From Page 1

>mess and men taking more time off from their

share more of the workload at home. But men

mnate the top slots in the executive suites and in

nent. And working women still do 87 percent of

joins 81 percent of the cooking. 78 percent of the

z and 63 percent of the bill-paying, according to a

dv by the Family and Work Institute. And that's

n'that single mothers, whose ranks are growing,

v dream of.
,

* disparity between women’s political, economic

noeraphic clout and their limited status raises

a questions about the definition of power. Which

letter yardstick to measure women's achieve-

icreased representation in positions of power or

>d influence on the decisions of powerful people?

feminism be considered a success if it has not

d to get as many women to the top as men, but

i
more flex time, longer shopping hours, more

for saferv. more interest in education?

some wavs it's the best of the feminist move-

keeDina our eyes on the prize in terms of what I

ill these cuality-of-Iife issues, so that the issue is

simply becoming the C.E.O.. but how do we

the workplace so that It’s better for all of us.

Paula Rayman, executive director of die Rao-

ul* poiicv Institute. “That to me is the feminist

•t just how we can do it better than the guys in

"od^feminisEs suggest that political and

elites have simply figured out more creative

sell goods, services and candidates to women

without fundamentally improving their lot. As women
enter the labor force, do most of the housework, and

remain the prime targets of advertisements, the female

stereotype is changing from barefoot and pregnant to

debt-ridden and tired.

‘All Feminism Got Us Is More Work 7

“That may be feeding some of the backlash against

feminism among some women," said Heidi L Hartman,

executive director of the Institute for Women’s Policy

Studies, a Washington research group that just released a

state-by-state report on American women. "People are

saying that all feminism ever got us is more work.”

There is little question, though, that the country has

felt some big shifts over the last two and a half decades.

Since 1970, women have grown to about half the country’s

labor force, and are less inclined to stop working when

they have children. More female high school graduates,

63 percent, enter college, compared to 61 percent of male

graduates. The number of women-owned businesses has

increased by 43 percent from 1987 to 1992.

In addition to dramatic increases in the number of

married women who work, there have been huge jumps

in the number of women who live alone and in families

headed by single mothers. All these trends mean that

women are increasingly making political and economic

decisions independently of men, rather than merely

bending to the directives of husbands and fathers.

Rpranw women are making more of the decisions,

the producers of big-ticket goods and services are in-

creasingly trying to appeal to them. Women, for example,

now buy about half the new cars and about 25 percent of

light trucks, including sport utility vehicles and mini-
vans. according to J. D. Power and Associates. So, auto-

makers are changing how they design and market cars,

emphasizing safety and convenience, which women care
more about, and playing down speed and power. In the

1970's when auto-makers, prodded by the Federal Gov-
ernment, tried to introduce air bags, the mainly male car-

buying public rebelled. Today, air bags are a standard
feature on all new cars and are promoted heavily in ads.

In the area of health — an industry that represents

about one-seventh of the American economy — 75

percent of the purchasing decisions for families are made,
by women or are significantly influenced by them. As a

consequence, some large health providers like Kaiser

Permanente have developed new programs to train and

retrain their doctors in the art of communications, an

area in which women feel physicians are lacking.

Women are changing television, too. They are now
the target audience not only for daytime television but for

prime-time television. "The primary, No. 1 audience

segment in television is adult women under the 55 years

of age.” said David Poltrack, executive vice president of

planning and research at CBS. And that is why there are

so many shows tailored to them.

Women are even influencing sports programming,
an area traditionally dominated by men. in its coverage

of the Olympics in Atlanta, NBC unabashedly wooed
women, reducing its coverage of boxing and larding the

events with profiles and human interest stories. While

some sports fans derided the coverage as the "soap
opera Olympics," NBC’s ratings were boosted by about

25 per cent over the 1992 and 1988 games, and it was
largely due to women. Other networks took note. CBS,

which lost a lot of its sports programming, is carrying

professional figure skating competitions, and next year it

will add professional women's basketball, professional

gymnastics and world cup skiing, ail popular with

women.
"I don’t want to exaggerate things." said Rob Cor-

rea, vice president of sports programming on CBS. "But

a lot more girls are playing sports than there were
years ago. It’s incredible. They may be tomorrow's

weekend viewers.”

The Big House

But whether it is women's consumption or television,

cars or health care, the question remains the same. Is

consumer power real power? Perhaps the one consumer

item that best illustrates this conundrum is the American

house. Officials in the home-building industry say that the

average size of a home has grown from 1,500 square feet

in the early 1970's to more than 2,100 square feet today,

even though the average family size has decreased. Most

of that increase is the result of larger kitchens, bath-

rooms and family rooms, features the building industry

has found that women, more than men, are demanding.

“When people buy the home they say 80 percent of

the decisions are joint ones,” said Gopal Ahluwolia.

director of research for the National Home Builders

Association. “But you can't sell a home unless it has a

really good quality kitchen with upgraded appliances and

plenty of space. So we think it is the female who has the

more power.”

But it is also possible that houses are gening bigger

to make women'forget that they are still trapped in them.
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The World

A Country Burgers Can’t Save
By STEVEN ERLANGER

Washington

I

F McDonald's restaurants are a harbin-

ger of Western institutions and democ-
racy. Belarus has a lot of Big Macs yet

to swallow.

The country’s first McDonald’s opened

last week, in Minsk, the capital. But this

watershed event produced a riot among
4.00P people who thought they'd get free

fries.

Then the police, as befits the constitution-

al dictatorship that Belarus has now be-

come, waled away with their clubs.

In time. McDonald’s may help to produce

a peace-loving democracy in Belarus, but

for now its experience only serves to point

up the incoherent, even bizarre, politics of

the lands that lie just beyond the Central

European countries that NATO is trying to

absorb- It tells a lot about why countries like

Poland and the Czech Republic are so eager
to join NATO, but also points up some of the

dangers if they do.

Over the last few weeks. President Alek-

sandr Lukashenko has effectively seized

power in Belarus, and aside from the magic
of McDonald’s, the United States doesn't

have many effective levers with which to

encourage him to back down.

A Dictator Rises
The unpredictable Mr. Lukashenko has

carried out a rolling coup: manipulating a
referendum to extend his term and powers:

shutting down the parliament and recreating

one limited to his supporters; pushing the

resignation of members of the constitutional

court and the chief prosecutor, and blocking

the distribution of independent newspapers.
"Lukashenko has taken over the Govern-

ment through sondemocratic means,’’ a sen-

ior American official said. “This is now a
constitutional dictatorship in the heart of the

new Europe, right cm the borders of where

NATO is goiog to expand, and there’s not a
lot we can do about it,"

Belarus, while a tragedy, is not yet a crisis.

But it is. writ small, an example of worri-

some trends throughout the former Soviet

Union, where presidential manipulation or

distortion of short-lived democratic institu-

tions are something of a norm.

In Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

and even Armenia, there have been egre-

gious examples of electoral manipulation or

an overstepping of presidential powers in

the name of efficiency and economic reform.

At the same time, Russia itself has grown
more haughty toward its former colonies,

with demands, backed up through pressure

on energy supplies, for better economic,

trade and military ties.

No one has loudly objected when Russia

has turned imperiously toward the east and
Central Asia. But the west — Ukraine, Bela-

rus. the Baltic nations— is quite a different

matter. These are the “borderlands” be-

tween Europe and Asia, between the powers

of the East and West, and this makes them a
source of nervousness for everyone. Mr. Lu-

kashenko himself, a populist former collec-

tive farm boss, is considered highly unreli-

able.

Paul A. Goble, a former intelligence ana-

lyst and now assistant director of Radio Free
Europe, says that when NATO moves east-

ward to take in Poland, the Russians may
say in response,

“ ’We have to project pow-

er,' and Moscow is likely to do that through

Belarus."

A senior American official agreed, then

asked: “And where does that put Ukraine?
That’s why Belarus is important-"

Mr. Lukashenko, who is thought to have
political ambitions in Russia, has called for

the reunification of Minsk with Moscow, and
has offered to station nuclear weapons in

Belarus to counter any NATO deployments
in new member countries — an option that

NATO, for now. says is unnecessary.

Ukraine, on the other hand, would only fear a

greater Russian presence and pressure to its

north.

The United States and its allies have con-

demned events in Belarus and the American

Ambassador, Kenneth YaJowicz, has been

called back to help think through what to do

about the country, in talks scheduled for

Friday.

A Lack of Clout

But Washington has little to work with to

overturn the swing to dictatorship. The
United States is providing about S225 million

in aid to Ukraine, about $100 million to

Russia and $95 million to Armenia, but

Belarus gets only about $5 million, nearly all

of it going to nongovernmental institutions

that are still trying to “build democracy” in

a place where it is being snuffed out And
cutting off that aid would not cause Mr.
Lukashenko any pain.

Washington has also offered and commit-
ted $118 million over the last four years to

pay for the removal of Belarus’s nuclear

warheads and missiles (now accomplished

to great sighs of relief) and the destruction of

launching pads, silos, garages and so on
(crucial jobs still left to do).

But yearly certification, based in part on
progress in human rights and democracy, is

required for this money to be spent, and
President Clinton can’t waive this require-

ment, even on national-security grounds.

Ironically, then, the Administration may be
forced to withhold the money it wants to

spend in Belarus without any prospect that

withholding it will produce any change for

the better.

To further the dilemma, the one actor with

leverage on Belarus is Russia. But therein

lies a Catch-22. “We want to keep Russia
engaged, but we don’t want to reinforce the

seise that Belarus belongs .to the Russian
sphere of influence." an official said ruefully.

“That could be very counterproductive.’’

Rctttn

The opening of Belarus’s first McDonald’s drew thousands — and, later, a riot
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Broadcast News

In Spanish,

. Continued From Page 1

Latinos in the United States, their
liaison to their neighborhood and
their country."

The Spanish-Ianguage networks
have a very different sense of what is

news. Early this year, for hwftanr^
all three English-language networks
a8d CNN briefly broadcast footage
from a Patrick J. Buchanan cam-
paign rally in Arizona in which a
young Hispanic voter challenged the
Republican candidate’s opposition to
immigration and free trade. Univi-
sion, however, followed up on the;
initial controversy by tracking down
the youth, 18-year-old Marciano Mu-
rillo, to his high school in Gila Bend.
There they quickly discovered he

was the son of an “undocumented
worker" from Mexico (the Spanish-
Ianguage networks never use the
term “illegal immigrant"
they are quoting someone). The
American-born teen-ager, who has
worked in the fields with his parents
since he was 9 years old, told the
network, “I’m always going to de-
fend my people.”

Similarly, during the 1993 flap
about child care that followed Presi-
dent Clinton’s aborted nomination of
Zo6 Baird as Attorney General, it
was the Spanish-Ianguage networks
that made a point of seeking out
Hispanic women who work as nan-
nies and housekeepers and listening
to their tales of abuse and exploita-
tion. English-language coverage, by
contrast, focused on the plight of the
middle-class professional couples
who typically employed those wom-
en.

The differences go. beyond editori-
al content. While CBS’s much-bally-
nooed experiment with Dan Rather
and. Connie Chung as joint anchors
failed, both Spanish-Ianguage net-
works, representatives of a culture
supposedly mired in machismo,have
paired male and female anchors for
nearly a decade with no apparent
problems.

“There are many stereotypes and
prejudices and biases that we have
been breaking down without anyone
noticing," Mr. Ramos said.

What the Ads Say
Even commercials can be instruc-

tive in that regard, particularly those
that demolish the myth that newly-
arrived Hispanic immigrants do not
want to learn English

One of the largest types erf adver-
tisements on any Spanish-Ianguage
television station, in fact, are the mul-
titude of schools and home-study pro-
grams that teach English These ads
stress mat the key to advancementin
the UnitedStates is acommanded the
nation’s dominant language;

in one typical ad, a husband sor-
rowfuify informs his wifehe has been
passed over for a better job because
his English just isn’t good enough.
But six months later, after taking the

Ingles sin Barreras (English Without
Barriers) course, he is able to tell his

family over dinner that be has won
that coveted promotion to manager
because he is now fully bilingual.

“Gimme five," one of his children

says to him, in English "Way to go,

Dad,” another proudly proclaims.

Seen in Latin America
Increasingly, Univision and Tele-

mundo are also helping form the im-
age that the rest of the Western
Hemisphere has of life in the United
States. One or the other is available

on virtually every cable system in

Latin America. And hi smaller, poor-
er countries, local television stations

often simply tape stories from Univi-
sion or Telemundo’s nightly news-
casts for their own use, which gives
these American networks a degree of

credibility and visibility unusual in
the region.

“With Univision and Telemundo, I

know that what I am seeing has not
been subject to any form of censor-
ship by the government or political

CBS talks to

yuppie couples.

Univision

interviews their

Hispanic nannies.

parties, and isn’t slanted to f
interests of some local bigw
fad Salazar Navarrete, an i

lives in Nicaragua, said i
I certainly cant say that a!

tocal stations or those sutMexican channels that are als
cable system.”

Within the United States
preach appears to have broac
boto to recently arrived imn
and- more acculturated hAmericans.

*** Univisidn affiiia
WLTV, surged past the CBS hFox stations in news xatina
astonished affiliates were!
attribute the results to same
rer, apparently unable to

j

that Spanish-speaking view®
.comprise a majorityhem jus
prefer substance to the usual i
language formula of happy t
language formula
mayhem, and the routine

i

elation of Hispanic names,
“Though imperfect, Un

Telemundo provide a Lath
five that no one else win,"
rico Subervi, an; expert o
language media who teac
University of Texas. "Ator
Spanish language itself, th
glue of Latino Identity i

country.”
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By ROBYN MEREDITH

H
-Mnv Dearborn. Mich.
ENRY FORD famously in-
sisted that buyers could
have any color of car they
panted, as long as ii was
black. But he wa« •>)« 9C
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° decades after he beganfe'hng cars, did he begin to exotri-
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Is W rW8™88 ab0Ut making
Americans now financ-

p ® Jonr-fdths of all new cars theFord Motor Company has earned
™T? “ * ^ker than
builder in five of the last six vears
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king businesses had higher
profits Jast year than all but two ofthe nation s commercial banks.

wh,le Ford 's automotive divi-sions are struggling to hold upagai
£
st sl,ff competition worldwide

a subsidiary, the Ford Motor CreditCompany, has become the biggest
auto fmancmg company in the world.

th
j £,rd quarter. Ford Credit

earned $-99 million, compared with
a paltry $15 million for the compa-
ny s worldwide automotive opera-
tions.

' Now Ford Credit has an ambitious
plan to extend its lending reach into
an area that would have baffled
Henry Ford: borrowers with proven
records of not paying back their
loans on time, a group collectively

WORLD

known as the subprime lending mar-
ket.

The lure is the $100 billion that
people with flawed credit ratings
borrow each year to buy new and
used cars, and the interest rates of
18 percent and higher that Ford will
be able to charge on loans to its
share of that market. That is the
equivalent of paying for a car at
credit-card rates.

Ford Credit’s new business is

risky on two counis. First, whether a
company makes money depends on
which loan applicants it decides to
trust, and how far it trusts them
before sending out the repo man to
seize the collateral. Secondly, Ford’s
image could be damaged if the com-
pany is seen as profiting at the ex-
pense of the poor. •

Consumer advocates already say
a Ford consumer lending unit, the
Associates, charges unfairly stee'p
interest rates and fees. That unit’s
target market is similar to that of
the new subprime auto-finance oper-
ation, named Fairlane Credit after
Henry Ford’s gracious Fair Lane
estate here.

“Ford Motor Credit doesn’t want
to be seen charging 40 percent inter-
est rates or repossessing cars," said
Jordan Hymowitz, an auto services
analyst at Montgomery Securities in
San Francisco. “It is a potential pub-
lic relations problem if the rates get
too egregious.'’

But at a time when profits are
down and default rates are up at
Ford Credit, the cornerstone of
Ford’s financial businesses, its exec-
utives say they have studied the
companies in the subprime lending
market, are proceeding cautiously
and are confident they can make
good money.
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Ford is also planning to move
slowly to build its new business. “We
aren’t going to make any big, bad
boo-boos" with Fairlane, William E.
Odom, the chairman of Ford Credit,
said.

But he said he expected Fairlane’s
. returns to be more volatile than its
parent’s. Fairlane must be tough
enough to compete with the dozens of
scrappy, small companies that dom-
inate subprime auto lending. But
Fairlane will be walking a tightrope,
particularly on the repossessions
that come after people stop making
car payments.

“If we pull the trigger too quickly
on a repo, the customer is going to be
upset with us and with the Ford
Motor Company,” Jerry Heimlicher.
president of Fairlane, said.
Mr. Heimlicher said that Fairlane

had not decided what interest rates
it would charge, but that he expected
them to be in a range of 18 to 22
percent, and perhaps higher. While
other subprime lenders charge rates
of 18 to 40 percent, where state laws
permit. Mr. Heimlicher said Fair-
lane’s rates “will never get into the
range of 40 percent."
He added, “We are going to charge

the fairest rates that we can charge,
and still make a fair rate of profiL"
Fairlane is planning to hold the

line on rates because it hopes to
build loyalty to Ford vehicles. One
reason Ford Credit chose the name
Fairlane is that executives want cus-
tomers to think of it as "fair."
Mr. Odom said consumer groups

should not fear that Fairlane will

treat poor customers unfairly. “It is

not inconsistent to go into the non-
prime business and run the business
on the high road,” he said.

When deciding whether to approve
loan applications, lenders look at two
factors: borrowers’ income, and
their record of repaying other loans.
They often charge higher interest
rates to people they consider less
likely to pay them back.

An Auto Maker and a Banker
The giant auto maker is the world’s second-biggest industrial company. But financial services represent a bio
share of its profits. .
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PERFORMANCE IN U.S. DOLLARS IN LOCAL CUfifL

Week Week YTD YTD Dividend YTD
Country Index % Chg. Rank % Chg. Rank Yield Index %Chg.

Australia 211.11 -0.4 8 11.1 18 4.31 176.89 4 1

Austria 135.37 0.8 2 6.2 20 1.92 148.97 14.8

Belgium 221.31 -1.7 20 5.8 21 3.84 173 83 14.5

Brazil 180.03 -2.6 25 30.5 1 1.78 344.24 39.5

Britain 264.87 1.3 1 14.9 13 4.01 236.83 7.6

Canada 183 76 -1.7 19 23.8 5 200 181.10 235
Denmark 334 25 -O 1 5 15.7 11 1.71 268.92 23.6

Finland 234.95 -3.6 26 25.6 3 2.20 228.00 33.7

France 204.12 -1.5 16 13.B 15 2 92 167 19 21.5

Germany 183.73 -0.2 6 12.2 16 1.64 147.73 21.3

Hong Kong 486.44 -2.4 24 25.5 4 3.22 483.35 25 6

Indonesia 222.65 -1.9 21 27 1.61 321.39

Ireland 310 29 0.0 3 21 4 6 3.48 263.29 17.2

Italy 79.11 -2.2 23 7.3 19 2.30 90.24 3.3

Japan 133.80 -2.0 22 -13.6 24 0 80 96 28 - 4.7

Malaysia 581.94 -0.3 7 20.0 9 1.10 565.57 19.2

Mexico 1.153.32 -3.7 27 11 3 17
'

1.10 9.992 01 14 5

Motherlands 313.78 -16 17 15.1 12 2.97 248.51 24.5

New Zealand 91.25 -0.7 12 14.6 14 3.99 69.03 6.7

Norway 279.39 -0.6 9 20.8 7 206 245.61 23 8

Philippines 200.54 -06 10 28 0.63 262.79

Singapore 409.00 -0.7 13 0.4 23 1.02 263.74 - 0.6

South Africa 306.12 -39 28 -20.6 25 2.48 316.71 3.2

Spain 193.92 -1.4 14 20.4 8 3.06 196.11 29.2

Sweden 404 19 -1.6 18 29.5 2 2.09 407.45 33.1

Switzerland 237.38 -0.7 11 0.6 22 1.53 193.65 15.0

Tnadand 107.28 -0.0 4 -36.2- 26 3.22 106.45 -35 3

United Stales 296.59 -1.4 15 18.0 10 2.02 296.59 18.0
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Europe 227.46 -0.3 13.2 2.95 196.33 15.6

Pacific Basin 151.45 -1.6 - 8.3 1.28 109.97 - 1.3

Europe/Paciiic 183 02 -1.0 1.7 2.15 142.54 6.7

World 219.97 -1.3 8.7 2.09 190.42 11.9
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Exchange rate

Japanese yen to the U.S. dollar

Ge'irun marks to toe U.S. dollar

Canadian dollars to the U.S dollar

ij 3 dollars ic ihe British pound

-de-g - rz'.ao: Manxes. exchange rates as ofFriday's New Yod. dose

Last Week Year

Friday Friday % Chg. Ago

113.95 112.89 +0.93 102.04

1.5558 1.5463 +0.61 1.4430

1.3627 1.3600 +0.19 1.3722

1.6554 1.6466 +0 53 1.5373
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Ford credit now lends primarily to
the most creditworthy borrowers,
what the industry rates as A or B
credit risks, though it makes some
loans to people with very poor credit
As Fairlane starts up, Ford Credit
will begin referring the loan appli-
cants it rejects to Fairlane, to see if

they qualify under its underwriting
standards for higher-interest loans.
Ford Credit assigns A ratings to

people who earn enough to meet
their bills without strain and have
almost never paid a bill late, Mr.
Odom said. Borrowers with B credit
have occasionally missed payments
but later paid up, and lack financial
reserves to cover emergencies; peo-
ple with C credit are highly indebted
and often late with bills, but always
pay up eventually.

Borrowers with D credit typically
have declared bankruptcy and have
had property repossessed. They end
up paying lots of late charges be-
cause they never pay on time. “They
try to juggle, but they drop the ball
when they juggle," Mr. Odom said.
“The C can juggle pretty well."

Fairlane will focus on the lower
end of the scale. "Fairlane will pick
up where Ford Credit leaves off,"
Mr. Heimlicher said. “We would be
going into the C and D and what
would be an E, if there were an E."

Customers will feel the difference
when they apply for a loan. While
Ford Credit uses sophisticated com-
puter models to approve loans within
an hour. Fairlane may take days to

check the assertions made on loan
applications.

The more thorough process is in-

tended to sort out people who have
bad credit but will repay their loans
from those who are unlikely to make
payments. Fairlane’s customers are
likely to have bad credit because of a

one-time crisis like a layoff or a
divorce, Mr. Heimlicher said.

“Our main process is to determine
the why — why did the customer
have the difficulty." he said. “These
are not bums— these are not always
people who are going to have bad
luck."

Once Fairlane approves a loan, it

plans to keep in close contact with
anyone who misses a payment. Mr.
Heimlicher calls it "coaching":
When borrowers fall behind, the
company will not simply mail over-
due notices but will call the debtors,

weigh whether there are legitimate

reasons for the late payments, and
then try to coax them into promising,
for example, to pay when the next
paycheck arrives.

While most subprime lenders fo-

cus on used cars, Fairlane plans to

lend 20 percent of its money toward
new cars, particularly to first-time

buyers like students who have had
trouble paying off credit cards or
college loans.

Fairlane, based in Colorado
Springs, is still hiring managers.
Ford’s goal is for it to begin making
loans in Colorado and nearby states
by the end of March. Expansion is

planned for later.

Ford intends to tiptoe into the new
lending raarkeL "I’m not looking for
a home run in 1997," Mr. Odom said.
“I’m looking for a solid organization
at the turn of the century.”
But executives at other subprime

auto lenders say it isn’t easy to make
money. “Our job is to differentiate

between bad things happening to

good people, and just bad people,"
said Tommy A. Moore, chief execu-
tive of First Investors Financial
Services Inc., a Houston-based com-
pany*.that writes' subprime auto
loans in 17 states. His company ap-
proves only one of every five appli-
cations.

Mr. Moore and other experts on
subprime lending said that being
choosy in approving loans was only
part of the job. Even tougher, they
said, is counseling people who are
struggling to pay bills while still

moving to repossess cars as soon as
it is clear that a borrower will not be
able to repay.

But subprime auto lending is a
lough business. Since 1990, 24 auto-
finance companies have sold stock to

the public, according to SNL Securi-
ties of Charlottesville, Va. Since
their initial offerings, shares of 11 of
the companies have dropped by 15

percent or more.
Unless Fairlane fails, it is likely to

dwarf its competitors within a few
years, if it follows the lead of another
new Ford Credit subsidiary. Primus
Automotive Financial Services.

Ford Credit lends only, to Ford
customers and dealers, but Primus
was set up to lend money ar rival

dealerships. Just six years old. Pri-

mus has $11.5 billion in assets.
Though it is a relatively small piece
of Ford Credit’s business. Primus, if

freestanding, would be the nation’s
12th-largesi finance company.

Fairlane won’t get that big in its

first five years but “it will have
some recognizable-sized profits in

three, four or five years," Mr. Odom
said.

Analysts say that to make money.
Ford will have to show some ruth-

lessness in repossessing cars. "This
is a business where you measure
your ability to collect your collateral

in days or hours,” said Maryann N.

Keller, an auto analyst at Furman
Selz, a New York investment bank-
ing and brokerage firm.

Otherwise, another creditor could
seize the car, or the borrower could
drive out of town with no forwarding
address.
Yet the danger of ruthlessneSs is

that it could attract the attention of

consumer groups, some of which are
already unhappy with the lending

Friday's close $32.00

52-week low; high S3725; S27.25

Market capitalization 535.8 billion

Estimated 1996 earninqs,
analysts' consensus "S3.48 a share

Debi-to-asset ratio 60%
Ford vs. G.M.

Price to estimated
1996 eammgs 9.5 9.7

Price to book 1.5 2.0

Dividend yield 4.8% 2.8%

NET INCOME

AUTOMOTIVE

practices of the Associates, the Ford
unit that makes home-equity and
personal loans.

Ford Motor "owns some finance
companies thaL target poor people
with less than healthy loans," said

Remar M. Sutton, president of the
Consumer Task Force for Automo-
tive Issues, a nonprofit group that
works with consumer groups and
state attorneys general on auto
fraud investigations.

The autolending practices of Ford
Credit and its main rivals, the fi-

nance arms of die Chrysler and Gen-
eral Motors corporations, are al-

ready under Federal scrutiny. Last
year the Justice Department began
investigating whether the compa-
nies discriminated against minority
groups. "There is an investigation

and 1 can’t make any comments
about it,” Mr. Odom said.

Fairlane Credit will be relying
heavily on the ethics of used-car
dealers — many or whom stand to

profit from the loans — to make sure
its customers are treated fairly.

The unscrupulous practices of
some dealerships have led to trouble
for people borrowing from other
auto finance companies. “It is the
people who don’t have access to

credit who are most at the mercy of

these people: new- and used-car
dealers." said Richard N. Feferman,
a lawyer in Albuquerque, N.M., who
specializes in consumer fraud is-

sues.

Wall Street, of course, cares about
profits as well as lending practices.

And profits of the Associates have
been growing steadily. Like Ford
Credit, it has watched its bad loans
increase, to 2.16 percent of all loans

in the third quarter, but it is growing
so quickly that its profits have also

increased, to $230 million in the third

quarter, up 17 percent from a year
earlier.

Analysts, however, are divided
over whether Ford Credit itself, af-

ter years as the crown jewel of the

world's second -largest industrial

company, could be facing difficul-

ties. The number of loans going bad
has nearly doubled, and in the third

quarter Ford Credit’s usually stable

profits fell 16.2 percent from a year
earlier, to $299 million.

Most analysts say that in the long

run. Ford Credit will dust itself off

and continue to contribute mightily

to the parent's bottom line. “I have
no doubt about Ford Credit," Ms.
Keller said. "With some bumps in

the road, they will still do just fine."

But other analysts are more con-

cerned. “There is a big question

hanging over Ford Motor Credit

right now," said Jack V. Kiman, an
analyst at Salomon Brothers. "It is

certainly disconcerting to see the

significant drop we saw in third-

quarter net income."
Ford Credit's main competitors —

the finance subsidiaries of General

Motors and Chrysler — have been

going gangbusters. The Chrysler Fi-

nancial Corporation, which has $16.7

billion in assets, has set quarterly

earnings records this year. In the

’94* ’95

"Includes $440 million loss

related to sale oi thrift

third quarter, it earned $94 million.
The General Motors Acceptance
Corporation, which has $106.5 billion

in assets, has set profit records for
the last nine quarters, earning $307
million in the third quarter.

Counting overseas operations.
Ford Credit has assets of $119 bil-

lion.

While Chrysler Financial and
GMAC also make a small proportion
of loans to car buyers with spotty
credit, they have avoided getting
into the business in a big way.
"There is no free lunch,” said James
P. Holden, the Chrysler Corpora-
tion's executive vice president for
sales and marketing. “Subprime pa-
per is subprime for a reason.”

Ford has decided to make the beL
While its banking businesses have
not always been successful, no one is

suggesting that Ford Credit will be-
come a billion-dollar sinkhole like

the First Nationwide Financial Cor-
poration, a savings and loan institu-

tion that. Ford sold in 1994 after nine*
years of ownership.

Ford’s nearly bulletproof balance
sheet allows it to borrow money at

lower interest rates than many of iis

rivals can obtain, giving it more
room to trim the rates it charges on
car loans while staying profitable.

Just last month. Standard & Poor's
reaffirmed its A+ rating on Ford
Credit’s senior debt, the best debt
rating by a wide margin among the
auto financing arms of the Big Three
auto makers.
The level of Ford Credit's profits

is important because the unit is the

.
mainstay of Ford's earnings. Last
year, $2.1 billion of Ford's $4.1 billion

in profit came from the banking side
of ihe business, and Ford Credit
earned $1.4 billion of thaL Most of
the rest came from the Associates.

Ford Credit’s earnings have been
down mostly because of rising losses

from unpaid loans. In addition to a
$58 million drop in third-quarter

profits from a year earlier, profits in

the second quarter fell $9 million

short of the previous year’s level.

First-quarter profits were just $5
million ahead of last year's pace.

Other lenders have been stepping
up their efforts to woo borrowers
buying cars. Commercial banks
have increasingly been willing to of-

fer competitive rates on auto loans

as a way to develop financial rela-

tionships with affluent borrowers,
the customers the banks prefer.

"Those buyers are pretty, well-

heeled," Mr. Holden of Chrysler
said. "They may need other finan-

cial services.”

Ford officials dismiss these wor-

ries, arguing that the banks’ interest

will be fleeting. Mr. Odom said prof-

its had temporarily slipped because
of fierce competition from commer-
cial banks, as five years of economic
growth have helped banks to rebuild

their balance sheets and begin lend-
ing aggressively again. Ford Cred-
it's profits had also dropped during
previous economic booms, he said,

only to recover quickly.
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Dec 9-13: Stock and Bond Markets Continue to Slide as Investors Have Year-End Worries
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TheTV Rating Wars
This year Congress warned the television in-

dustry to devise a voluntary rating system for

shows, enabling parents to block them out, or risk

having a system imposed from Washington. What
started as a cooperative effort among the networks,

parents’ groups and others has collapsed into name-
calling, however. The reason is that the ratings put
forward by the industry are too vague to be of much
help to television viewers. Hie industry needs to

listen to the complaints and see if it can come up
with something better.

The ratings that have drawn fire were pro-

duced by an advisory group headed by Jack Valenti,

president of the Motion Picture Association of

America. Mr. -Valenti helped oversee the largely

successful voluntary ratings system for movie thea-

ters, but this time he has produced a system that is

too simple for the more complicated menu of televi-

sion programming. Mr. Valenti proposes four rat-

ings: TV-G (for general audiences), TV-PG (paren-

tal guidance suggested), TV-14 (parents strongly

cautioned) and TV-M (mature audiences only). But
viewers are right to demand more explicit informa-
tion about the amounts of nudity, sex, violence and
profanity each program contains.

Many parents’ groups have embraced the 10

categories adopted by Home Box Office, which
describe adult content in more detail. Mr. Valenti

argues, speciously, that with more complex ratings,

countless permutations and combinations would
arise, creating confusion for the viewer. He and his

industry colleagues are exaggerating the hardship
that would be imposed on networks by providing

information beyond that contained in the four broad
categories they have proposed.

The networks could easily devise a ratings

system that is more descriptive than Mr. Valenti's

and more streamlined than HBO’s, and everyone
knows iL What the television industry really fears is

Over the last decade, the fight to save the

nation’s diminishing wetlands has focused on the

bigger and more obvious threats. Former Vice
President Dan Quayle and, later. Representative

’

Bud Shuster of Pennsylvania advanced various

schemes that would have transferred millions of

these valuable acres to developers and industry

almost overnight Their efforts failed. But all the

while, under 10-year-old regulations, the Army
Corps of Engineers has been transferring land to

private interests in small enough chunks to escape
radar detection by most environmentalists and con-

servation-minded politicians. This has contributed

mightily to the steady erosion of the wetland inven-

tory, which is declining at a rate of some 70,000

acres a year. -

Now, thanks to legal threats from environmen-
talists and complaints from the White House and
other Federal agencies, the corps has agreed to

institute new and stricter procedures. This is the

best news for the country’s wetlands since the
Senate refused to consider Mr. Shuster’s destruc-
tive efforts to rewrite the Clean Water Act and, in

the process, narrow vital wetland protections.

This is also a positive sign for the country’s

ecological health generally. The swamps, marshes
and fens that make up the 100 million or so remain-
ing acres of wetlands help filter pollutants, prevent
floods, protect animal species and nourish tiny

organisms essential to the food chain.

The culprit here has been a regulation known as
Nationwide Permit 26. Normally, anyone who in-

tends to disturb a wetland must obtain a permit
from the corps, which oversees dredging and filling

activities in waterways. But Permit 26, designed to

simplify the corps’ time-consuming permitting pro-
cess, allows owners to bypass the usual review and
obtain virtually instant approval for drainingfrom 1

to 10 acres of wetlands.

Under the new rules, quick permitting under
Permit 26 will apply only to parcels of three acres or
less, beginning in January. After two years, the

corps plans to scrap Permit 26 altogether and
substitute new regulations. A faster timetable

would be surely be preferable, but developers will

feel the pinch of these new rules. Most of their

money is made (and most of the environmental
damage occurs) on parcels larger than three acres.

As a practical matter, the corps cannot exhaus-
tively review every permit application. It therefore
argues that it will still need some sort of system
providing blanket approval to small projects. But
the corps should not be left alone to devise the new
system. Input is needed from the environmental
community and agencies like the Fish and Wildlife

Service and the Environmental Protection Agency.
The aim here is to devise a system that combines
maximum protection with rigorous enforcement.

For the moment, however, conservationists in

and out of government can be pleased that the corps
has begun to take their complaints seriously and
that an incremental but insidious threat to what is

left of the country’s wetlands will soon begin to fade.
Congress could conceivably overturn these new
rules. But it would be unwise to try. Historically, the
Corps of Engineers has not been famous for envi-
ronmental stewardship. Its decision to change its

ways is further evidence that those who believe in
sound conservation practices have gained the upper
hand in Washington.

The Ghost of Christmas Depression
Next weekend’s televised showing of “It’s a

Wonderful Life” marks the movie’s 50th anniversa-

ry, and a revival of the debate over what makes the
film so well-loved. Like “A Christmas Carol,” it is

the story about having a bad (but instructive)
holiday dream, courtesy of otherworldly spirits.

Jimmy Stewart plays a suicidal George Bailey, who
is shown whai his hometown of Bedford Falls would
be like if he had never been born. Needless to say,
even though George is just the owner of an about-to-

be-bankrupt savings and loan, his life turns out to
have been critical to the happiness of hundreds of
otherpeople.

The movie’s payoff comes when the entire town
arrives to bail George out of his financial crisis, and
his war-hero brother skips a Medal of Honor cere-
mony at the White House to rush home and an-
nounce that George is the real Bailey hero. Fans
who have seen the movie 10 or 20 times usually cite
this affirmation-of-life finale, the tribute to ever^
.person’s unique importance.

But good Christmas movies carry dual mes-
sages. Onone level they speak to the eternal human
spirit On another they address the inevitable holi-
day anxiety attack. The many films made of "A
Christmas Carol” are about the need to keep char-
ity in our hearts year round. But they also hold out a
promise that if you maintain a reasonably cheerful
demeanor, you will still be invited out when you get
old. (Charles Dickens, who was both sentimental
and hard-headed, clearly felt that one key to being a
beloved senior citizen at Christmastime was brine-
fog a lot of presents.)

Watching George’s progress in “It’s a Wonder-
ful Life" assures us that the spouse or parent who
behaves like a depressive Grinch in the afternoon,
criticizing the housekeeping and yelling at little

Zuzu, will probably get over bis seasonal doldrums
by tree-trimming time. The dreaded visit from a
super-successful sibling might turn out better than
you think. Everyone knows you’re the real family
hero.

Lesser .movies carry their message of comfort,
too. “Holiday Inn” teaches that there is no point
worrying about things going wrong at your Christ-
mas party, like lack of snow or bank foreclosure.

Things will work out, the guests will come, and Bing
Crosby will perform in several lavish production

numbers. “Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer” is

perhaps a subtle commentary on what to do if the
car doesn’t start on Christmas Eve.

“It’s a Wonderful Life,” however, also has a
unique appeal to our age. In the 1970’$, the studio’s
copyright was accidentally allowed to lapse, and
almost every television station in America used
the movie as free holiday programming. It was
shown so often that it became ingrained in the
collective consciousness of several generations of
television watchers. Millions of people know the
references: signature song (“Buffalo Gal”), ac-
tress who played Mary Bailey (Donna Reed) and
what happens when an angel wins his wings (a bell
rings). The director, Frank Capra, would not want
to know this, but “It’s a Wonderful Life” has the
same nostalgic pop-culture pull as “The Brady
Bunch.”

Do Computers Retard Productivity’s Growth?

a ratings system that is so explicit about content

that it drives away advertisers and turns off view-

ers. Television viewers know that the networks love

a little ambiguity in their promotion. But most

viewers have become accustomed to labeling in

what they buy and are demanding to know what
they are getting when they decide to let their

children watch television. To ignore that political

reality is to invite the kind of overly restrictive

legislation that Congress will be only too happy to

deliver.

The concept of the V-chip, or electronic device

blocking out shows with certain codes, won broad

endorsement in the Presidential campaign this

year, and new television sets will be required to

contain the device in 1998. When put into practice, it

will not be without problems. The television net-

works are not wrong, for example, to worry about

what might happen if the system gets too elaborate,

and groups start demanding labels for controversial

political subjects Like abortion. But the industry can

certainly be more accommodating— and politically

smarter — than it was last week, with Mr. Valenti

insisting that anything other than the system he has

proposed would be challenged in court. Mr. Valenti

has been around Washington long enough to know
that such stubbornness is an invitation to would-be

censors.

There is ample time to discuss a system that

preserves sophisticated programming for adults

and enables parents to manage their children’s

viewing. The Telecommunications Act passed by
Congress last February says that if the industryhas
not devised voluntary guidelines, the Federal Com-
munications Commission is authorized to appoint

its own commission to come up with one. As Presi-

dent Clinton said Friday, it is far more desirable for

the industry to devise the ratings system than to

have one be overseen by the Government.

To the Editor:

Your Dec. 8 Week in Review arti-

cle “What Has the Computer Done

for Us Lately?" explores why per-

sonal computers haven't sparked an

expected productivity boom. It

neglects one obvious answer, howev-

er: tbe expectation is itself unrealis-

tic.

The computer industry has condi-

tioned us to very rapid technological

change. That in itself may be one

reason for slow productivity growth ;•

business can't make much headway
when it has to change products and

procedures every few months. We
should not forget, however, that indi-

viduals and organizations take to

change much more slowly. It is only

In the last five years or so that inex-

pensive personal computers have be-

came powerful enough to really af-

fect productivity.

That simply isn’t a long enough

time for businesses to figure out how
to use those computers effectively,

for software engineers to develop

applications, or for workers to learn

how to operate them. If really large

enterprises like the I.R.S. and the air

traffic control system have been im- ' service exports to foreign

able to implement this new technol-- These exports !»*<**”&

ogy, how can we expect small and. losses from <moved

medium-sized businesses to be up overseas m the last 30. yeant

and running already?

-To measure the impact ofpersonal

computers on productivity, you have

to look at how and where they are

used today. So far, a majority of

businesses use them strictly for

word processing. And, as anybody

who has ever done any typing for a

can attest, tbe productivity

If you Looked at the benefits this

brings to the nation, you would agree

that computers have improved the

productivity in ways measured dif-

ferently than pure output, such as

shortened product development cy-

cles. Dave Hendricks
New York, Dec 10. 1996

living

Computer as Controller

Huntington Wood, Mich., Dec. 9, 1996

Export Development
To the Editor:

Your Dec 8 Week in Review arti-

cle concerning computers’ contribu-

tion to productivity missed the big

picture.

Sure it is a waste when a $2,000

computer is used primarily for E-mail

and Solitaire. Bnt what is truly pro-

ductive about the computer is the con-

tribution that it makes to tbe economy
in tbe form of software, hardware and

We Can Still Love Evita for Her Hipness

To the Editor:

Frank Rich is concerned (column,

Dec 11) that in awaiting the opening

of Madonna’s new movie, “Evita,”

and in purchasing the “Evita" line

of clothing, people are embracing, or

at least ignoring, Eva Peron’s poli-

tics. I think he is overreacting a bit

here.

After all, moviegoers have always

appreciated the story of a woman
working her way up from dire

circumstances .
while stabbing

the wealthy in the Back' (witness

tbe enduring popularity of Scar-

lett O’Hara in “Gone With the

Wind").
As for the traffic at the Evita

boutique at Bloomingdale’s, I sus-

pect it has more to do with the fact

that these styles look goodon women
who actually have hips, a sight so

rare hi modern fashion that many of

us will be willing to go to Madonna’s

Kim Roberson

movie, good or bad, as an act of

gratitude Barbara D. Paxton
New York, Dec 11. 1996

Serbian Student Movement Isn’t Violent

To the Editor:

We are appalled by your Dec 10

front-page article on the alleged na-

tionalist character of the student

protest in Belgrade, Serbia As can
easily be seen from the quotations of

some protesters, there are varying
political conrictiohs'tamong the stu-

dents. On the other hand,in the three

weeks of protest not a single extrem-
ist act has occurred.

Furthermore, contrary to your im-
plications, there were hardly any
noteworthy expressions of anti-

American or anti-Western attitudes

among the students. Your reference

to a racist orientation of the Bel-

grade students or domination of rac-

ist content in academic lectures is

equally untrue
The decision to refuse all journal-

ists permission to enter the philoso-

phy faculty building was not made by
the students, but by tbe beads of the

faculty. Moreover, the protest rallies

have never opened with the old Serbi-

an anthem “God Give Us Justice,”
but with the old academic anthem
’Gaudeamus Ignitur.”

We find it to be sadly detrimental to

the role of the press in a democratic
society that the American public was
thus misinformed about tbe character
of this clearly democratic student pro-

test in Belgrade and Serbia. This sort

of writing paradoxically places you on
the same political side as the undemo-
cratic media and. the Government in

Belgrade. ‘Finally, let us add that tills

student protest is now supported by
more than 1,500 professors at Bel-

grade University. Mladen Lazic
Belgrade, Serbia, Dec. 13, 2996

The writer, a sociologist, signed this

letter along with four other profes-

sors at Belgrade University.

War Crimes in the Former Yugosla-

via, I documented countless reports

of Individuals who had been killed

and brutalized by paramilitary sol-

diers who called themselves Chet-

niks. They sang nationalistic Serbian

songs while they beat’ their victims

with .spiked clubs, sing^ their bod-

ies, castrated and raped them. - -

If the Serbian students seek inspi-

ration for their protest from the

Chetoiks, then theirs is not a move-
ment of hope but rather one of ha-

tred, just like the one launched in

1992 by the very man they seek to

topple. Democratic governments
should be wary of supporting any-
thing more than the students’ rightto

protest Penny M. Venetis
Rutgers University School of Law

Newark, Dec. 10, 1996

A Service Economy
To the Editor:

In file Dec. 8 Week in Review; arti-

cle “What Has the Computer Done
for Us Lately?" yon overlook the fact

that the reason the United -States ‘is

The ‘Chetmk’ Record
To the Editor:

As a civil rights and human rights

lawyer who teaches law students cm
a full-time basis, I applauded the

Serbian students’ protests against
Slobodan Milosevic for his illegal nul-

lification of democratically held Ser-

bian elections. Reading about the
protest movement gave me hope that

the younger generation would lift

Serbia from its repressive state. My
hopes were deflated not only by your
Dec. 10 article “Student Foes of Bel-

grade Leader Embrace Fierce Serb
Nationalism," but also by the seem-
ingly benign photograph that accom-
panied the article.

One of the pictured student leaders
wears a baseball cap with the logo
‘Chetniks." The term originated as a
derogatory name for the Serbian
military In World War IL It was
resurrected as an accolade of pride
by Bosnian Serb paramilitary
groups in their campaign, to cleanse

Bosnia of Muslims and Croats.
In 1994, while on the legal staff of

the United Nations Commission of
Experts Established to Investigate

Why Is Protest So Late?
To the Editor:

It is heartening to see mass Serbi-

an opposition to the totalitarian Slo-

bodan Milosevic, finally (news arti-

cle, Dec. 10). It didn't happen when
Vukovar was annihilated, Sarajevo

shelled, Omarska exposed or Srebre-

nica sacked, but it’s happening now.
Maybe the war-crimes tribunal in

The Hague will now find tbe political

courage to indict Mr. Milosevic for

his international crimes, beginning
with tbe genocide in Croatia in 1991.
' At 1

the same time, Muslim and
Croatian survivors of the Serbian,
genocide in Bosnia are disheartened
to see individuals like Vuk Draskovic
trumpeted uncritically as head of a
Serbian democratic opposition. He Is

a longtime supporter of World War II

Serbian fascists and the recent
founder and head of the Serbian
Guard, a fascist militia group report-
ed to have committed atrocities in
Croatia and Bosnia.

In the 1980’s, Mr. Draskovic was a
best-selling author of anti-Muslim
hate propaganda that helped set the
stage for the current genocide He is
far a Greater Serbia. A “democratic
opposition” figure who denies human
rights calls for closer scrutiny.

Today Serbian protesters wave the
Serbian fascist three-finger salute.
Perhaps the Hague tribunal will ex-
pose its meaning, as the Nurem-
berg trials (fid for the “Hell Hitler"
salute. Catharine A. MacKinnon

Ann Arbor, Midt, Dec. II, 1996
The writer, a University of. Michigan
faw professor, is lead counsel in a suit
against Radovan Karadzic.

not meeting 1 the nafidrthPWealth
growth rates of the 1950’s aridWs is

that our economy has-become large-

ly a service sector one, in whfdi
industrial production is not occur-
ring to the same extent as in previ-

ous decades.

No amount of computer use can
create substantive production if the
economic foundation is increasingly
one producing no substance of tangi-

ble wealth. But the computer revolu-

tion is real. Its “contribution," how-
ever, will not.be in the form of eco-
nomic enhancement as much as in

the way we interact with each other
and the world, for better and for
worse. Ronald Perkel

Somerville, NJ, Dec 8, 1996

Unitarians’ Spirituality

To the Editor:

The Dec. 8 news article “Unitari-
ans Striking Chord of Spirituality”
describes the movement, by some
Unitarians, away from humanism in

search of spirituality.

We are aware of the cultural shift
in which many people are seeking
“spirituality." This does not, howev-
er, need to result in rejecting a hu-
manist perspective. Religious hu-
manism leads (me to celebrate the
sacred in everyday life while still

being deeply committed to reason,
experience and human worth. A
deepening reflective practice and a
desire for meaningful ceremonies
that celebrate the significance of life

passages and communal events are
elements in this process of honoring
the human journey. . Don Johnson

Arthur Dobrin
New York, Dec 10, 1996

The writers are, respectively, senior
leader, N.Y. Society for Ethical Cul-
ture, and leader. Ethical Humanist
Society of Ld.

For the Love of Money

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er's name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-3622 or send by electronic

mad to letters@nytwies.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,

The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street, New York, N.Y. 1003&3959.

El
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To the Editor:

Russell Baker says in “Sweet Is
the Lucre" (column, Dec. 10) that no
matter whether church, school, busi-

ness, sports — “everything Is about
money." But when he refers to mon-
ey as the root ofan evil, he is making
a common misquotation of the Chris-
tian Scripture, which says that “the
love of mcmey is the root of all evil”
(I Timotby,.6:10).
It Is our. understanding every

season is atime for connecting -with

the Holy beyond us andthose fa need
among us. Money faouly.qne way. to
do that, but it is an Important .way-
As we pass tbe plate, we invite all to

remember those^.who are less fortu-
nate, even as we are grateful for
enfomnists who help us see in new
ways, or who hedpus remind each
•other of the trite.mefaiiiig of some of
the old ways. Winner

V .
SeniorMister

Union f*nngr*»gaHrtnal Church

Montclair, N.Jv DecM,- 1996

To the Editor: -

“What Has the Computer Done for

Us Lately?" (Week in Review, Dec.

8) misses a couple of important

points. First of all, the 1950’s and 60 ’s

were tbe golden age of United States

productivity mainly because the po-

tential competition was still suffer-

ing the aftereffects of World War n.

Germany and Japan were flattened

and our allies debilitated; only we
had the ability to take advantage of

the knowledge explosion that fol-

lowed the war.
Second, computers have had pro-

found effects on productivity as ma-
chine controllers. For instance, the

modern automobile has better per-

formance. better safety and about

twice the gas mileage of the cars of

30 years ago. This stems in part from

the use of tbe computer in the design

process and in part from its incorpo-

ration into vehicular systems as a
controller. Imagine if an cars still

got 12 miles per gaDon and exposed

us to thetajury rates of 30 years ago;

how much more would workers have

to be paid for the same work if their

transportation costs reflected this?

As management aids, computers
have been a disappointment, as your
article reports. However, this has

almost nothing to do with computers

per se; it’s just that if a computer
lets you replace 16 clerks, and you’re

the one in charge ofthose dorks, and
your status fa the company rests on

how many clerks you have; then sud-

denly you discover a need for more
input So much more, in fact that 10

clerks pounding computers can bare-

ly handle It The practical effect

of computers-in-management has
been to increase the workload
for everyone at all levels below the

level where the computers are in-

stalled. John K. Lunde
Orono, Met, Dec. 8, 1996
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gton Post reported

m m wore and more
experts believe that

U.S. economy,
after a quarter-een-

2XJ? S
ainfuI UPS and d^S aS-

J°
have entered a new period5

er^im“!
Which recessions no long-er seem inevitable.’* The exoerts*

conclusion, the article sa,d.Tttat
bt

if'
neSS cycle * if not extinct “is

for me endangered ’spe-

f
aten

?
ents brir»g to mind an

immortal prophecy by Irving Fisher,
a leading economist in the earlv 20th

JJ222 ..

mat SEOCk prices had
reached a permanently high pla-
teau.” This remark was made nine
days before the Great Crash of 1929.
Strong assertions that we are eman-
cipated from business cycles tend to
be cyclical indicators in their own
right. They come after a long boom,
and sometimes, but not always be-
fore a big bust
The “painful ups and downs" of

economic history are still very much
with us. as the drops on Wall Street
and the roiling of markets around the
world last week reminded us.
These economic fluctuations con-

tinue to occur not only in the form of
short business cycles but also as
very long historical movements.
Students of long-term change have

compiled data spanning many centu-
ries of economic history. The leading
example of these studies is a re-

markable index of "consumable
prices" in southern England over the
last 800 years, constructed by two
British scholars. Sir Henry Phelps-
Brown and Sheila Hopkins. They dis-

covered that the market prices of
food, drink, fuel and textiles have
been rising since the 12th century, at
an average rate of about 1 percent
each year.

But this study, and others like it,

also found that inflation has not been

,
cpnstani. Nearly all of the increases
in the past eight centuries have
occurred in four distinct periods of

nsing prices, which historians call

price revolutions.

These movements were not fixed

cycles but irregular waves, no more
(or less) predictable than individual

waves in the sea.

The first wave, the medieval price

revolution, began as early as the late

1 2th century and continued to the

mid-14th century. Next was the price

revolution of the 16th century, which
actually started about 1475 and con-

tinued to the middle of the 17th centu-

ry. A third wave, the price revolution

itewm

m

mw

The next stage brought growing
instability. Prices surged and de-
clined in movements of increasing
volatility. Food and fuel always led
the advance; manufactured goods After many years of equilibrium
lagged behind. and comparative peace, a new trend
Commodity markets suffered se- appeared. Populations started to

vere price shocks. Financial mar- grow more rapidly. Demand for
kets became highly volatile. The goods and services increased. And
amount of money in circulation was another great wave began,
alternately expanded and contract- The causes of great waves were
ed. Government spending outgrew highly complex. In large part they
revenue. Public and private debt were driven by increased demand
soared. Even the strongest nation-

states suffered severely from fiscal —— —•

stress: The Government of Spain
went bankrupt at least six times be- Arp WP
tween 1557 and 1647; France strug- m .

gled under a mountain of debt in the POTTlin O’ tri tTlF* PfiH
late 18th century, just as the United

L(J CI1U
States has in the last decade. finp fniirTli orpof

Real wages began to fall, but re-
IOUrtH gTC3.t

turns on capital investment in- PPriYiriTrilP
creased. The rich grew richer, those Cj cic.
in the middle lost ground, and the

poor suffered terribly. Inequality of
wealth increased,, as did hunger,
homelessness, crime, violence 'and ^°T

..
prodQcts andservices, Caused

Are we
coming to the end
of the fourth great

economic cycle?

illegitimacy. « '•’» •;

These economic events had cultur-

al consequences. In literature and
the arts, this stage of every price

revolution was an era of dark visions

and restless dreams. The late 16th

and early 17th centuries, for exam-
ple, saw the demonic fantasies of

Pieter Brueghel, the spiritual suffer-

ing of El Greco and the harsh real-

ism of Georges de la Tour. Intellectu-

als raged against their own societies.

Young people gave way to alienation,

anomie and cultural despair.

Finally, each great wave crested

and broke with shattering force. The

The Price o£ Consumables in England
1201-1993

Annual Price Index

< 1*51-75=1001

20th-century

price revolution

18th-century

price revolution

16th-century

price revolution

Medieval

price revolution

Enlightenment

equilibrium

\
i

Victorian ;

equilibrium

Renaissance

equilibrium

of the 18th century, began in 1729^and

reached its climax around 1812-1^

The fourth wave commenced in 1896

and has continued to our own ume.

Mark Twain observed that lustory

does not repeat itself, but it rhymes.

So 11 did in these great movements.

Some lasted as long as ho yeats,

others were as short as 85 years.

Each wave was a unique historical

event, but all had the same structure.

Thev began silently in periods of high

prosperity; at first scarcely an^ne

recognized them as long-term

After several decades, a new stage

began. Prices rose beyond the range

of previous fluctuations. As people

became aware of the new wave, they

responded by nu*V «“
mg interest rates and hoarding com-

modities. These individual choices

drove the general price level higher.

David Hackett Fischer, professor of

history of Brandeis University, is the

author of “The Great Wave: Price

Revolutions and the Rhythm of His-

Davtd Hat*po Ftsefter. "The Great Wave”

medieval price revolution reached

its climax in the crisis of the 14th

century, a time of famine and plague.

The price revolution of the 16th cen-

tury ended in the general crisis of the

17th century — the only extended

period since the Middle Ages when

the population declined in Western

Europe. The price revolution of the

I8ih century culminated in the era of

the American and French Revolu-

tions and the Napoleonic Wars.

As the waves ended, these general

crises gave way' to sudden price de-

flation, and then to long periods of

comparative equilibrium, when

prices fluctuated on a fixed plane or

fell a little- Real wages rose, and

returns on capital investment de-

clined. Inequality stabilized and then

diminished.

These periods of equilibrium had a

distinct cultural character. The one

from 1400 to 14S0 might be called the

equilibrium of the Renaissance. An-

other was the equilibrium of the En-

lightenment, from about 1660 to 1730.

The most recent was the Victorian

equilibrium, from about 1820 to 1896.

^Tising4pqpulBdOnS'and Other factors'

-’•Monetaryfactors also had a large
effect, especially in middle and later

stages. Environmental stresses such
as poor farming conditions also had
a major impact, especially in periods
of general crisis.

These waves are very clear in the

historical record. But they do not tell

us what will happen next This is

because of the nature of history it-

self. Each wave rises from a se-

quence of individual choices. As long

as this is so. history will never be a
predictive science.

But we can form a rough sense of .

our historical context Today, we ap- i

pear to be somewhere in the late

stages of a price revolution that be- -

gan 100 years ago. as a result of :

growing world population relative to r

the supply of land and resources.

After a long period of volatility dur- t

mg two world wars and the Great e

Depression, this long inflation be- -

came increasingly apparent during
the 1960’s. People’s responses caused j

growing imbalances and instability, f

The results included the price -

shocks, stagflations, falling real j

wages and rising inequality of the -

1970’s and 1980’s. *

Today, rates of population growth
are dropping throughout the world.

Inflation has declined worldwide, but

it still continues at rates of 1 to 4

percent in Western Europe and
i

North America, 7 to 10 percent in
j

China and India, and 20 to 30 percent I

in many countries.

The great wave of our time still

goes on. It could continue for many
years, or, as some evidence suggests,

it may be approaching its end. Many
parts of the world are now in crises

that are very similar to the climaxes
of earlier great waves. The great

wave of the 20th century has already
helped to bring down Socialist re-

gimes in Eastern Europe, tyrannies

in Latin America and secular gov-

ernments in Islam. Many African

countries are in the grip of suffering

as gpvere as that of the 14th century.

If this turns out to be a pivotal

moment in economic history, how we
end this great wave depends on the

choices that we make.

T
he first step is to try to

understand these dan-

gerous movements
through careful and
honest research. The
world is drowning in

statistical data, but not the data that

we most urgently need to understand

our condition. Every week we study

the latest price flutters as if they

were soothsayers’ bones. But the

contextual knowledge that we re-

quire to make sense of this informa-

tion is left mainly to an academic

conage industry.

The Federal Government’s excel-

lent Bureau of Labor Statistics re-

ceives much criticism and little sup-

port. It would be an ideal body to

study historical trends.

The Boskin Commission, which

criticized the bureau’s method of
j

measuring inflation, was right to call

by* - rj M'. * .
•

|
- *

-,Y: k ' V-

ywm
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Marc Yankus

for more study of long-term trends.

But we should be careful not to

distort that process in order to

achieve given policy goals. Any at-

tempt to fix the values of the Con-

sumer Price Index by legislation

would be folly, like voting to set the

value of pi at 4.0 because 3.1416 was
inconvenient.

We must study these great waves
carefully, and ask what made them
so destructive in the past. The dam-
age was caused not primarily by
inflation alone but by fiscal imbal-

ances. market instabilities, mone-
tary errors, falling real wages and
especially by growing inequality be-

tween rich and poor.

We may be on the verge of a new
general crisis, or a new age of equi-

librium, or both in sequence. But
these things are not preordained, nor

are they the products of forces out-

side our control. We have momen-
tous choices to make. If we wish to

make them wisely, it is a time to

study and reflect

WEEKLY REVIEW

Foreign Affairs

THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN

What the Goose Eats
Hong Kong

Lu Ping, the Chinese official man-
aging Beijing’s takeover of Hong
Kong, was explaining a while ago why
press freedom in Hong Kong would

have to be regulated after the city

reverts to China on July I. To make
his point. Mr. Lu opted for an analogy.

He said in all seriousness that if a

journalist in America were to call for

a different form of government or for

the independence of Hawaii. “Will it

be allowed? I don’t think so.’’ There-

fore, he added, it’s hardly unusual

that journalists in Hong Kong would
be barred from calling for the inde-

pendence of Hong Kong or for a new
government in Beijing.

Mr. Lu’s statement tells you every-

thing you need to know — and io

worry about — regarding China’s as-

sumption of control over Hong Kong,
the first time in history that a part of

the free world is being absorbed by a
Communist state. I believe China has
no desire to intentionally harm Hong
Kong's unique, freewheeling charac-
ter. Hong Kong is a goose that lays

golden eggs. But while China’s inten-

tions may be benign, its capabilities

are another matter. As one senior

Hong Kong official remarked to me.
"I’m not sure they really understand
what the goose eats.”

China’s incentives for preserving

Hong Kong's special character are
many: If China absorbs Hong Kong
successfully, without undermining it,

Beijing will at least be able to say to

the people of Taiwan, “Look, you too

can come back to the motherland
without losing your special status.”

But if China fails in Hong Kong.
Beijing can kiss goodbye forever the
notion of a peaceful unification with

Taiwan. China has an obvious eco-

nomic incentive in keeping Hong
Kong a magnet for investment in

China, and Beijing also has a deep
desire to prove it can rule Hong Kong
better than the British imperialists,

who seized Hong Kong from China
150 years ago in the Opium War.
But there's the rub. Hong Kong is

not just another Chinese city, once
lost and now being reabsorbed by the
motherland. Hong Kong today is the
epitome of a postindustrial city, it is

now much more of a global village

than a Chinese village. More than 80
percent of its people work in services

directed to the global economy. It has
moved far beyond the days when it

made plastic flowers and cheap radi-

os. It is now a beehive of knowledge-
basedjn^striesi^rfij^iaHt Kao,.
energetic city ‘that thrives by being*'

fast, not by being big. and its particu-
lar skill is putting together faster than
anyone else those deals where the
money is raised in Wall Street, the
legal framework, design and market-
ing are done in Hong Kong, and the
backroom manufacturing is done
somewhere else in Asia. But a knowl-
edge-based city depends on the free
flow of information and ideas and on
transparent transactions. That's what
this goose eats. No info, no eggs.

In other words. Hong Kong's return
to China is not just a slice of the West
being given back to the East, it is a
slice of the future being given back to

Will China force-

feed Hong Kong?

the past. And whatever their inten-
tions. the capabilities of China's lead-
ers to understand the importance of
free information for a city like Hong
Kong, and their capabilities to man-
age that information flow without de-
basing it with whispers, raised eye-
brows or pressures for self-censor-
ship. are still very limited. (See Lu
Ping.) As one diplomat here re-

marked to me of China's aging lead-

ers: “These guys did-not have lemon-
ade stands when they were little” —
they put no value on the free flow of
information, they truly believe that
you can separate free economic
speech from free political speech. •

“Hong Kong is a bridge culture,

China is a fortress culture,” re-

marked Michael DeGolyer, who. is

monitoring the transition at Hong
Kong Baptist University. "Bridge cul-

tures live off tolls— they make a little

bit of money on each transaction. The
more openness, the more traffic, the
more interactions, the more flows of
information, the better Hong Kong
does. But China's image is the Great
Wail. China interacted with the world
for years by selectively opening doors
to the outside and then letting visitors

into very small, confined rooms.”
So. what worries me about Hong

Kong's future is not what China
knows about Hong Kong, but what it

doesn't know. What worries me is not

whether China will do big things to

change Hong Kong, but whether it

will understand that even doing little

Jhfpgs will ..ultimately spoil ftthis

unique city’s unique* character.
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Demonstrating fine, unusual skill, Israeli artisan Itzik Peleg has created beautiful
medallions, by hollowing out Israeli coins no longer in use, and plating them with 24 karat
gold. Each medallion in the selection displays the name Israel in Hebrew, preserved from
the coin, and a historical inscription or symbol dating from the days of Bar Kochba:

1. The Lion, symbol of the tribe of Judah 4. The Date Palm, one of the Seven Species
2. The Seven Branched Candelabrum, holy of Eretz Yisrael

artifact used in the days of the Temple 5. An Ancient Ship, representing
3. David’s Harp, representing King David’s seamanship and the art of shipbuilding

harp, mentioned in the Bible in the time of Solomon

Each coin tells a story of Biblical Israel. An ideal gift for friends and loved ones.
Chain included with each medallion.

JP Price: NIS 175 each
Including door-to-door delivery (where available)

To: BBSS? c/o The Jerusalem Post, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem 91000. Tel. 02-241282.

Please send me the Coin Medallions listed below*.

Lion Candelabrum David’s Harp Q Date Palm Ancient Ship
Enclosed is my check for NIS 175 each, payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details:

(For registered overseas air mail, please add NIS 12).

Q Visa

CC No.

!
Name_

Isracard Diners

Addref

“Please list gift recipients’ names and addresses separately, and we'll send them the medallion, with a gift notice In your name.
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FILM

From Claude Chabrol, a French ‘Thelma and Lomge
In His film ‘La

C6remonie,’ the

director puts two

women together

to make an

explosion.

By ALAN RIDING

Paris

C
LAUDE CHABROL is not

one for making overtly po-

litical movies, but he could

not resist adding what he

calls a touch of Marxism to his latest

movie, “La Cdremonie.'* Not that

anything immediately resembling
politics is present It is just that this

veteran French director thought it

rather topical to remind audiences
that social resentment is alive and
well despite the end of the cold war
and the oft-proclaimed death of

ideology.

“I have heard rich industrialists

saying that class warfare isover, but

it’s really not up to them," said Mr.

Chabrol. 66, who looked every bit the

political science professor as he

puffed on his pipe in his producer's

office here. "It's up to the workers to

say it’s over. And, in truth, the happi-

er the industrialists are, the more
worried I am. People's frustrations

have to go somewhere, and if they

don’t go into dreams, they explode."

In "La Ceremonie,” they explode,

not in revolution but in a way that is

evidently satisfying to Sophie, an il-

literate maid played by Sandrine

Bonnaire, and her friend Jeanne

(Isabelle Huppert), an angry young

woman who works in a- village post

office. Loners, underprivileged, so-

cial outcasts, they have as class ene-

mies the deeply bourgeois family of

Georges Lelievre (Jean-Pierrc Cas-

sel). his wife, Catherine (Jacqueline

Bisset), and their two children. And
they eventually have the last word.

"La Cer£monie," which opens in

New York on Friday, has been ac-

claimed by French critics as one of

Mr. Chabrol's best film in years.

Adapted from Ruth RendeU’s novel

“A Judgment in Stone," it won Ms.

Bonnaire and Ms. Huppert best ac-

tress awards at the 1995 Venice film

festival; Ms. Huppert also won a

Cesar, a French Oscar, for best ac-

tress.
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The film, Mr. Chabrol's 48th in a

career that stretches back almost 40

years, marks the fourth time he has

cast the diminutive and wan Ms.

Huppert, 41, in a major role. He is

again working with her on his new
film, "Rien Ne Va Plus,” which will

carry the English title “No More

Laughs.”

More than many of bis recent

movies, “La Cdreraonie" carries

Mr. Chabrol's film noir stamp. That

is. it is a psychological thriller in the

Hitchcockian mode built around
women, his favorite subject. In this

case, he even wrote the screenplay

with a psychologist, Caroline Elia-

cheff, who is married to the movie’s

producer, Marin Karaite. Ms. Elia-

cheff has worked professionally with

children who have difficulty learning

to read, an experience that proved

enormously helpful in shaping the

character of Sophie, who is central to

the movie.

“Illiterate adults develop amazing
skills in order to hide their prob-

lem," Mr. Chabrol said. “In Sophie’s

case, she fcould recognize the letter

*p’ and th&Jecter ‘e’ but she could not

join them to say *pe-’

"

This in turn becomes a metaphor
for the relationship between Sophie

and Jeanne.

“On their own, each is a victim of

no importance,“ Mr. Chabrol ex-

plained. “But when you bring them
together, they become a dangerous
weapon. Jeanne is the vowel and

Sophie the consonant Psychologists

know this phenomenon well. Each
individual is harmless, but together

they create an explosive chemical

reaction. It's like Bonnie and Clyde,

like Thelma and Louise.”

In “La Ceremonie,” Sophie and

Jeanne are lost souls, but they bond
when they discover they are both

fleeing a dubious past: each was
suspected of murder and, although

acquitted in court, neither seems
certain of her own innocence. Jeanne

is the stronger of the two, il only

because she can read. Yet without

Sophie, her suppressed need to

wreak vengeance on society would
never have taken form.

Despite the dark roles he gives

them in his films, Mr. Chabrol likes

to say that he likes women. Certain-

ly, "La Cerdmonie” confirms thathe
remains absolutely fascinated by
women after a lifetime of movie-

making that began in 1958 with “Le

Sandrine Bonnaire and the director Claude Cha brol wotking on *La Ctrdmonie”-ClaSs warfare.

and “Story of Women," both with

Ms. Huppert.

More recently. Mr. Chabrol made
his version of Flaubert's 19th-centu-

ry shocker “Madame Bovary’' (also

with Ms. Huppert), the stoiy of a

young woman trapped in a boring

marriage who dreams of a life of

passion. He then cast Marie Trimig-

nant in “Betty" as a married women
who flees home to escape her life of

promiscuity. And in "L’Enfer,” a

woman named Nelly, played by Em-
manuelle Beart, has a husband who
is crazed with jealousy for no appar-

ent reason except that, well, she is

Ms. Beart.

In a review of "La Ceremonie" in

Le Figaro, the critic Claude Baig-

neres noted that Mr. Chabrol was
once again in his element “Women
are in general at the center of all the

tumult" he wrote, "because he likes

them for their cunning, their whims,
their instincts, their obsessions, their

contradictions, their fear of nothing.

He loves their unpredictability.”

(The movie, which opened here two
years ago, did well in French thea-

ters.)

The director had a more solemn
explanation. “Women are much
more worthy than men.” he said.

“They live in a world that is still

women to have very real problems.

And they are much stronger than

men. They're more realistic. They
have their feet on the ground. Which

is why 1 think it's outrageous that

women don’t run countries.”

So does Mr. Chabrol, now on his

third marriage, understand women?
“Yes, he does," Ms. Huppert said.

“He doesn’t idealize women in the

way people do in most films. He just

shows them the way they are. Not
victims, not fighters, somewhere in

between. I like his way of portraying

women."
She also enjoys working with him.
“I think with him I have the best

relationship with a director chat an
actorcould dream of,” said Ms. Hup-
pert, who has made some 50 films.

“It’s a combination of feeling com-
pletely free and creative and imagi-
native and yet feeling completely
controlled by him. He gives you the

chance to create your own charac-
ter, yet he has a precise idea of what
he wants. But he doesn't tell you. He
.just lets things happen, so you never
feel limited by him."

Mr. Chabrol said he invited Ms.
Huppert to choose between the roles

of Sophie and Jeanne — and was

was already in touch with Ms. Bon-

naire, with whom he had not worked
before. And, he added, the two wom-
en worked together as the perfect

team.

“1 was more open, more alive,

more vivid than I seem to be in most

of my parts with Chabrol,” Ms. Hup-

pert said. “I have never found such

an interesting role in the sense that X

explored things which seemed new
to some people yet were very close

to roe. The part was very close to my
nature, to what lam really like.” She

laughed at the thought. "Except for

the end, of course," she said, refer-

ring to the unexpectedly violent de-

nouement.

Mr. Chabrol in turn said that he

continued to be attracted by rather

tortured stories about women be-

cause he believed that most people

were consumed by pessimism.

“I am perfectly happy,” he said,

"and that's what’s so horrible. If I'm

happy. there’s no reason why other

people can't be happy. But 1 some-
times think that if God exists. He
must be a bit perverse because He
has made humans slightly inferior to

the level they need to Dve happily.

That’s why people go to the movies,^

..to escape their lives. My. idea is not,

to distract them^Rather, it’atfi yyto *

clarifya thing or two.”

Teaching Through Film
By PAM BELLUCK

WHEN Kenneth Bran-

agh's "Hamlet"
opens on Christmas

Day. the average per-

son who sees it may
be struck by Ophelia (Kale Winslet)

in 3 st railjacket or tickled by Billy

Crystal’s Brooklyn-accented

gravedigger.

But if (he folks at Castle Rock
Entertainment have gauged things

correctly, thousands of high school

students will be instructed to "re-

write Hamlet’s speech in your own
wards" and "describe the modern-

day equivalent" of "the one charac-

ter with whom you can most closely

identify”: Ophelia, Laertes, Horatio,

Guildenstem, the Gravedigger or

Fortinbras.

01 course. Castle Rock does not

really care whether teen-agers see

themselves as Fortinbras, the men-
acing prince of Norway who spends
his on-screen time plotting war
strategy in slow motion, or as the

lying school chum of Hamlet's who,
with Rosencrantz, is put to death in

the end. The important thing is that

the youngsters see the movie — and
maybe tell their parents and friends

to do the same.
“Hamlet: The Study Guide" is

coming soon to a teacher’s curricu-

lum prep period near you. And
"Hamlet” is far from the only movie
to have sought out school teachers to

be promotional emissaries.

There are study guides for "Moth-
er Night," based on the Kurt Vonne-

gui novel of the same title, “Twelfth
Night," "Dead Man Walking,"

"Hoop Dreams,” “Schindler's List.”

’’Gorillas in the Mist
” “My Family:

Mi Familia,” the documentary
“Looking for Richard” and "Mr.
Holland’s Opus."
There is a CD-ROM "educational

civil rights tool" for "Ghosts ot Mis-

sissippi,” a movie that opens on Fri-

day. And for “Shine,” the new film

based on the life of a troubled child

prodigy pianist, the study guide
deals with everything from water
imagery to the “significance of eye-

glasses.”

In an ideal world, the guides sup-

plement classroom curriculum.

“If they’re reading the play and
they’re looking at the movje as well,

that's not bad.” said Dav\d Denby, a
film critic and the author of the

recently published “Great Books:
My Adventures with Homer, Rous-
seau, Woolf and Other Indestructible
Writers ot the Western World.” "But
if they’re just looking at ‘Hamlet’
without reading the play, then it’s

marketing. 1 think it's just a Shortcut
for teachers insofar as they allow
themselves to be exploited by people

Studyguides are

now an integral

part of the

movie-making

machine.

who are marketing the movies.”
"If you’re interested in water im-

agery." he added, "read poetry.

Don't go see ‘Shine.’
”

Teachers, however, tend to wel-

come the guides on the grounds that

they encourage educated viewers

and help students penetrate other-

wise ponderous classics.

“It just helps to bridge the connec-

tions between them and literature in

a way that's current," said Cather-

ine Goldsmith, an English teacher

who has used the “Looking for Rich-

ard" guide in her 10th-grade class at

West Babylon High School on Long
Island. “It makes it easy for the

teacher."

Whatever their merit, there is no
question that study guides, which
are distributed to thousands of

teachers across the country, have
become an integral part of the mov-
ie-making machine. They are sent to

science classes, social studies class-

es — anything that might relate to

the movie. The guide for “Shine,” for

example, was sent to teachers of

music, psychology, sociology and

history, the last because “Shine,"

however tangentially, "touches on

the whole Holocaust aspect," said

Vincent Nebrida, senior manager for

marketing and special projects of

Fine Line Features.

The bilingual study guide for the

1995 film "My Family: Mi Familia”
was sent to schools with Hispanic

students. Assignments included cre-

ating a family tree with help from
parents. (“Studios, of course, like

dial — to reach parents," said Ro-
berta Nusim, president of Youth
Marketing International, which cre-

ated the guide.)

Video releases are often an excuse
to send study guides to even more
teachers. The guides are also avail-

able on the Internet. There are even
study guides for television movies:
“The Ann Jillian Story" came with a
study' guide on breast cancer, and
there was a study guide for the tele-

vision movie "Gulliver’s Travels,"
starring Ted Danson,

“Here's a classic — it’s hard to

read,” said Dominic Kinsley, execu-
tive vice president and editor in chief
of Lifetime Learning Systems, which
produced the “Gulliver" study
guide. “Here's a great opportunity
for the 85 percent of people who are

never going to read that book to

know what it's about. You see the

movie."
Teachers who use the guides are

not alone in praising them. Neil Post-

man. chairman of the department of

culture and communications at New
York University and the author of

"Television and the Teaching of

English.” said that film and televi-

sion “ought to be taken more seri-

ously by teachers” because they are

not going to go away. Even Peggy
Charren, founder of Action for Chil-

dren's Television and a vehement
critic of Chris Whittle's Channel 1,

which brings news broadcasts and

advertising into school rooms, found

little to criticize in the study guides.

“Generally, they don't make
guides for rotten films,” she said,

“like something where they chop up

Grandma on the dining room table.

So if it is .promotion, at least it's

promoting the kinds of things that

need promoting.”

For film companies, of course,

education is an incidental byproduct

of the guides.

“I’m not taking a cynical view of

it," said Mr. Nebrida of Fine Line.

“Everyone just thinks in terms of

marketing." He paused, then added,

“But beyond that 1 think it’s a really

good form of educating people."

Apparently, study guides do make
far good marketing. Ms. Nusim, who
was behind the guides for "Hamlet,"

“Dead Man Walking” and hundreds
of others, said she conducted a sur-

vey of high school students in the

late 1980’s and found that 28 percent

of students in a class saw a film in

movie theaters when the teachers

used a study guide, compared with
only 16 percent when no study guide
was used.

Created primarily by former
teachers, the study guides are care-
fully written so as not to offend
teachers' sensibilities. “You really

need co know how to talk to teachers

to make sure that you’re not over-
stepping what they do in the class-
room," said Ms. Nusim, who spent 15
years teaching English in public
schools in the Bronx and Manhattan
and who got started in the movie
study guide business with the 1979
film "Kramer vs. Kramer." “I’ve
always made sure that everything
we do has that stamp of educational
viability.”

The guides (and, often, movie
posters) are sent directly to teach-
ers to bypass school bureaucracy
and pique interest. “When teachers
get something themselves, it’s spe-
cial,” said Dr. Kinsley, a former
English professor at Yale Universi-
ty. "When it comes from your princi-
pal, it’s work.”
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ACROSS
1 Hosp. areas

4 Orbital extreme

9 Fed

13 Mea
18 T reckon not”

19

Affair(Cm!
War imbroglio)

20 Michenertitle

22 1995 NJ3.A. scoring
leader

23 Business firm, in

France: Abbr.

24 Page 2, usually

25 Ratify

26 Softwarebuyers

27 Wing it

29 Relief pitchers

31 Hardy grass

33 Measuring system

35 Popular sporting

37 Gen. Pershing’s
command: Abbr.

38 Spread the word?

39 Tarlatan skirt

40 Masks

45 Georgia, once:
Abbr.

46 Day, to Dayan

48 Campaign pro

49 Sample

50 Divvy up

51 “Behold," to
Boethius

52 Harper's Weekly
cartoonist

54 Singer Harris

56 The tiniest bit

59 Slugger's star

62 Opposite of paleo-

63 DefJam records
genre

64 Trafficjam

72 Trafficjam
73 Trafficjam
74 Fleur-de

75 AuthorStanislaw

76 Young socialite

77 “The Flowering
Peach"playwright

78 He wore a top hat tn
Top Hat-

82 First word of“Send
in theGowns"

84 Overdue

86 Earthshakingevent

87 White House inits.

89 SpOTtsgjveming

91 Authorof“The
Island ofthe Day
Before”

92 Vacationspot

95 Evenmore
distressing

97 Optimist, ofsorts

99 Neptune moon
101 The dovekie is one

102 FUmheptad.

195 Plan out

106 TV dinnername

1 2 3

itT

23~

27"

~

33
~

ST
45-

106 107 108

113

119

123

110 “Sennramide"
composer

112 “Fiddler on the
Roof1

role

113 Dayoflasemaine

114 Like some traffic

barriers

U6 Battlefield VI. p.

118 Sticky stuff

119 Club publication

120 Paris cultural center

12] Be behind

122 Poeticpreposition

123 Troll’s cousin

124 Flagstone, e.g.

125 Davis of"Get On the
Bus”

126 Wino’swoe

DOWN
1 Prepares to spend

the night

2 Al Davis’s men
3 Harbor

4 Trafficjam
5 Post'sopposite

6 Lord’s lackey

7 Put one's foot down
8 Save for a rainy day

9 Trafficjam
10 Jason’s wife, in

myth

11 Nerve fibers

12 Tot's time-out .

13 Trafficjam
14 With risk

15 Groucho expression

16 Auditioner’s aim

17 Plus

21 Sault Marie

28 “Cybfll" character

30 Popular brand of
stationery

32— JacintoDay
(April 21)

34 Kiss flavor Abbr.

36 Poll

41 Ready to be turned
on

42 Best effort

43 Elton'sjohn

44 Good name for a
cabin attendant

47 Diving ducks

49 Hadatantrum
51 Fragrant resin

53 Large chain

55 City on tite
‘

QcznulgeeRiver

56
.
Parts ofdays, in the -

classifieds

57 Flag

58 Saroyanhero

60

fond farewell to

61 Itcan causea shock

65 Asphyxiation cause

66 Diminutive endings

67 Heckled .

68

Island .-

69 Hitchcock title

,70 “——a manwho
wasn’t there"

71 Sheepskin
alternatives, for
short

78 Matter of fact -

introduction?

79 One in it for the long
term?: Abbr.

80 Prescription abbr.

81 Construction of
1898-1902

83 Balzac’s birthplace

85 Is decisive

88 Mayo, eg.

90 Words before fame
orafterlay

92 Pinched pennies

93 Toastersnack

94 Scorpio’s brightest
star

-

96 Howard Hughes
studio

98 Record holders

100 Incense

103 Synthetic fiber
.

104 Shearer of'Peeping
Tom*

106 Kind of alert

107 Alert

108 Ship to Colchis

109 Bilkojorcme: Abbr.

Ill Castor’s kflter

115 Kioto

117 Grandson, maybe-
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Corruption
on the

16, 1996 FEATURES

Charmer international
march in

Germany

I
T may begin with a gi^* of

on ihe mother-in.law's coffin
"

COITUPtion is on themarch in Germany and warn thatso
..
f
?
r *ere seems to be little

political will to fight it.

bribed^Mn
l° Z’"

every office isbnbed. No company, no officeno level seems to be immune to
corruption.” according to Peter

a
.

co“nci1 representativem Offenbach, near Frankfurt

Sficer.
0mer l0ns_time Police

Walter was among a group of
experts who attended a recent
two-day conference on corrup-
tion. organized by the union of
German crime fighters.
“Corruption is worse than

homicide, said Hike Bleibtreu,
chairman of the union, a trade
organization that groups police
officers, prosecutors and other
law-enforcement officials. “It
kills the entire society."
The conclusion of the experts: a

growing number of German pub-
lic servants are accepting bribes.
The estimated annual damage: 5
billion to 20 billion marks ($3.2
billion to SI 3.1 billion), accord-
ing to Bleibtreu.

Construction permits, residence
permits for foreigners, driving
licenses, vehicle registration - all
can be bought for a bribe.
Bleibtreu said.

“There is corruption among
police too," he added. Criminals
have been tipped off about
impending * police raids, he
alleged.

Bleibtreu said the Germany of
the future might become a land
where "nothing is achieved with-
out baksheesh."
Germany is not about to

become a banana republic just

yet. In fact, Germany comes out
looking pretty good in a survey of
least and most corrupt nations
issued in June by Transparency
International, a Berlin-based
multinational organization whose
goal is to curb corruption in inter-

national business.

A country judged to be corrup-
tion-free would be given 10
points arid. New. Zealand . came,
closest with 9.43. At the bottom
of the scale was Nigeria with 0.69

points.

Germany was ranked 13th with

8.27. while the US scored 7.66,

making it the 15th least-corrupt

nation in the views of business

executives.

Wolfgang Schaupensteiner.

chief Frankfurt prosecutor and a

leading anti-corruption crusader,

says one difficulty authorities

have is obvious: corruption is

hard to detect.

But that was only part of the

problem.
“We can get a judge to order the

bugging of the Telephone of a

bicycle thief, but not of a corrupt

politician. When we discover

political corruption, we are not

allowed to investigate further,"

Schaupensteiner said.

“Political corruption is basi-

cally not punishable here," he

said.

"Some of them who are more

honorable may resign but we

can't prosecute them." Bleibtreu

said.

Schaupensteiner picked one

example to show how widespread

corruption was.

A recent government auditor s

report in the state of Hesse found

cases of corruption in every com-

munity that was checked. “Do

vou think you have snch cases

onlv in Hesse?" one of

Germany's 16 states, he asked

rheiorically.

Comprehensive anti-corruption

laws have been on the table for a

long time but the government has

not pushed them through.

in fact, until this year German

law allowed companies to deduct

from their taxes any bribes they

paid to do business abroad.

One of Schaupensteiner’s sug-

gestions is to punish those who

iffer bribes, including bribes

T]asked as donations to one or

mother poiilical party.

Two 'foreign experts also

mended the session - Uotoa
Orlando, the mayor of Palermo in

5-cilv, and Gngoiy Omelchenko,

hainnan of the anti-corruption

ir.d organized crime commission

if the Ukrainian legislature.

The Germans are eager to adopt

fie Italian experiences in iunng

.hfia bosses into becoming wit-

losses for the state, »hat

ichaupetistemer and other

xperts consider a ^c .
v strategy m

is-hting organized crime.

Omelchenko, who said corrup-

on reached the highest levels in

Ukraine, warned about the role

cw\y rich Ukrainian and

ussian "businessmen" could

avc in spreading corruption in

ic WesL . c .

He said thar an estimated

illion, often earned in shady or

lecul deai5. were kept m
enuanv by such businessmen

Sooner or later, some of that

iopcv will be for

" (AF5

When Boutros
Boutros-Ghali's
term at the UN
ends, the press

will lose the lively

Jewish
spokeswoman
brought in to

brighten up the
UN’s image.
Naomi Farrell

reports

AS of last January I. some
200 journalists of the inter-

national press corps of the
United Nations have been treated
to a breath of fresh air in the per-
son of Sylvana Foa, the outra-
geous and charmingly blunt
spokeswoman of the secretary-
general.

Now, they are veiy depressed
that Boutros Boutros-Ghali has
not been reelected, and conse-
quently, they will not be able to
enjoy her enlightening and
sparkling renditions of what the
UN has to add to history each day.
Some of the journalists who

were not too enthusiastic about
the present secretary-general
said, before Friday’s appointment
of UN undersecretary Kofi Annan
of Ghana to secretary-general,
that they “ wouldn't mind putting
up with [Boutros Ghati] for
another term, if only Sylvana
could stay."
One could never doze in bore-

dom at her daily briefings, even if

she has. hardly anything to report
- which does happen once in a
while - she would quip: “Good
news day - no news, the world is

OK, because all the news is terri-

ble.” With her brilliant sense of
humor, she has the talent of mak-
ing the mostmundane news color-
ful and interesting, and prides her-

self in being able to translate the

“gobbledygook." “UNese," and
“inter alia” situations to real

everyday life. She even human-
izes statistics.

"Sylvana,” as she is fondly
known by her many admirers on
the Secretariat building's third-

floor press section, was borrowed
from the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees,
(UNHO&in .Geneva'whew she”
had been .spokeswoman since

1991. and where, incidentally, she
aroused the chagrin of so many
people with her direct outspoken
approach that she was noticed by
Boutros-Ghali, who was in the

market for a new image for the

unpopular UN.
That’s how this delightful 51-

year-old, wisecracking, chain-

smoking, native of Troy, New
York, got here.

A graduate of Columbia
University’s Barnard College and

.‘V J I +*l

Boutros Boutros-Ghali's departure means the world will have to get by withont spokeswoman Sylvana Foa. (United Nations)

a Special Carnegie Fellow at the

Graduate School of Journalism,

heT journalistic career has brought
her to many exotic comers of the

globe such as Bangkok, Saigon,

Hong Kong, and New Delhi. 'She
worked for a variety of publica-

tions and wire services, such as

Newsweek and United Press
International (UPI).

She seems to have left her mark
wherever she went. She was
evicted from Cambodia after writ-

ing that American bombing raids

were being directed from the

United States Embassy - based on
pilot-to-controller conversations

that she picked up on a $15 radio,

as described in a New York Times
article by Barbara Crosse tie. Foa
has no qualms about criticizing

her own government, “because
it’s inside the family. If I were an
Iranian or Ubyan bureaucrat, I

would be accused of being anti-

American.

“It’s the same with being
Jewish," she says. "1 don’t always
approve of what’s going on in

Israel, but if someone who was
not Jewish had the .same opinion,

.

ri:d..thinki tijey.. were,
-

aotisemitiq.

and : want- to knock- their ..teeth

out.”

FOA HAILS from a very promi-
nent Italian-Jewish family of
which a chapter in Alessandro
Stille’s book Benevolence and
Betrayal is about the “Foas of
Turin.” Her great-grandfather,

Giuseppe Foa, was the chief rabbi

of Turin. HeT uncle. Vittorio Foa,

who is still living in Italy, was a

senator and famous anti-Fascist

Labor Union leader. Her father,

Joseph Foa, a well-respected

aeronautics engineer involved in

designing jet planes, was impris-

oned by the Fascists, later escaped

to America, via Switzerland and
Holland, got married and had four
daughters - the second of whom
was Sylvana.

She has been carrying on the

family tradition of bringing atten-

tion to the Foa name throughout
her career. She was nominated for

a Pulitzer Prize in 1984. for a
4,000-word interview with Indira

Gandhi conducted just before her

deatit, and rushed to print on the

day of her assassination. The fol-

lowing year, Foa was nominated
for both a Pulitzer Prize and an
Overseas Press Club award for

her Vietnam 10th Anniversary
Package, including the first inter-

view with Le Due Tho.

During our interview, she said

that one of the reasons she loves

working at the UN is that she is

“thrilled to be in the middle of
history being made and in some
small way to be a part of it.” But
this is certainly not new to our

.
adventuresome and seemingly

fearless. Foa^.who.between 1971-

;and. 19.78 covered the war in-

Indochina, which was credited

with significantly influencing US
foreign policy. Foa was one of the

first US correspondents granted a
Chinese visa, and spent two
months traveling there. It gave her

a chance to practice the Chinese
she bad learned at Columbia
University’s East Asia Institute.

(She is fluent in French and
Italian as well.)

Also, from a base in Rome, she

covered the rampant terrorism

that then plagued Italy, and trav-

eled widely in the Middle East

and Africa as a troubleshooter.

Earlier she covered the fall of the

shah in Teheran.

When asked what attracted her

to an international career, she
answered thoughtfully: “My late

father became a refugee when he
escaped from a Fascist prison in

Italy. If he were not given asylum
by the United Slates he would
have been killed. That’s why 1

have a strong feeling in my heart

for the plight of refugees and the

complex circumstances leading to

this tragic situation. The UN is

here notjust to launch peacekeep-

ing operations but to address and
resolve global issues which create

refugees, such as overpopulation,

poverty, famine, desertification,

disease, persecution, torture.”

FOA IS a passionate advocate of
the UN, and feels it plays a vital

role in the world which is not real-

ly publicized. Her dilemma as the

person in charge of the UN's
image is “that the UN is in the

forefront of most things, tha; are,

happening in the world, and this is

.

something that- we are not very

good at getting out because so
much of what we do is behind the

scenes, quiet diplomacy.
Therefore, it’s very easy for us to

get passed over. We're not
allowed to really pound our chests

and say ‘we did it. we did it!* It’s

better if countries take credit for

it. and they feel better about it. Its

a hard line not to stray from. The
need to keep the UN in the news
and let people know that the UN
is something worth having and is

important, arid the line that says

you can’t tell people what you're

doing because you'll be breaking

confidences.

“It was the UN that brought up
the problems of the environment

to begin with. Warning horns
were first sounded in this build-

ing. If they are cutting down the

rain forests in Brazil, it’s going to

afreet storms on the east coast of
the US. and crops in Africa.

Everything is interlinked and now
people are just beginning to

understand that. Governments are

now realizing that they can’t take

care of their own people unless

they cooperate globally. The
ozone-layer problem was not cre-

ated by one country, and it is

affecting all of us, all of our chil-

dren and grandchildren.A country

cannot stop an epidemic by clos-

ing its borders. You can’t build

walls around your country to keep

diseases out. The same goes for

terrorism, and narcotics traffick-

ing. These are things we have to

work together on. That’s what this

place exists for," she says.

. "If.Ihe worid.decides to Jet this

. organization die, they'll immedi-
ately make another one just like it

because the real problems in the

world today are global."

Foa, who in her childhood
worked as a babysitter to buy
trees in Israel land since has made
numerous visits to look for her

trees), fell in love, is buying an
apartment in Jaffa and making
allya. She plans to live there when
she retires, and write a book. “I’m
looking forward to ‘coming
home,'” she says. Watch out!

Jaffa will never be the same.

The UN
according
to Foa

THE problem with the
UN is that “the coun-
tries don't know what

they want from us," declares

the secretary-general’s current

spokeswoman. Sylvana Foa.

“During the Cold War they
really just wanted us to be
quiet and assist them in nego-
tiations. produce useless doc-
uments. and use us as a figleaf

so they could tell people they

were working through the
UN.
"They want us to be the

bandaid on humanitarian
emergencies and put out the

bush fires, but they don't
want us to get any credit for

it,” she said. “They want us
to be the scapegoat for the

situations that are impossible
to resolve because they don’t
have the political will to put
pressure on the sides to

resolve them.
“We are sort of like the

holding pattern. If you don't
know what to do in Bosnia,
you send the UN in for three

years with a mandate that

doesn’t allow them to do any-
thing except make sure that

there are not millions of peo-

ple starving.

“The journalists here are not

fooled by political rhetoric -

the great UN failure in

Bosnia, for example. They
watched the evolution of the

whole situation. They
watched the fact that we got

16,000 peacekeeping troops

with a mandate that was.
‘pretty please, pretty please.

Mr. Serb, can 1 go through

your checkpoint? Pretty

please, Mr. Serb, can I deliver

supplies to the other side?’

“This, with no mandate to

push their way through.

Sixteen thousand troops for

three years of winters and alt-

out wan
“And then, when the inter-

national community finally

decided that they wanted to

settle Bosnia and they got a
peace agreement, they sent in*

60,000 NATO troops armed to

the teeth with a mandate that

said, ‘mess with me, buster,

and you're dead meat’
"The UN was blamed for

things we never did. We were
told not to .dosomething and
were blamed because we did-

n’tdo it. Or we were told to do
something then blamed
because we did do it We are

not perfect and have setbacks

all the time but we are not- will-

ing to take the blame anymore
and that's a realization that’s

coming very slowly. Most
countries respect people more
when they fight back or stand

up for themselves, instead of
saying: ’Oh please. I'm so
sorry.'” NJF.

Post-apartheid environmental problems

ACCORDING to a Canadian Research

group working in South Africa, that

country has inherited some of the

world’s most severe environmental problems.

A good many of the most pressing problems
stem from the former apartheid system
wherein 80 percent of the population were
crowded into the so-called homelands created

for the black people. These enclaves com-
prised only 13 percent of the area of the

country and this led to drastic overcrowding
which resulted in the total degradation of the

environment.
Today these areas are virtually deforested,

seriously eroded, water sources are polluted,

and the soil is on the borderline of being non-

arable. In addition, those black residents who
did come into the cities were classed as

“sojourners,” and their residence was consid-

ered to be temporary. Therefore, no effort was
made to provide infrastructure in the slums

into which they moved.
Today these areas are filled to overflowing

with people who have no access to sanitary

EARTHLY CONCERNS
D'VORA BEN SHAUL

facilities or clean water, and in some places

these teeming areas pose a threat to the entire

water system of the area. Bad farming prac-

tices. on the part of both black and white

farmers, has furthermore led to the loss of
some 400 million tons of topsoil a year over

more than a decade. This situation is rapidly

causing soil depletion and diminishing crop

yields.

Industry also received the attention of the

Canadian team, which found that most of
South Africa’s factories are using out-of-date

equipment and causing undue air and water

pollution. Power plants are almost all coal-

burning and lack proper smokestacks and pol-

lution preventing scrubbers. But repairing the

damage, and, at the same time, preventing fur-

ther deterioration is going to be a job that

could challenge South Africa's governments
for generations to come. The white fanners

are set in the ways handed down to them by
their forefathers and are slow to accept
change; the black farmers are equally reluc-

tant to see the advantage of new agricultural

techniques.

As for industry, marginal profits and a lack

of cash flow caused by former long-term
sanctions make investment in environment
protecting systems almost out of financial

reach. But in addition to all this, while the

white citizens seem to see conservation as a

matter of wild-life reservations only, the black

population have a long history of having seen
“conservation" as simply another way to force

them off their land.

Despite all this, efforts are being made and
today South Africa recycles more materials

than any other country - including glass, plas-

tic, papier, aluminum, and even tin. And at the

same time, environmental studies are being

introduced into all branches of the school sys-

tem. Even so, the road ahead is long and beset

by a lot of problems that Nelson Mandela’s
government urgently needs to confront.

A five-year-old girl walks through an unsavory area of

Johannesburg. iap)
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Ministers still revising cuts,

two days after deadline
FOUR ministries were still revising their 1997

budget-cur proposals last night, two days after

th? government-imposed deadline had expired.

Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
attempted to end the stalemate between four

ministries and the Treasury over the implemen-

tation of the newly agreed 1997 budget cuts,

during a series of meetings last night.

Netanyahu teamed with Finance Minister

Dan Meridor and held individual meetings

with Interior Minister Eli Suissa (whose min-

istry faces a NI5 126 million cut), and Tourism
Minister Moshe Katsav (NIS 22m.).

Agriculture Minister Rafael Eitzn (NIS 38m.)
• _____ j n_

DAVID HARRIS

and Deputy Construction and Housing
Minister Meir Porush (NIS 63m.) agreed on
their ministries’ final cuts.

Netanyahu decided the Agriculture Ministry

would cut NIS 31m. with an addirinnal NIS
10m. cut from Mekorot’s budget, on condition

treated water prices are not raised.

During last Monday’s cabinet session -
which approved total additional cuts of NIS 1.8

billion - four ministers voted, against the pro-

posals - Katsav, Suissa, Labor and Social

Affairs Minister Eli Yisbai. and Foreign
Minister David Levy. While Katsav and Suissa

both object to tbe cuts in their own ministries,

Yisbai and Levy object more to the wider
implications for the socially weak.

Levy had already approved NIS 45m. in cuts

to his own ministry by Thursday. Yishai's min-
istry mil not face cuts in 1997, but has found

its additional NIS 50m. budget slashed to NIS
12m.
Speaking ahead of last night’s meetings with

the four ministers. Prime Minister’s Office

deputy director-genera] for financial issues

Moshe Leon said be expected all four to pro-

duce positive outcomes.
Additionally tbe Defense Ministry, which has

to make die largest cut NIS I50m_ has yet to

determine where the cuts will be made. “We
are sure there won’t be a problem with
Defense,” Treasury spokesman Eli Yosef said

last night.

The Industry and Trade Ministry, which had
been given until yesterday to submit its recom-
mendations for NIS 102m. cuts, has been given
a further extension until today to conclude its

deliberations.

Netanyahu was scheduled to bold further
meeting* today with senior Treasury crv2 ser-

vants, headed by budget department head Ran
KrolL Kroll expressed his satisfaction on
Thursday with tbe speed and level of coopera-

tion shown by most ministries in presenting

their revised budget-cut proposals.

This afternoon, Netanyahu is to meet with

Likud MKs in an attempt to persuade them of
what be sees as the absolute necessity to pass
the budget with total cuts of NIS 6.7b. In the

evening Netanyahu is to meet with Meridor
and Leon.

Netanyahu will continue bis series of budget

meetings tomorrow, before he grants his

approval. This will then enable the introduction

of die new proposals to the Knesset, initially to

its Finance Committee and then for its second

and third readings no lat«- than December 31.

Meanwhile, older people from across the

country are to demonstrate outside the Knesset

next Monday against what the Israel

Pensioners Association describes as “the

obtuseness of the government towards the pen-

sioners.”

They object to several of the proposals cur-

rently being considered in the Knesset, includ-

ing the armniment of the Veteran Citizens Law,

payment of fees for doctors appointments, and

taxation cm old-age pensions. Senior associa-

tion representatives are to meet with President

Ezer Wejzman this Wednesday to convey their

concern over the budget proposals.

So far some 20 MKs have joined the newly
created pensioners lobby, including Naomi
Blumenthal (Likud), Maxim Levy (Gesher).

Shaul Amor (Likud), Avraham Herschson

(Likud), and Shmaryahu Ben-Tzur (NRP).

These MKs. plus others in the coalition,

could yet prove to be unwilling to support

the budget as is. It is understood from

Treasury sources that Meridor is prepared to

accept certain compromises, particularly

with regard to the payment of doctors’ fees

and National Insurance Institute child

allowances.

Ravitz:

Health

fund pact

imminent

BUSINESS BRIEFS

EVELYN GORDON

Israel Electric Corporation 7
TENDER ftj

The Israel Electric Corporation announces a single-stage, international tender

225

JDER DESCRIPTION COST OF TENDER
DOCUMENTS.
INC. VAT
(NON-RETURNABLE)

583103 Materials fbr the Construction of a Coal Hancfllng

Plant at Rutenberg Power Station

Material required: approximately 5,000 tons

NISI 989

[ Last date for submitting bids: JariUfify^O, 1397,1& 11 iQg&gL If'
'

Preconditions:
^

a. Participation in a tender is also subject to complying with the preliminary
conditions detailed in the Tender Regulations 1993, Para. 6 (a) 1, 2, 3 (i.e.,
registration as required by law, compliance with mandatory specifications, and
the holding ofthe permits required by law for businesses).

b. If a bidder does not attach any particular document or permit, license or any other
required material, as required by the preliminary conditions, the Electric
Corporation may allow the bidder to submit the missing material, within a period
of time to be set by the Corporation.

The tender documents may be obtained, Sunday - Thursday, at the Market Research
and Tenders Dept, 11 Sderot Pal-Yam, Haifa, between 9 a.m. and 12 noon, on
submission of a receipt, demonstrating payment (non-returnable) of the cost of the
documents, into the Corporation’s account at the Postal Bank. Payment slips for

such payments are obtainable at the above address (Tel. 04-861 5485/4).
Before purchasing the tender documents, they may be perused at the offices of the
Project Management Division at the above AddressProject Management Division at the above address.

"™
Bids should be submitted in a sealed envelope, and be placed In Tenders Box. No. 3
,n bu,Win9’ H®**® (address as above) bythe last date for submitting bids,
as stated above. ^No undertaking is given to accept the lowest or any bid. $

xt

NOTE. In appropriate cases, the Electric Corporation will give preference to
suppliers, in accordance with the Tenders Regulations (Preference for Locally
Prnrillmri ftnnric anri nhllnatisin a 2 u * 'n T ja uio imwwa nwyuiauuus irreierence Tor LocalIV
Produced Goods, and Obligation to Extend Commercial Cooperation).
The Electric Corporation retains the right to negotiate, where this is legally
permissible. *
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Avis sees

10% sales

growth
here in ’97

GAUT LIPKIS BECK
AVIS Israel expects a 10 percent
growth in 1997, yesterday said

Isaac Weitz, managing director of
die Dan Rent-A-Car company,
which holds an exclusive license

to operate tbe Avis rent-a-car-firm

- Avijrabd El A1 yestondaysigned
a participation agreement where-
by the rent-a-car company will

participate in the airline's frequent
flyer programs. These include El
A3 Matrnid Frequent Traveler
Program, Loyal Traveler and Buy-
Fly transaction.

According to the agreement,
from January 1, 1997, members of
El A1 frequent travelers programs
will be able to earn 10 points for

business and personal rentals at
any Avis location worldwide. In
addition. Avis will offer members
special discounts car selected rates

worldwide, and access to Avis
Express services. The Express
services are special programs
developed for frequent travelers

renting cars around the world.
“Israel has one of the highest

potentials for tourist destinations
in the world,” said Alim Cathcait,

chairman and chief executive of
Avis Europe.
Avis entered Israel in 1973 via

the Dan company. The company,
which is traded on the Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange, is 25% owned
by the public, with the Dan Bus
Corporative holding the rest.

AN agreement among the

Treasury, the Health Ministry, and
the health funds on proposed
changes in the National Health

Law now seems likely, Knesset

Finance Committee chairman
Avraham Ravitz (United Torah

Judaism) said yesterday.

The Treasury has proposed a

host of amendments to the law as

part of Economic Arrangements
Law accompanying the budget
Tbe health funds objected, saying

some of these changes would
make the funds’ deficits even
worse, while others were tanta-

mount to nationalizing the funds.

Two weeks ago, tbe two sides

agreed to try to negotiate a com-
promise, but yesterday they told

the committee that no progress
had been made.
After the committee meeting,

however, the two sides met again,

and Ravitz said considerable

progress was made. A deal could

be completed as earlier as tomor-
row, he said.

“I think the Treasury finally
understood that the Economic
Arrangements Law isn’t going to

pass without some kind of agree-

ment that I can accept,” said Ravitz.

He said the agreement is likely to

encompass three key points. The
first of these is tire expected gap
between revenues and the funds’

outlays for hospitalization in 1997.
due to the fact that hospital fees
will rise by some 14.5%, while
revenues will rise only 10%-U%.
As hospital costs account for some
55% of the funds’ total expenses,

the resulting deficit is estimated by
the funds at NIS 150 million

Under tire compromise that

seems to be shaping 19, this gap
would be reduced, though not
elqninated, by increasing tire.

Elbit, Bezeq, and Ihdiran yesterday launched Netoi; a Hebrcjv-

langnage Internet service replacing a more limited service caned

TV-TeL According to Netor manager Eitan Glaser; the new service

offers a wide variety of services via the personal computer m a

user-friendly way. Shopping, information and entertainment arc

available to subscribers, in addition to news bulletins from Army
Radio, bank account and stock market information, job offers from

a manpower agency, legal, psychological and astrological advice,

mnjir*i service listings and consumer items. Tbe cost ofan annual

subscription is NIS 34 each month, not ixrelwSog linkup time to tire

Internet. JudySega

Wn

;
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Floor prices rose by £51 percent tins moating, in accordance

with an agreement between Finance Minister Dim Meridor and

Industry and Trade Minister Natan Sharansky.

This decision follows a total 27% drop in flour prices over tire

last three months. .
DavidHarris

M
.Mr

Hapoalim: Tsubari
*'

victims’ get NIS12m.
GAUT LIPKIS BECK

BANK Hapoalim has decided to transferred into the provident

compensate provident fund fond accounts by the end of tire

investors with NIS 12 million to

cover damages as a result of the

illegal use of their investments
in 1994 (the so-called Tsubari

episode), the bank announced
yesterday.
Hapoalim ’s former provident

fund deputy managing director

Eylon Tsubari was 'indicted in
connection with stock manipula-
tions and illegal use of
investors’ money.
Hapoalim informed customers

that it will compensate investors

for damages incurred from June
1994. Tbe bank said it took a
long time to complete the calcu-
lations, because of the many
securities that had to be exam-
ined.

According to a bank
spokesman, in most cases com-
pensation to provident fond
holders is small, since only a
small percentage of fund savings
is invested in securities.

For example, someone who
hadNIS 100,000investedmr^be

funds’ revenues- Then, -thank^s Gadish provident -frftfd

them an incentive to make up the will be compensated between

invest hi the muffsmajorexchanges

m Israel DiscountBank

balance by cost-cutting elsevrfrere,

NIS 300m. would be distributed in

1998 to those foods which do the
bestjob of balancing their budgets.
“I can’t agree to creating an a

priori deficit," Ravitz explained
The second issue is tire Tenders

Law, which requires all govern-
ment agencies to do their purchas-
ing by tenders. The Treasury
wants to apply this law to tire

health funds as well, but the funds
charge that this will raise their

purchasing expenses considerably,
as the law does not permit them to
negotiate after the bids are in.

Ravitz therefore proposed amend-
ing tire law such that tire funds
would be able to negotiate with
tire three lowest bidders.
The last issue is the Treasury

proposal that it have tire right to
appoint a supervisory accountant
any time a fond develops a deficit
of 5% or more. This accountant
would have veto power over
expenditures, hiring, and promo-
tions. The funds charge that this
would effectively nationalize
them, by giving the Treasury virtu-
ally total control of their activities.
Ravitz said he initially proposed

forbidding the Treasury to appoint 1

such an accountant without the
committee’s consent, but this was
opposed both by some of tire MKs
and by government legal advisers,
on the grounds that since many of
tire foods are politically affiliated
the committee’s decision might be
influenced more by political than
substantive considerations.

NIS 30 and NIS 40.

Tbe Gadish fund, which has
total assets of over NIS - 12b.,
will receive a total compensa-
tion ofNIS 4m.
The compensation is to be

month.
The bank said the size of the

compensation was calculated by
the Kesselman and Kesselman
accountancy firm, which was
hired to examine the provident
fund securities activities in the

relevant period.

The calculation takes into
account all shares used or sus-
pected of bong used far illegal

activities.

The team of Bank Hapoalim .

workers that were engaged in
calculating the damage came to

the conclusion that in most
cases provident fond' members
incurred a profit as a result of
transactions in the relevant secu-
rities. said Bank Hapoalim.
“But, this profit was not taken

into account for the purpose of
the calculation," said the bank.
Bank Hapoafim’s decision to

compensate investors comes
about two years after Discount.

4Bank dedd^rtP^ompensate its -
rproyitfeptJ^mja Investors' with .

NIS^.S mxEubn For damages as a:

result of the illegal use of their

investments by former bank
employees.
The workers, who were part of

Discount Bank’s securities divi-
sion, manipulated about 30
shares between 1993 and 1994.
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COMMODITIES ROUNDUP

NEW YORK - Precious metals
closed mixed on Friday, with
reotuary gold futures slightly soft-“a ‘Net and featureless trading
session. 6

Sources pointed out that under-
lying reasons could be the upcom-
ing holiday season, as well as
nnuots that the European Central
Bank would be selling gold in the
near future in order to cover
deficits, amid budgetary concerns.
March silver also ended slightly

lower in very thin and featureless
trading.

On the close, February gold lost
40 cents, closing at $370.40, while
March silver ended down 1 cent at
$4.85. January platinum closed 20
cents lower at $370.90 and March
palladium was 65 cents lower at
$119.75.

High grade copper futures trad-
ed lower on Friday as the London
Metal Exchange (LME) copper
stock report came out higher fhwn
expected. Potentially supporting
news in the market are reports of
labor unrest and a possible strike
at a Phelps Dodge mine.
March copper futures closed

down 40 basis points at $0.9930.
Speculator buying and buy slops

caused the world sugar market to
settled higher on the day. with the
March futures closingup 27 points
at 10.73 cents. There was no new
fundamental news and an analyst

commented that the sugar market
is looking bearish and countries

that were importers last year
would be exporters this year.

March cotton futures settled 35
points lower at 76.10 cents on
commercial trade selling, floor

sources said.

Analysts thought that

AgricuitureTeport and export sales

report' proved to be slightly bear-

ish for the market. They noted
that, as worldwide cotton supplies

tightened up. US export sales

could increase.

Energy futures closed sharply

higheron thinvolume ahead ofthe

weekend, as the weather forecast

continues to effect the market.

Courtesy of Michael Zwebner.
CommStock Trading Ltd.

Tanker for

Iraqi oil docks

in Turkey
CEYHAN, Turkey (Reuter) - An
oil tanker to load the first Iraqi

crude to be exported through

Turkey in six years docked in the

southern Turkish port of Ceyhan

about midday on Saturday, wit-

nesses said.

Turkish Prime Minister

Nectnettm Erbakan is to attend a

ceremony at Ceyhan today to cel-

ebrate the resumption of the flow

of oil under the UN “oil-for-food"

deal with Iraq.

After clearance from uin

Secretary-General Boutros

Boutros-Ghali last Monday, oil

began flowing to Ceyhan this

week through a 986-fcm. pipeline

from the Iraqi oil city of Kirkuk.

ICE
(Continued from Page 1)

death, unless a state physician

gives permission otherwise, sue*

as circumstances which necessi-

tate an autopsy. Cremation is

banned by Jewish law. •

Hevra Kadisha representenve

Rabbi Nahum Hacoben Kook

insisted that Astrovsky ™
intention of being buned m an

alive, bought a bund pl« near

other family memben .
,m the

and her last will and

be buried in a graveim
We came from earth andieranito

lh

H^ver,
added, be would.rate

erarion*^ sensiweiraenral suuc

of Moshe and Rahd Be

will ay to compromise
asmucj

possible within crnamjtoi^

parties, it was decided

Alaskan govemmem does not

agree to the strange requ^, me

Jtevra Kadisha may agree

^

the body in formalin ami ice- •

Meanvdiae; Alaskan
authority

can expect the request today, aud

wiU have to decide if they whit to

bury the body ofan Israeli woman

in one of the stare's icebergs.

Boeing in $13.3b. deal

WASHINGTON (AP) — Boeing Go- will buy
McDonnellDou^s to fonn the world's largest

aerospace company under a $133 billion deal
announced by the companies yesterday.

_
Ifapproved by federal regulators, the combined

company underBoeing's name would have annu-
al sales .of $48b-, and be headquartered in s^ani^
where Boeing is based. St Louis-based
McDonnell Douglas would continue to nper»»>
under its ownname as a major division ofBoeing.
Ph2ip Condi t, president and chief executive

officer ofBoeing, called it “an historic moment jn
aviation and aerospace.”
The hew company will be die “largest,

strongest, broadest, most admired aerospace cor-
poration in die world. and by far die largest US
exporter,” said John McDonnell, chairman of the
board ofMcDonnell Douglas.
The officials said they anticipated no trouble

gaming federal approval for the deal that has been
under discussion for three years.

The combined company will have operations

across die spectrum of aerospace, from commer-
cial aircraft to military planes to space satellites

and launch vehicles.

Die company will have a workforce of nearly

200,000 workers and major operations in 26
states. Although some consolidation of corporate
headquarters staff was anticipated, both compa-
nies said they are in a growth mode so that no
major layoffs were expected, at least in the imme-
diate future.

“The greatest strength ofthis combination is our
people,” Condit said.

Although the companies characterized it as a
merger, the terms clearly show Boeing is buying
McDonnell. McDonnell shareholders will

receive Boeing stock worth $133b..
McDonnell’s operations will be melded into

Boeing’s, the McDonnell name wffl not be part

ofthe new company, and the top officer and two-
thirds of die board of directors will be Boeing

people.

Some of die major Boeing programs include

Boeing 777 and 747 commercial airliners, the F-
22 fighter, theAWACS radar plane, the Comanche
helicopter and portions ofthe space shuttle.

McDonnell Douglas programs include the MD-
11 civilian airliner, the Navy F-18 fighter, die Air
Force F-15 fighter; the Delta HI launch vehicle,

the C-17 cargo plane.

hi addition to Seattle and Sl Loins, the newly
formed company would have major operations in

Wichita, Kansas; Long Beach, California.

Philadelphia and other cities.

The announcement comes two weeks after the

two companies announced they would team up on
future wide-body commercial airplane projects. It

also foDows a key Pentagon decision that exclud-

ed McDonnell Douglas from die competition to

build the new Joint Strike Fighter. Boeing was
chosen as one of the two finalists to develop the

fighter.

Agreement on opening Rubin: US economy
Japan insurance sector fine despite stock dip
TOKYO (Reuter) — Japan and the
US reached an -agreement on
Saturday on how Japan should
open its insurance indostry to for-
eign competitors, an esoteric row
that grew into a major political

issue between the two countries.
Washington had charged that

Japan was trying to keep die bulk
ofits $400 billion insurance market
closed while trying to open.up to

Japanese.firms the one niche in the
sector where foreign companies
had gained a foothold. Japan said it

was all a matter of timing and just

part of a bigger deregulation of the
country’? financial firms,

US President BUI Clinton
recently called it the biggest trade
issue between the world’s two
economic superpowers and out-
going Secretary of State Warren
Christopher even called Japanese
Foreign Minister Yuldhiko Ikeda
earlier on Saturday to underline
how seriously the issue was
viewed in Washington.
The deal came just as Acting US

Trade Representative Charlene
Barshefsky was getting ready to

board a plane at Tokyo’s Narita

Airport after meeting Japanese
Finance MinisterHiroshi Mitsuzuka
a day before the self-imposed dead-
line expired yesterday.

“The feet that the long insur-

TCT"

ance talks were settled peacefully
was good for Japan-US relations,”

Mitsuzuka told reporters at a
hastily arranged news conference.

A key issue in the dispute was
Japan's reluctance to open the
mam primary life and casualty

insurance sector to outside com-
panies while wanting to allow
more domestic firms into a niche
market where foreign firms have
an edge. Washington has argued
that a 1994 agreement calls for
Tokyo to deregulate the primary
sector, which is dominated by
Japanese companies, before
unleashing competition in the tiny

specialty market.

Mitsuzuka declined to give
details of the agreement, saying die

exact wording was still being dis-

cussed. A senior Finance Ministry

official later told reporters it was
agreed that Japanese life insures’
non-life subsidiaries can sell per-

sonal accident insurance, one part

of die niche market, from January
1, 1997. But he said measures wiU
be provided to protect foreign

insurers from “radical changes” in

the business environment.

Industry analysts have said
Washington's demands are just

one part ofa deregulation likely to

transform die Japanese insurance

industry.

WASHINGTON (Reuter) - Despite

recent volatility in the stock market.

Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin
said on Saturday that stock prices

over the long run wfl] reflect the

health and future prospects for die

economy, which he said were good.
Rubin said Clinton administration

economic policymakers were not

monitoring financial markets any
more than usual even though stock

prices took a roller coaster ride last

week.
“What we’re focused cm is doing

what we think is right far the long-

term economic growth of this coun-
try,” Rubin said in an interview on
CNN’s Evans 'andNovak program.
“While the markets undoubtedly

wfl] fluctuate around _ I think rfwr

on balance die economic outlook is

very good”
After gaining more than 91 points

in die first two days ofthe week, the

Dow Jones Industrial Average tum-
bled sharply hi the next two and
then gyrated wildly within a 93-

pointrangeon Friday. Onbalance, it

lost a net 77 points in the week.
Rubin attributed much ofthe econo-
my’s recent strength to “fiscal disci-

pline,” and said the Clinton admin-
istration was committed to balanc-

ing the federal budget
He echoed President Bill

Chilton’s view that any coostiiu-
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dan gerstenfeld

tional amendment to require a bal-

anced budget must be flexible

enough to arrmnmrviatK changes in

the economy, but added he could not
imagine any way of accomplishing
rhar.

“1 don’t think that you can draft

something that will adequately pro-

tect you against the dangers ofa bal-

anced budget amendment,” he said.

“The commitment we have is to a
balanced budget.” he added. “I do
nra believe we should put any form
of a balanced budget amendment in

place.”

A balanced budget amendment
failed to malm h through foe Senate

last year by one vote. With
Republicans having added to their

Senate majority in last month’s elec-

tions, the measure may have enough
support to pass Congress.

House Budget Committee
Chairman John Kasich told John
McLaughlin's One on One television

program a vote on the balanced bud-
getamendment would be “close. But
1 think at the end of the day we wiU
have enoughvotes to do h this time.”

Rubin held out the possibility that

die administration may accept
Republican proposals to cut capital

gains taxes. Kasich said he was fair-

ly confident a capital gains tax cut

would be agreed, according to

excerpts of the program.

205.69
.-056%

Two-Sided Index

SHARES closed lower yesterday
ahead of the release of
November’s consumer price

index, traders said. The CPI, •

announced after the close of
trading, rose 0.6 percent against

a rise of 0.8% in October.

The Two-Sided Index fell

0.58%. or 1J20 points, to 205.69
on all-share turnover of NIS 70
million against NIS 90m. on
Thursday. The Maof Index lost

0256% to 213-74.

“Activity declined today
because the market was awaiting
the CPI release. The market was
expecting a rise of 0.5 to 0.7%.A
higher figure would have been
very disappointing,” one trader

said yesterday.

“Several investors were taking

profits today, but the market is

still very strong,” said Zvi
Hoffman at Meitav Investments

and Securities.

“The market is nervous as

213,74
-&56V

Maof Index ,

-

investors wait for political^
developments. Investors are also^’
worried because of the instabili-

ty of Wall Street,” Hoffman^
added.

Supersol lost 0.25% to 7,909^
after it said it is exploring'

1-

acquiring Sbekem’s supermarket _
business. Shekem surged 6.0%^
to 104.5, while Elco Holdings,'

-

Shekem’s parent company, rostv ‘

3.5% to 8.775. -
The most active shares were 5

Bezeq Israel Telecom, which fell*2

1.0% to 781 on volume of NIS^'
2.7m.; Formula Systems, whichr2
gained 1.75% to 2,884 -on
turnover of NIS 2.5m.; and Teva

-,

f

Pharmaceutical Industries,
1 *'

which lost 0.5% to 151,061 on*-
volume of NIS 2.4m.
Traders said Formula traded/"

heavily in response to aiv'*

announcement last week that the'/

company planned to float shares.
''*

in the US. (ReuterV^

TENSIONS
(Continued from Page 1)

of two members of the Tzur fam-
ily, who were gunned down out-

side Beit El last week by terrorists

from the Popular Front for the

Liberation of Palestine (PFLP).

Netanyahu also expressed sor-

row for die killing of Palestinian

worker by an Israeli fanner in the

Negev last week, the statement

from the Prime Minister’s Office

said.

Privately. Arafat has voiced

anger at demands he consistently

condemn Palestinian killings of

Israelis, saying that neither

Netanyahu nor other cabinet min-
isters have ever publicly con-

demned Israeli killings of
Palestinians.

In their phone conversation.

Arafat told Netanyahu that he has

.^nia^ed foe J?|LP $tpp. j*. tef,

^•rorasate -zlsJJXJ. ••• t
' ^

In a related matter. Col. Jibril

Rajoub, head of the Palestinian

Preventive Security Service in the

West Bank, said his men have
arrested .dozens of PFLP mem-
bers.

He said mug shots of the PFLP
suspects are to be given to Israel

for Yoel Tzur to try to identify his

attackers, but that Israel’s

demands for their extradition

would be denied.

“We will never hand over any- -

one to the Israelis,” Rajoub told

the Associated Press. “We have
our own courts and process. We
will prosecute those responsible,”

he said.

Military sources say they have
yet to receive any mug shots from
the Palestinians.

Earlier in the day, Arafat and
Netanyahu traded charges that the

other side was engaged in hostile

activity. “There is clear informa-

tion that die Palestinian side -

senior elements in the Palestinian

side - have been planning, with-

out connection to the cabinet

decision, for weeks; planning

another wave of violence,”

Netanyahu said, alluding to the

September outbreak following the

opening of an exit to the Western

Wall Tunnel.
Arafat was quoted by Yediot

Aharonot yesterday as saying

Jewish settlement is a time bomb.oi
and Netanyahu has turned totr

“cheap propaganda” because be-
knows this. He called allegations!

that he was plotting violence;
“nonsense." \

The Palestinian leader told
j

reporters in Gaza yesterday; “As
j

for the statements 'of the Israeli j

prime minister today that we are
{

preparing to wage war on them,
j

this is untrue and aims at divert-
*

ing attention from what he is J

preparing to do against ns ... This *

government does not want !

peace” \

Netanyahu said foe opposition-*

should instead be attacking “the <

clear attempt by foe Palestinian
'

Authority to ignite die area.’’ :

Meanwhile. Defense Minister '•

Yitzhak Mordechai dismissed 2

Palestinian warnings that support-
j

'

jfogf? fefllemeSt "Sxparisiofe would f

gravely endanger the-peace, say- J

ing the government would go «

ahead with foe strengthening of «

Jewish settlements.
J

“We are aware of the threats and
;

threats won’t deter us. We advise
‘

the other side not to threaten us £
and to continue with the [peace] «

process which we have started,”
*

Mordechai said. “Together with J
tiiis we have said time and again *

that settlement in Judea, Samaria,. \

and the Gaza District is deter- J

mined by the government o£ *

Israel and deserves to be support- S

;

:

Mordechai made the statements, *

after a meeting yesterday with *

settler leaders, followed by a one-' J

hour condolence call in Beit ET
j

Bet to the family of Yoel Tzur.' S

Mordechai. who in his position “

has the last word in settlement •

construction, promised settler j
leaders to enlarge settlements, but '

he refused to elaborate. Beit El «

residents are pushing the IDF to- l

let them build bousing on adja-,
£

cent army firing ranges, but nei- »

foer would say whether this has \

been approved. \
J

Mordechai was accompanied by--
Transponation Minister Yitzhak
Levy, OC Central Command <

Maj.-Gen. Uzi Dayan, and Noah !

Kinarti, Mordechai ’s adviser on
]

settlements. •
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Israel blanks Luxembourg
Eli Ohana knocks in lone goal in unimpressive match

A LATE first-half goal from the

boot of veteran Eli Ohana was

enough to secure a vital 1-0 Israeli

victory over Luxembourg .
in last

night’s group 5 World Cup qualifi-

er oiayed at the National Stadium

Ramat Gan.

The three points gamed pro-

pelled Israel back into second

position in the group; the side now

lies one point above Bulgaria and

is level on points leaders Russia,

who have a better goal difference.

The Israelis have played one more

game than both main rivals, and

could live to rue their inability to

increase last night’s scoreline in

ihe event that the road to France

*98 is eventually decided on goal

difference.

While national coach Shlomo

Scharf expressed relief at the final

result last night, the way his team

played must give cause for con-

cern. Despite being cheered on by

a surprisingly large crowd of

32,000 supporters, this turned out

to be one of the worst home per-

formances in recent years.

What should have been a night

of goals marking captain Nir
Klinger’s new record of 80 nation-

al caps, instead turned into an
impotent and aimless display by a
squad capable of giving far more
against one of Europe’s weakest

outfits.

Klinger's opposite number
Carlo Weis who coincidently also

set a new national mark last night

DEREK FATTAL

with 83 appearances will have

drawn more satisfaction with his

side’s showing.

The match started at breakneck
pace as the Israelis sought to get

an early goal by racing at their

opponents. Predictably the ball

was lost and Luxembourg were

able to mount theirown retaliatory

moves.

Betar Jerusalem's debut-boy

Yossi Abuksis managed to impart

the opening missive with a long

range shot from 20 meters that

took a deflection and bounced just

over onto the top netting of Paul

Koch’s goal.

Seconds later Koch had to parry

to deny Eyal Berkovic as he
charge into the area and released a
fierce low shot
After the first twenty minutes

the momentum began to slow
down, but the Israelis failed to

look comfortable on the ball or
develop any pattern of play. Tal

Baiun and Abuksis seemed to lag

far too deep in home territory

while Avi Nimni looked awkward
and unable to blend in with fel-

low-midfielders Berkovic and
Haim Revivo, who themselves

repeatedly ran into a crowded
pack of red-shirted defenders.

The next Israeli play of any con-

sequence came in the 34th minute
as Berkovic again ran at the

Luxembourg near the edge of the

area only to be cynically foiled by
Weis, who somehow escaped a

booking from Welsh referee John
Ashman. Revivo .took the free

kick which thundered into the side

of the Luxembourg goal. The goal

came from a move that saw the

ball received by the dead ball line

on the left flank by Abuksis in the

40th minute. The rugged Betar

defender chipped the ball high into

the area, and as Koch jumped up
to collect he fumbled, allowing

Ohana to tap in his 15th interna-

tional goal from just two meters
OUL
The Israelis should have gone

two up in the final minute of the

half when a classic Berkovic
through pass to Hazan was crossed
sweetly into the area only for
Nimni to skewer over the bar on
the volley.

A further chance went begging
three minutes after the break
when Revivo galloped through
and rounded Koch, but by the

time he released his shot it was
predictably cleared by one of the

two Luxembourg defenders who
had managed to cover the goal
line.

Four minutes later at the other

end Robert Langers had a free

header but fortunately for the
hosts he' was unable to add any
power or direction to his effort.

Twenty five minutes of boring

play followed during which the

inept Israelis were caught offside

every time they went forward,

partly due to excellent defensive

marshalling by the tall figure of

Metz central defender Jeff

Strasser.

The laie introduction of Itzik

Zohar finally galvanized the

Israelis into some mote substantial

attacking play, and the visitors had

some fortune when a strong penal-

ty appeal by Hazan was waved
away by Ashman.
Scharf said after die match, “I

am pleased with this reside. We did

not play a good game, but we
earned the points against a strong,

fast European outfit and that is

what matters.”

In answering questions from
the press about Israel’s listless

performance Scharf responded,
“We were badly rattled after the

defeat by Cypnis. The players

have lost confidence and have not

played well latelyThis result will

boost morale.” On the other band
with the national squad needing
to gam away points in Bulgaria,

Russia and Luxembourg, it is

hard to see the light at the end of
the tunnel after a such a perfor-

mance.

Group five standings
GP W D L GF<

i five!

W O L GFGAPts
3 2 10 0 17

Israel 4 2 1 1 4 4 7
Bulgaria 3 2 0 1 6 4 6
Cypnis 3 1 0 2 3 7 3
Luxembourg 3 0 0 3 1 7 0

Ramat Gan shocks Galil Elyon
THE National Basketball League
reached the midway point of the

season as two makeup games from
earlier in the season were played.

Maccabi Ramat Gan made a
strong statement by thrashing
flfllil Elyon. while Maccabi Tel

Aviv continued its dominance of
the league with a victory over the

rapidly improving Herzliya did).

Ramat Gan 94, GalO Elyon 76
Earlier this season, it was unclear

whether Ramat Gan would be allowed
to participate in the National League
this year. Now, at die season’s halfway
point it is in fourth place with an eye
on the upper playoffs.

In a matchup featuring two young,
hungry, tenacious teams, the Ramat
Gan sound outpassed. oulshot and ont-

EU GRONER

rebounded thefr northern counterpart.

The Ramat Gan superiority was
apparent from the outset as it jumped
out of the gate to leads of 7-0 and 16-

5. Gar Sbelef and Andrew Kennedy
did their best to keep David Blau’s

club in the game, but a fantastic first

half by Nir Matalon helped Ramat
Gan maintain its double-digit lead.

The game featured Roy Fisher’s

Ramat Gan debut and after a slow start

on a weak ankle, Fisher followed a
tremendous backdoor pass to Matalon
with a medium-range jump shot

extending the lead to 53-34 with 1:15

left in die half.

At that point Ramat Gan got sloppy,

and Kennedy, Shelef and Gil Sela uti-

lized Ihe mental breakdown to reel off

a 10-2 run to close the gap to just six

points - 55-49 - early in the second
half. But then Tony Massup. Uri
Cohen-Minsk, Orcn Aharonj arid Josh
Meintyre regained their focus and
blew out foe uncharacteristically

lethargic GaliL

Matalon (17 points) led an extreme-

ly balanced attack that featured six

players scoring in double-figures.

Kennedy tallied 24 in the losing cause.

Maccabi TA 82, Bnei Herzliya 72
Herzliya managed to keep the game

dose for 35 minutes, but then Nadav
Henefeld (26 points) exploded for 10

points in a three mining span to turn a
tenuous 68-65 lead into an unassail-

able 78-70 one.

The victory gave Maccabi a three-

game lead over second-place Hapoel
Jerusalem, while Herzliya moved into

eighth place.

The National Basketball League
bow begins its midseasou break.

Games wul resume on January 12.

National Basketball League
W L Pts.

Maccabi Tel Aviv 11 0 22
Hapoel Jerusalem 8 3 19
Hapoel Gaft Elyon 7 4 18
Maccabi Ramat Gan 6 5 17
Gival Shunel 5 6 16
Maccabi Ra’anana 5 6 16
Hapoel Elat 5 6 16
Hapoel Hoton 5 6 16
Bnei Herzfiya 5 6 16
Maccabi Riston 4 7 15
Hapoel Tel Aviv 4 7 15
Hapoel Sated 1 10 12
The National League has disqualified
Hapoel Sated. The leant is currently

appealing the ruling.

Sabres skate past listless Bruins
BOSTON (Renter) — Dominik wins at Boston. Hasek needed during a two-man

-nfltfofefereccftdtig hisTounh shfltout-- “The Bruins- are playing- like’"-' advantage at 3rJ2of the -first peri-
'MfcKal'^rrosek . „tbey don't

,
want it right now. I~' otL Grosek scored twice in the

scared twice to lead the Buffalo
Sabres to a 4-0 victory Saturday
over the Boston Bruins, who went
winless on a five-game homes-
tand.

Hasek made 29 saves, stopping
Andre Roy on a pair of break-
aways to record his 19th career

shutout.

Donald Audette added a power-
play goal and an assist for Buffalo
(15-14-2), who have back-to-back

don’t know what’s going on with
Boston,” said Sabres’ Brian
Holzinger. “I can’t understand
why they're playing the way they

are.They have some good players,

we just outhustled them.”
The Bruins (10-14-5). who went

0-4-1 on- their homestand, lost

right wing Sandy Moger, defence-
man Ray Bourque and centre
Clayton Beddoes to injuries.

Audette scored the only goal

EASTERN CONFERB4CE
Atlantic Division

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division

Florida
W L T Pts GF GA W L T Pts GF GA
77 6 7 41 90 64 Date 17 10 3 37 65 73

PhitadelpNa 18 12 2 38 93 84 Detroit 16 9 5 37 87 55
New Jersey 16 11 2 34 79 74 SL Louis 15 5 1 31 91 95
N.Y. Rangers
Washington

14
13

14
16

5
2

33
28

112
82

93
B5

Chicago
Phoenix

13
12

16
15

3
4

29
28

81
78

83
95

N.Y. Wanders 10 12 6 28 81 81 Toronto 12 19 0 24 89 110
Tampa Bay 10 15 3 23 79 87 Pacific Division

Northeast DMston Colorado 18 9 4 40 109 69
Hartford 14 9 6 34 90 89 Edmonton 14 15 3 31 103 96
Buffalo 15 14 2 32 89 88 Vancouver 14 14 1 29 88 94
Pittsburgh

Montreal
Boston

14
12
10

13
15
14

3
5
5

31
29
25

107 103
107 112
81 101

Los Angeles

2SS
12
12
11

15
16
16

4
4
5

28
28
27

84
80
90

99
85
105

Ottawa 8 13 7 23 74 88 San Jose 11 15 4 26 75 97

third period to give Buffalo
breathing room.

Kings 4, Capitals 4
Philippe Boucher and Brad Smyth

scored in the final 89 seconds after

host Los Angeles pulled its goaltender
for an extra attacker as the Kings ral-

lied for a tie with Washington, wtnless

in its last six games.
Whalers 4, Flyers 0

Garth Snow made 21 saves for his

first career shutout and Rod
Brind’Amour scored twice for visiting

Philadelphia.

John LeClair had a goal and an
assist in foe first period as
Philadelphia extended its unbeaten
streak to seven (6-0-1) and improved
to 13-2-1 in its last 16 meetings with
Hanford.

Sunderland
shuts out

Chelsea, 3-Q-
:

LONDON (Reuter) - Chelsea’s"
bleak winter continued when they

Rockets rush by SuperSonics

lost 3-0 to Sunderland in die
Premier League yesterday.

Chelsea, whose talent-laden side
started the season brightly, have
now gone five premiergames with-
out a win. Their last league victory

was over Manchester United atOld
Trafford on November 2.

SATURDAY’S NHL RESULTS:
Buffalo 4, Boston 0
Philadelphia 4, Hartford 9
Montreal 3, New Josey 3, tie

Hunpa Bay 4, N.Y. Islanders 1
Phoenix 5, Ibnmto 3
Calgary 4, Colorado 1

Washington 4, Los Angdes 4, tie

W D L GF GA Pts
Areenad 10 5 2 34 16 35
Liverpool 10 4 3 31 15 34
Wimbledon 10 4 3 30 17 34
Newcastle 9 3 4 28 17 30
Aston ViBa 9 3 5 22 15 30
Manchester UU. 7 6 3 31 24 27
Chelsea 6 7 4 25 26 25
Everton 6 6 4 25 20 24
Tottenham 7 3 7 17 17 24
Sheffield Wed. 6 6 4 17 18 24
Derby 5 7 4 19 19 22
Leicester 6 3 8 17 22 21
Leeds 6 3 8 15 20 21
Sunderland 5 5 7 17 21 20
West Ham 4 6 7 15 22 18
bGddtesbrough 3 6 9 21 33 15
Blackburn 2 7 8 16 22 13
Southampton 3 4 10 24 32 13
Notts Forest 1 7 6 12 25 10
Coventry 1 7 8 10 23 10

SEATTLE (Reuter) - Charles
Barkley had 26 ^pomtsj'JamL:T5
reSctnjds and Cly3e Drexler
added 23~~points as the' Houston
Rockets snapped a 13-game losing

streak against
'*

the Seattle

SuperSonics Saturday with a 109-

100 road victory.

The Rockets (20-2) approved to
10-1 on die road this season.'

Hakeem Olajttwon had nine points
and -10 rebounds for Houston,
which had notwon in Seattle since

April 17, 1993.
Shawn Kemp had 28 points and

10 rebounds and Gary Payton
added 16 points and five assists

for the SuperSonics (16-9), last

year’s NBA
ners-up.

'

Bnfe'RBmA' ^
MfcAad.Jordanscored 29ponfe ind '

Dennis Rodman returned,from a two-
game suspension'to grab a season-'

Jordan was -not an offensive

down the stretch butmade a key block
on a practically unstoppable Matt
Geiger, in the final mmole. Geiger
sooted 18 of his 20 points in foe fourth

period, induding 16 straight Chadotte
points.. •

“Wfe were lucky to win tonight,”

EASTERN CONFBISICE
• Atlantic DMafon

SATURDAY’S NBA RESULTS:
Miami 89, Tbronto 88
New York 89,Denver 82
Atlanta 106, PhiladelphiaM
Orvriaod 101, Minnesota 93
Chicago 87, Charlotte 82
San Antonio 106, Daflas 195
Milwaukee 191, New Jersey 91
Utah Ml,Orlando 68
Houston 199, Seattle 100
LA. CBppers 106, Sacramento 94

W L Pet GB
Miami 18 5 -7B3 _
NewYbric 15 6 J14 -

.2
Orlando

-

9
-

10 • j474 7
Washington
Phfladdphla

9
7

"

11
15

M0.
318

.7
10

New Jersey 5. 13 278 • 10
Boston 5 15 -250 11

WESTERN CONFERENCE
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Chi
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• 7 15 \31B

JB70
£00 - 2
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7
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Date -

Minnesota
Denver

'
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W
20

Pet QB
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15
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17
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LA- Lakers
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£57
£81
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1

11
12
18
15
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12

Portend
LAi
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Jerusalem Area

EXCLUSIVE APARTMENT, FUR-
NISHED, expanded, near Hilton, park-
ing, air conditioning. teL 03-604-4094.

HALF DUNAM FOR Immediate devel-
opment, in Moshav near Hod Hasharon.
TeL 052-685018, 03-6419877

NICE FAMLY SEEKS au pafr, Bve-to far
baby-care. Herzfiya. Tel. 09-771-7234,
050-369369

.

Bears squash Chargers 1

playoff chances

RENTALS

2 LARGE BEDROOMS, Ein Kerem.
separate entrance, garden view. 5850.
teL 02-642-5312, 052-867-752.

LUXURIOUS 3 ROOMS, 80 sq. m.
Hayarton Street, sea view. $2300. TeL
050-212-900.

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 4 fully fur-
nished, air conditioned. /Azorel Chen. 4 +

GENERAL

SEEKING AU PAIR, 6ve4n, housework
+ heto with chftdcare. Ramat Hasharon.
TteL (050) 399-740, (050) 253100.

APARTMENT FOR RENT (East Jeru-
salem, valid tor office space, private en-
trance. 3 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, Aitog
room, living room, kitchen & balcony.
Lounge area 180 sq. m. 100 meters from
Rockefeller Museum. Cordate, TeL 050-
571959.

balcony, unfurnished. YAEL REALTOR
(MALDAN).

" “
TeL 03-642-6253.

SAVION, TO RENT, large, very luxuri-

ous vtUa + pooL sua ambassador . Ex-
clusive DEH BOTON. TeL 03-534-3356.

U.K. COMPANY SEEKS saff-motivated.
business minded person (or interesting
prelect in Israel, In 1997/ High rewards.
Office facilities an advantage. Fax 004-
175-728-8029.

WOMAN’S HELP NEEDED 12 hours.
8:45 p.m. - 8:45 a.m.. daffy, coffee is
served rooming hours. TeL 09-857-6420.

HOUYSEHOLD HELP

RENTALS

DANISH / FINISH SPEAKERS
VWN^J^^^saiaryl CaftMateneat

RAMAT HASHARON, FAMILY seeks
five-ln/out, housework + chAdcare. TeL
(03)540-1773.

CHARMING HOUSE. VIEW Old City,

spacious paik-Gke grounds, 5 rooms, fur-

nbhed. Only S23£KWnortth. Avaflabte Jan-
Juty, possibly longer, private party. Tel.

02-8721985. tax 02-8727446.

A20REI CHEN, S rooms, high, luxuri-

CONTINENTAL NAHS1M.
TeL 05-523-4774.

SITUATIONS VACANT OFFICE STAFF

CHICAGO (AF) — Dave Krieg
threw three abort touchdown pass-
es and the Chicago Beats all bat
eliminated San Diego from the
playoff race Saturday night, beat-
ing the stomping Chargers 27-14.
San Diego (7-8) has lost there

straight ami will be out of the
postseason -if Indianapolis wins
Sunday in Kansas City. .-

Krieg’s 8-yard touchdown pass
to Ryan Wetmgfrt, who missed
the five previous games with a
tom knee ligament, gave, the
Besurs a 24-14 lead with seven

Tel Aviv

DWELLINGS

/ DEADLINES tefices:

* noon the day
S
ThS5j£/

Mcail0n: ** 4 pjn. on
‘ TbIAvT

TO RENT, TZAMERET-HABIRA. 3
rooms, furnished, $750, Immecfetel Tel

.

(02J-582-0269.

Sharon Area
HOUSEHOLD HELP

SEEKING EXPORT SECRETARY. Word
tor Windows experience. Tel: 09-
952340112. GaL

seconds elapsed in the fourth
quarter.

.JeffJaeger’s 45-yard field late in
the nurd gave Chicago (7-8) a 17-
14 lead. He added aline drive 40-
yarder with 1:04 left
^Krie&14-4 as a' starter agarner
the Chargers in has long career,
completed 24 of38 passes for 217
yards.

Chargers quarterback Stan
Humphries* who missed last

' weefcsjoss in Pittsburgh with a
concussion, completed 23 of 38
for 217 yards.

PERSONALS

SALES

SALES

COTTAGE 6 ROOMS, near Geula,
new+ 4 balconies, an amsnffles. teL 050-
344-694.

HERZ1LYA PITUAH, NEW house,
across from sea + poss&ifity tor pool +
basement. Tel. 09-855-2692, 050-231-
725.

FORGET THE REST!! We are the bestU
The biggest and oldest agency in Israel.

For the highest quality live-in Jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-
8190423.

General

MATRIMONIAL

S^TODAY^hfFLRESUIJS: Chicago 27, San Diego 14; PhteWplda 21,NY
YTESTERDArS EARLY RESULTS: Sen JWfaco 25, nttstarah 15. St.
34, Aflxarta 27; Cfote 27,Mtaott 16; New Orleans 17, NY Gtanitt't?

dwellings
General

FOR sale. ARNONA, penthouse, 180.
view, elevator, covered parking, no
agents. £520,000. Tel. 033430384. 052-
787168.

RAMOT HASHAVIM, NEW cottage,
beautffuL 350 sqjru on 1.100 sq.m, p&jf

bnmediate. TeL Ron 03-540^F
734155.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agencywtti a best for the Au Pate. CaS
HBmaTeL 03-9659937.

DIRECTOR OF CHILDREN'S perfor-
mances, 31/170, Interested In serious
man. tonny, educated.,Tslemesser (03)-
565*1688. -

AU PAIR, LIVE-IN / out housekeeping
and baby (15 months), recommenda-

k Tew 03-695-7928 (eve).

PETS
Jerusalem

eons.

WHERE TO STAY
JERUSALEM LODGES LTTI

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central, 20
&q-fTL basement garden, underground
parking. Immediate. "ISRABUILD* Tel
02-6686571

CAESAREA!! 7. LUXURIOUS! Swim-
ming pool, desirable neighborhood. For
quick decision. Tel. 0&83-261, 050-
231-725.

PAuniwo: own- GOOD CONDITIONS. HIGH salary.
r

SSSSl
L
oS far Bvesntout tori girt, fel. 0&-56Q-9S31.

LOST

OFFICE STAFF
LOST - ONE SIBERIAN Husky. Re-
waid. TeL 02^42^311. .

DWELLINGS

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. lift Door, view ol Knesset, stpr-

$495,000. ISRABUILD. Tel.

HOD HASHARON. 4, new. 118 sq.m.
parking, elevator, 6 tenants, good in-
vestment. Td. 03-7485232.

DWELLINGS

D!AMOND-EXCHANGE,SCRETARY
fTYPIST (28+/-), for admlnlstrathre/+

aBsh l Hebrew typist. With Initiative.

. 03-575-0556.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

Jerusalem Area WHERE TO STAY

Haifa and North

UNRESTRICTED

HOLIDAY RENTALS
- HOLIDAY FURNISHED APARTMENTS
and rooms tor short periods, throughout
jterusaJon, tow price*. Sheet InfoWna-

- If
0“"W for Sals and rooms. 2i Kino

' -is^satem. Tel. 02-B2S
6919. Fax: 02-625-7205,

RENTALS

DtAMON&EXCHANGESECRETARY
/TYPIST (28+/-), for administrabv*/+
EragSsh I Hebrew typtet Witii Inffiative.

TeL 03575-0SS8.

AR|E PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
btr— — - -

Te

EIN HOD, NEW studio

Tel. 04 1071,

KOREAN EMBASSY, HEBREW / Eng-
Sendav.

MAZDA 323 LX, excellent .condition,
must sell, general or passport Tel. 02-
9011475.

DWELLINGS REALTY
Tel Aviv Sharon Area

SITUATIONS VACANT
Sharon Area

RENTALS PLOTS HOUSEHOLD HELP

SELLING?BUYfNGTTNSTANTCASH"
Any car. Huqb tereteory.

femetL TeL 02993-1493.
050-316715.

SPORTS BRIEFS

B°w© wins againon Golota's disqualificationFw ti» second; bine m five mOTtiis Riddick BoWe, behind 6n ail
“ircc J^^c® SCOrcc

f
r^s’ boiefitted from Antfrew Golota’s

'

unconh^labfe penciaai for throwing low blows and won on
disqualificatiwi on Saturday.

Goloiahjda pota driucted tom inteitioMl head bmt inscona round, lost another Domr fnr a ir»oy Mnn . -i j- ..
mnn-rlVr... J ll_*

— uiu/uuuUOJl UCUU OOUm ttKseamd round, lost another point for a low blow in the fourth'mmirf
»w>

|
iui i iucu oi or me ru

to tiie canvas with another low blow.
Bowe, 29i improved to 40-1 , while Golota slipped to 28-2. Reuier

t0 Zimbabwe in cribket

as tf dunq^ to a two-wfeltetdcfwfofocfea«Sriao
international ai Queen’s Club

“c nrst one-day

• Reuter.

THf*T» e

EASY DOES IT - Philadelphia’s Lndons Harris (tefQ and Atlanta’s Mookie Blayhick fight for a
rebound in tbe second period ofSaturday’sgame at foe Omni in Atlanta. (Rang)

Jordan said. “Geiger almost, took the

1 SF^frora' teat dto

against referees on Sunday. The
Bulls bear Minnesota and New
Jersey in his absence. “It was great
having. Dennis back in foe game
tonight,” Jordan said. “His intensity
was good .and he did a nice job on
'(Anthony) Mason.”
A pair of three-pointers by Toni

Kukoc helped the BoDs down foe
Stretch as Chicago improved to 20-3.
; Glen Rice scored 25 points for the
Hornets.'.
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CLASSICAL MUSiC
Michael Ajzenstadt

PHILIPPE Entremont leads the orchestra in
Kavel s Le Tombeau de Couperin and Bizet’s
rirst Symphony. Tonight at the Tel Aviv
Museum and tomorrow in Kfar Sava at 8*30
p.m.

BARITONE Yaron Windmueller and pianist
Daniel Gortler perform Brahms's Schoene
Magelona today (5) at the Henry Crown
Symphony Hall in Jerusalem, tomorrow (6)
at the Tel Aviv Museum, Friday ( 1 ) in
Beersheba, and Saturday (8:30) in Haifa.
Hanna Marron is the narrator.

MUSICA NOVA presents an open stage
tomorrow (3) at the Music Hall in Jaffa in
which Leonti Wolf leads the ensemble in
works by local immigrant composers includ-
ing Maxim Levi, Ruben Kziloti and
Vladimir Levitt. Admission free.

THEATER
Helen Kaye

GERMAN-SPEAKERS rejoice - the New
Theater from Halle, Germany, is at the
Camerf Theater with The Schamgorod Trial,

an allegorical drama set in the 17th century
by Elie Wiesel.
Against the background of a pogrom in

1649, which leaves only a handful of sur-
vivors, three actors make a Purimshpiel and
put God on trial for his indifference to the
suffering of the Jewish people.
God's attorney is none other than an incar-

nation of Satan.

This is a different kind of courtroom thriller

that had German audiences gasping. On the

main stage tonight and tomorrow only, at

8:30 p.m. (German with simultaneous trans-
lation into Hebrew.)

LEONARD Bernstein would approve of
what director/choreographer Derwi Sayers
has done with the joint Habimah/Haifa
Theater production of West Side Story. Gang
rivalries aren’t pretty or romantic and the

production brings that into the sharpest
relief.

The dancing and singing are crisp and live-

ly, the actors believable, the set marvelous
and the music, oh! the music that tugs at the

mind and the heart. Aki Avni is quite simply
tremendous as Tony, and Meytal Trebelsi is

getting there as Maria. Go. Comes to Tel
Aviv for a two-week ran on the Habimah
mainstage at 8:30 p.m. (Hebrew)

TELEVISION

ELANA ChIPMAN

In 1983 the Greenpeace protest ship

Rainbow Warrior was sabotaged and sunk by
the French secret service in the ocean off
New Zealand. Many questions about the

incident still remain unanswered. Among
those on board at the time was photographer
Fernando Farira. who is still missing.

Ten years later, his 1 8 year-old daughter
Marla went to the scene of the disaster in

order to find out what the French were real-

ly hying to hide, and at such a terrible price.

Tonight on the Discovery Channel at 10 and
again tomorrow at 1 and 5 p.m.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSS

7 One preserving body of

yours truly in decorated

marble! (S>

9 Opinion needed when one

is divided by 506 (6)

10 About to produce an egg on

the sticky earth (4)

11 & 12 Strike—or just the

opposite? 1 10,6)

14 Canadian dog (81

15 Most insipid meat's

cooked, last of roast (6)

17 Tyrant of foreign place (6)

20 Afflict with a haircut? (S)

22 More crazy about the plant

16)

.23 Strictly Pm in the lead but

not in an appropriate

manner (10)

24 A victory on the river (4)

25 Air filter (6)

26 Beach shoes are damaged

(8)

DOWN
1 Demon allowed it to be
inferred (8)

2 She had an insect, she did
f4)

3 Main disaster concerning
innermost membrane (6)

4 Fair examinations should
be! (8)

5 Drank too much, went
beyond the limit? 110)

6 Book contains most of a
range of notes, nothing
more (6)

8 Used to sift through the
puzzle (6)

13 Unimportant abstract (10)

16 & 18 Gambling success-
fully and getting rid of all

the directors (8,3,5)

19 Large flag of an Egyptian
god (6,)

21 How a game ofchess might
end for one ofthe residents

(6 )

22 Might, before 24 hours, be
a distress signal (6)

24 Pain in stomach
excruciating (4)

SOLUTIONS
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Yesterday's Quick Solution

AC&OSS: I Bixet, 4 Bodies, 9

Cabaret, 10 Easel, 11 Edam. 12

Agitate. IS Bay, 14 Able, 16 Note. IB

Ad, 20 Proverb, 21 Yale, 24 Extra,

SS Dealing. 28 Larger, 27 Sirede.

DOWN: 1 Backed, 2 Zebra, 3 Tory, 5

Obedient, 6 Instant, 7 Silver, B

Stray, 13 Beverage, IS Bloater, 17

Appeal. IB Abode, 19 League. 22
Alike, 23 Lass.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Eater (5)

4 Marked (7)

8 Duchy (7)

9 Cured pork (5)

10 Soup spoon (5)

11 Gallery (anag.) (7)

13 Oblique (4)

15 Dethrone (6)

'17 Hired (6)

20 Welsh man’s
name 14)

22 Undress (7)

24 Sum (5)

26 Contending (5)

27 Long bridge (7)

28 EQuminate (7)

29 Joined together (5)

DOWN
1 Swindled (7)

2 Undraped (5)

3 Compensate (7)

4 Comparison (6)

5 Brownish-veilow

(5)

6 Most wealthy (7)

7 Dainty (eolloq.) (5)

12 Amiss (4)

14 Pavement edge (4)

16Shovingl7)

18 River mouth f7)

19 Weakened (7)

21 Bliss (6)

22 Fiend (5)

23 Should (5)

25 Torso (5)

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION
CHANNEL 1

6:31 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise Hour
7:0D Good Morning, Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Revolutions in the Modem Era 8:30
On Second Thought 9:00 Without
Secrets 9:20 Nature 9:45 Programs tor

the very young 10:15 Science 10:40
English 11:10 Social Sciences 11:40
Tolerance 12:15 Science 12:35 History

13:00 The Onedin Line 14:00 Surprise

Train 14:20 Kitty Cat and Tommy 14:40
Gaya, Gal and Gffi 14:55 Gargantua
15:10 Without Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Tinylown Tales 15:50 Body 16:00
The Mysterious Island 16:25 Dubiteh

16:45 Super Ben 16:55 Zap to Basel
16:59 A New Evening 17:34 Zappy
Books 18:15 News in English

ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Sport 19:00 News

HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash 19:31 The Simpsons
20:00 News 20:45 PopoIttJca 22:10
Backtrack with Ehud Manor 22:45 The
Lazarus Man 23:30 News 00:00 Verse
of the Day

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Make A Wish 13:30 Basic Arabic

14:00 Echo Point 14:30 Tic Tac - quiz

show 15:00 Super Duper 15:30 Trick or

Treat 16:00 The Bold and the Beautiful

17:00 News Magazine with Rafi Reshef
17:30 Zehu Zeh 18:00 Santa Barbara
19:00 The Mossad 20:00 News 20:30
It's Nothing - entertainment with Avri

Gilad 21:45 Dan Shilon Live 23:20 Yes
Mnlster 00:00 News 00:05 Night Owls
Talk 2:00 They Want to See Blood 2:30
On the Edge of the Shelf

JORDAN TV

14:05 Muppet Show 14:30 Dad's Army
15:00 French programs 15:00 Nature's

Inventions 16:30 Hey Dad 17:00 News
flash 17:02 Wild Flower 17:15 Destiny

Ridge 18:00 French programs 19:30
News heacflines 19:35 Roseanne 20:00
Disaster Chronicles 20:30 Cinema.
Cirvtma 21:10 Lazarus Man 99-nn
News in English 22£5 Devices and
Desires 23:15 The Knock - police drama

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 Quantum Shopping 8:00 TV Shop
14:30 700 Club 15:00 Larry King 16:00
A-Team 1835 Family Challenge 17:45
Family Matters 18:10 Saved by the Bell

18.35 Day and Date 19:30 World News

WHERE TO GO
Notices In This feature are charged at

WS28JI8 per Bne, including VAT. Insertion

every day of the month costs NIS52Q-55

per Bne, Including VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours

HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours o! the Mount

Scopus campus, in Engfish. daty Sun.-

Thtr.. 11 am. from Bronfman Reception

Centre, Sherman Administration Bldg.

Buses 4a. 9. 23. 26, 28. For into, call

882819.

HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah mstaBa-

fions. Chagal Windows. TeL 02-41 6333. 02-

776271.

TELAVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Fofowmg the Shock:

Graffiti to Yitzhak Rabto Square; Ten yeare to

the Nfinistiy of education Prize in Plastic Arts.

Portraits: By a group of Israeli artists; Virtual

Realty: The domestic and realistic to con-

temporary brae*art Face to Face: Didectic

Exhibition. New acquisition: Two Tdfany

Stared Glass Windows. HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shtamo Ben-David and Anon Ben-

David, New woks. Hours: Weekdays 10
am.-6 pm Tue. 10 am-10 pm Fri. 10

am-2 pm Meyerhof! Art Education Center.

TeL 6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dal 04-374253.

(Arabic) 20:00 Cash* 20:25 Minor
Adjustments 20:50 Major Dad 21:15

Diagnosis Muroer 22:05 Matfcck 23:00

CNN 23:30 700 Club 00:00 TV Shop
2:00 Quantum Shcpcinc 3:00 TV Shop

CABLE

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 LeibYafle. 673-1901;
Balsam, Salah e-Dto, 627-2315; Shuatai.
Shuafat Road, 581-0108; Dar Aldawa.
Herod’s Gate, 628-2058.
Tel Aviv: Pharma Dal Jabotinsky, 125 ton

GviraL 546-2040; Kupffl Holim Maccobi. 7
Ha-Shla, 546-5558. Til 3 am Tuesday:
Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125lbnGvroi,546-
2040. Tffl midnight: Superpharm Ramat
Aviv, 40 Einstein, 641-3730; London
Mtntstoo; Superpharm, 4 Sriaul Hamefech.
6980115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Avne/ Glad. 34
Weizmann. War Sava. 742-6826.

Netanya: Merkaz, 36 Herd, 822739.
Haifa: Habankim, 5 Habankim. 851-3005.
Krayol area: Ofir. 80 Ha'atzmauL Kiryal

Ala, B44-6763.
HerzDya: Clal Pharm, Beit Merkaztot, 6
Masktt (cnr. Sderot Haqalim), Herzirya
Fituah. 558472, 558407. 'Open 9 am to

midnight
Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev HaV
hreU, 570468. Open 9 am to 10 pm

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Em Kerem (internal,

surgery, orthopedics); Misgav Ladach
(obstetrics); Blair Holim (pediatrics, ENT):
Shaare Zedek (ophthalmology).

TeJ Avtv; Tei Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medcal Center (Internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POUCE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dalW (Hebrew) or9H (English)

In most parts of the country, in adtsuon:

Ashdod- 8551333 War Sava* 902222
AShkalon 6551332 Wahartya- M12333
Beersheba* 6274767 Netanya- 604444

Ben Snemesh 65231 33 PaahT&va- B3inn
Dan Region* 57B3333 Ftohovot* 94S1333
BW 6332444 Ptehon- 9642333

Harta
1
B512233 Sated 92TO33

Jerusalem’ 523133 Tel Avtv* 5480111

Karmlar 9985444 Ttoerias* 792444

Mobile Intensive Care Unit (MICU) service

in the area, around the dock.

Medical he* for tourists (to Engfeh) 177-
022-9110

The National Poison Consul Center ai

Ramfcam Hospital04852-9205. 24 hours a
day, for tofomiation in case ot poisoning.

Eran - Emotional Fast Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-mi
(children/youth 696-1113). Haifa 867-

2222/3. Beersheba 64*4333. Netanya 862-
5110, Karniid 988-8770, War Sava 757-

4555, Hadera 346789.

Wtzo hotftnes for battered women 02-

651-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in Russian),

07-637-6310, 08-855-0506 (also in

Amharie).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours). Tef Aviv

523-4819, 544-9191 (men), Jerusalem 625-

5558. Haifa 8534533. Eilat 633-1977.
Hadassah Medcal Organization - Israel

Cancer Association support service 02-624-

7676).

BfTV3 (33)

16:00 Cartoons 16:30 Thmos Which
Cam Be Sow 17:15 Panorama 18:00
Amores 19:00 News in Arctic 19:30
Doctors Talk 20:00 News 20:45
International Art Magazine 21:15
Kentucky Fned Movie n977) - CuH
movie composed of a collection of skits;

the best spoof Bruce Lee movies and TV
programs. Directed by John Landis. (90

mms.j 23:45 Adventures - Man and
Nature

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Wonder Years 16:00 Animals of

the Medtenanean 16:30 rood for

Thought 17:10 Fruits of Earth 17:35
Phenomenal World 18:00 Base Arabic

16:30 Family Relations 19:00
Revolutions in the Modem Era 19:30 Vis

a Vis 20:00 A New Evening - with

Russian subtitles 20:30 Cybemews
21:00 Star Trek: The Ne<t Generation
21:45 Video Clips 22:00 Female
Perspective 22:30 Situation - documen-
tary series 23:30 Jewish Mysticism

B FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rpt) 9:00 Cue Lite to Live

frpt) 9:45 The Young and the Restless

(rpt) 10:30 D3ys ot Our Lives (rpt) 11:20

Peria Neqra (rpt) 12:10 Neighbors (rpl)

12:35 Dallas (rpt) 13:30 Starting at 1:30

14:10 Burke's Law 15.-00 Sisters 15:50
Days of Our Lives 18:40 Neighbors
17:10 Dallas 18:00 One Life to Live

18:45 The Young and the Restless

19:30 Local broadcast 20:00 Peris
Negra 20:50 The Naked Truth 21:15
Ned and Stacey 21:40 Frasier 22:05
Hope and Gloria 22:30 The Drew Carey
Show 22:55 New York Daze 23:20 The
Larry Sanders Show 23:45 Law and
Order 00:30 Silk Stalkmgs 1:20 North ot

60

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 Leave 'Em Laughing (1981) (rpt)

13:15 A Star is Bom (1937) - original

version with Pnvtrir March and Janpr
Gaynor (rpt) 15:10 Ad Madness 15:40
Amore! (1993) (rpt) 17:15 Flight 90
(1984) (rpt) 18:50 Perry Mason: The All-

Star Assassin (1993) - Percy Mason
investigates the murder ol the director of

a mega-sports syndicate in order to

defend his client (90 mirts.) 20:30 Mr.

Write (1994) - a struggling playwright is

drowning in the world of TV commercials
for a living. With Paul Reiser (86 mins.}

22:00 Fatal Friendship 0991) - 2 man
begins 10 suspect that his best friend is

actually a hit man for a crooked corpora-
tion and faces a serious moral cBemma
(88 mins.) 23:35 The Soft Kifi (1994) (rpt)

1:05 Eternity (1990) - the battle between
good and evil personified through the

struggle of two men.' With Armand
Assante and Jon Voight (121 mins.) 3:10
They Live (94 inns.) - futuristic horror

(rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 9:00 Coure Mano 9 30
The Center of Things 9:45 Pink Panther

. Shaw .10:20 My Brotfisr.-and.Mc: 10:45 -

The Center of Things •11:0O~CsJiforn:a-

Dreams 11:30 Little University 12-00
Shesh-Tus 12:30 Hugo 13:00 Surprise
Garden 13:15 Free Willy 13:40
Inspector Gadget 14:00 The Children

from Oz 14:30 Coure Mario 15:00 The

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE The Real
Schlemiel 5 * Three Rims Based
on Stories 5y Elgar Keret 9:30 *
Ran 9:30 G.G. GiL Jerusalem Mai!
(Maiha) e 6788448
SleepersOGiimmer Man 4:45, 7:15.
9:45 * Dragon heart 4:45.7:15,10
* Fled#TWo Much 7-15, 9:45 *
Babe (Hebrew dialog} 4:30 *
Babysitters ©Flipper©Loch Ness
Monster 4:45 A Time to Kill

7:15,10 Jude 7:15,9:45 * The
Nutty Professor 4:45, 7:15. 9:45
JERUSALEM THEATER 20 fvAarcus

Si v 5610011 Beyond the Clauds
7, 9:30 RAV CHEN 1-7 3 6792799
Credit Card Reservations^ 6794477
Rav-Mecher Buildinq, 19 Ha'oman SL,

Standi;Talpiot Last Man StandingGSnitfi
Gnll 7^0. 9:45 * KinqprnOJtngle
All the Way 5. 7:307 9:45 *
Emma©The Truth About Cats and
Dogs®The Quest 5, 7:30, 5:43 *
Homeward Bound IIBMatilda 5 *
Jack®James and the Giant
Peach®The Hunchback of Notre
Dame(Hebrew diakxji 7:15.9:45 *
It Takes l\vo®Muppets Treasure
Island 4:45 SMADAR Stealing
Beauty 730, 10 * Trainspotting

TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE Devarim 5. 7:30.
9:45* The American Friend 7 GAT
» 69678S Emma 2:30, 5. 7:30, 9:45
G.G. HOD 1-4 * 5226226 Hod
Passage, 101 DizengoH St.
Dragonheart 5. 7^0, 10 * The
Eighth Day 7:30, 10 it The Nuttv
Professor 5 * Jude 4:30,7:15,10

The Loch Ness Monaster *
Eddie * SL Clara 5. 7:30, 10 LEV
The Truth About Cats and Dogs
11:15 am., 1:15, 3, 5, 7:30, 10
Stealing Beauty 11 am., 1:15, 3:30,

5, 7:30. 10 * La Ceremonie 11

ajri., 3. 5. 7:30. 10 * Antonia's Line
11 ajrt. * La Afflna Hettrve 1,3,
8 Trainspotting 1.5. 10 G.G.
PEER Sleepers 4:30, 7:15, 10 *
Dragonheart 5. 7:30, 10 * Jude
4:3dT 7:15, 10 * Babe (Hebrew dia-
fog) 'k A Time to Kfll 43G. 7:15.
10 * Everlasting Joy 5 7:30. 10
RAV-CHEN-rc 52B22S8 Dizenaoff
Center Kingpin®J ingle All the Way
5, 7:30. 9:45 Las; Man Standing
7:30. 9:45 * Independence Day
11:30 a.m.. 7, 9:45 * The
Quest®Courage Under Fire ii:3D
am., 2:30, 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
Homeward Bound HSMatilda 5
RAV-OR 1-5 -a 5102674 Opera House
Spitfire GrlllODqgs Are Color
Bllnd®Things To Do In Denver 5.

730,9:45 * Lone Star 4:45,7:15,
9:45 -* Looking For Richard 2:30,

5, 750. 9:45 Q.G. TEL AVIV -

5281181 65 Pinsker St. Sleepers
4:30, 7:15, 10 Glimmer Man 5.*

750.10 * Red 5, 7:30 TEL AVtV
MUSEUM Everlasting Joy 5. 8. 10

HAIFA .

CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 8325755
La Affina SettiveGSummer in La
Goulette 7:15, 9:15 ATZMON
Sleepers 4:15, 6:45, 9:30 *
Glimmer ManCCouraae Under
RreBThe Quest 430. 1 . 9:15_

re

Center of Things 15:15 Pink Panther
Show 15:50 Ocean Girl 16:15 The
Center ot Things 16:35 Minor

Adjustments 17:05 Utile University

17:30 Shesh-Tus 18:00 Hugo 18:30
Loony Toons and Berenstein Bears
19:05 uttie Mouse on the Frame 19:30

.
Three's Company 20:00 Rocko’s

Modem Lite and Ren & Slimpy 20:25

Mamed Wilh Children 20:50 Roseanne
21:15 Lois and Claris

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 Petite Apocalypse (French, 1992)
- satire of the European Left after the tall

cf Communism by director Costa-
Gavras. An exited Polish writer is per-

suaded to commit suicide in order to get
his work published. (106 mins.) 23:50
Intolerance (1916) - D.W. Griffith's mas-
terpiece tells the story of prejudee from

Babylon to the modem day. With Lilian

Gish. (167 mins.)

H DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University: Dynamics of

Quality Control; Dilemmas in Medicine

12:00 Arabia: Sand, Sea and Surf, pan 2
(rpt) 13:00 Beyond 2000 frpt) 13:30 New
World, (rpt) 14:00 Open University (rpl)

16:00 Arabia: Sand, Sea and Surf, part 1

(rpt) 17:30 New World (rpt) 18:00 Open
University (rpt) 20:00 Seven Wonders of

the World: Wonders of the East -
Hanging Gardens of Babylon 21:00
Great Palaces - Grand Palace, Bangkok
21:30 Fork in the Road - Europe 22:00
Beyond the Rainbow - a took at the

cover-up of the sinking of the
Greenpeace ship The Rainbow Warnor
by France in 1985 23:00 Seven
Wonders of the World (rpt) DODO Open
University (rpt)

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Adventures 7:00 Executive
Lifestyles 7:30 Europe 2000 8:00 Today
10:00 Wall Street Morning Reports
11:00 European Money Wheel 15:30
Wall Street Morning Reports 17:00
MSNBC - The Site 18:00 National

Geographic 19:00 Fashion File 19:30

The Ticket 20:00 Selina Scott Show
21:00 Dateline 22:00 NHL Hockey 23:00
Best of Tonight Show with Jay Lena
0C:D0 Best of Late Night with Conan
03rien 1:00 Best of Later with Greg
Kinnear 1:30 NBC News with Tom
Brokaw 2:00 Best ot the Tonight Show
with Jay Lena 3:00 MSNBC Intemight -
live

STAR PLUS

6:00 Namafie Dupree Cooks 6:30 Video
Fashion News 7:00 Kate and Allie 7:30

Oprah Winfrey 8:30 Dynasty 9:30 Santa
Barbara 10:30 The Bold and the

Beautiful 11:00 Buniyaad 11:30 Lifeline

12:00 Home and Away 12:30 Lost in

Space 13:30 Black Stallion 14:00 Kate

and AJfie 14:30 Nathafie Dupree Cooks
15:00 Amul India Show 15:30 Star News
in Hindi 16:00 Small Wonder 16:30 The
Bold and the Beautiful 17:00 Imtihan

17:30 Star News 18:00 Yes, Minister

18:30 Chicago Hope 19:30 The Bold
and the Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara
2V.C0 X-Fiies 22:00 Star Trek 23:00
Quincy 00:00 Oprah Winfrey 1:00
Bamaby Jones 2:00 Home and Away
230 The Sullivans

CHANNEL 5

6:30 Bodies in Motion 16:00 Basketball
- Maccabi Ramat Gan vs. Galil Elyon
(rpt) 18:00 National League .VolleybaB

19:00 NFL 20:30 College' Basketball’"

22:00 English League' Soccer 23:30
Dangerous Games

3 EUROSPORT

9:30 Biathlon: World Cup, Norway (rpt)

-'CINEMA
Jingle All the Way*Klngp<n 5, 7:15,
9:30 The Quest 5,7:15.9:30 *
Last Man Standing 4:45. 7, 9:15
Emma 4:45. 7, 9:30 Jack 4:45.
7,9:15 * The Truth About Cats and
Dogs 4:45, 7. 9:15 RAV-OR 1-3 tr

S2JE553 The Truth About Cats and
Dogs 7,9:15 * Lone Star 7,9:30
* Zack 4:45,7.5:15
ArilLA
RAV CHEN KIngp(n«J]ngle All the
Way 7, 9:30 * Spitfire Grill 7.930

ARAD
STAR Sleepers 7:15, 10 * The
Eighth Day 9:45 * Jingle AH the
Way 7:30 Courage Under Fire
7:1 5. 9:45
ASHDOD
G.G. GIL tr 8647202
KingpinGGlimmer Martfkllngie All
the Way 5. 7:30, 10 * Eddie
Jack 5.750,10 * The Eighth Day
7:30. 10 * Matilda 5 G.G. ORI T-
3 711223 Two MuchttDraqonheart
5. 7:30, 10 Sleepers 430. 7:15,
10
ASKKELON
GiL * 729977 Stealing
6eauty®Twa Much* Dragonheart*
Glimmer Man 5, 7:30, 10 *
Sleepers 4:30.7:15.10 RAV CHEN
Last Man Standing#The Pallbearer
7.30. 9:45 * Kingpin 5. 7:30. 9:45
* Jinqje All the Way 5. 7:30, 9:45
* Spitfire Grill 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
Homeward Bound HtMatilda 5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN Two Much 9:45 +

. Sleepers
Standing 9:45 + Glimmer Man +
The Quest 5. 7:30 * Jack 5, 7:30
* Matilda 5
3EERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Independence Day 7:15,

10 * Spy Hard»TWo MuchOThe
Rock 5. / -30, 10 G.G. ORI Sleepers
4:30. 7:15. 10
Dragonheart»Glimmer Man 5,

7:30i 10 * Glimmer Man 10 The
Nutty Professor 5, 7:30 RAV-
NEGEV 1-4 rt 23527B
KingpinQJingie All the Wfy 5, 7:30,

9:4a * LastMan StandlngSSprtfire
Grill 7:30,9:45
HADERA
LEV Sleepers 7. 9:30 * The Quest
10 * Matilda 5, 7:30 + Kingpin
5.7:30.10 * Jingle All the Way 5,

7:30 * Homeward Bound How
Feelinc Minnesota 10
HERZOYA
COLONY The Truth About Cats and
DogsGLooking for Richard 6,8. 10
HOLIDAY Jude 7:30. 10 STAR w
589068 The Eighth Day 7:30, 10
* Dragonheart 7:30, 10

Sleepers 7:15.9:45
KARMIEL
CINEMA The Pallbearer 7,9:30

9 aFSTBSF**
AI1 tJie 7i

tf’caR SAVA
gTg. GIL *7677370 Sleepers 4:30,

7:15.10 Dragonheart 5,7:30.

10:30 Alpine Skiing, France (rpt) 11:30
Ski Jumping: Work) Cup, Czech
Republic 13:00 Combined Nordic Skiing;

World Cup, US 14:00 Cross Country
Skiing, Italy 15:00 Triathlon: Grand Prix

from Hawaii 16:00 Alpine Skiing 18:00
Soccer: World Cup qualifying matches
(rpt) 20:00 Motor racing: Champions'
race, Canary Islands 2i:Q0 Speedworid
23:00 Body building 00:00 Eurogoals
1:00 Golf: UAP from Portugal 2:00 Care
on Ice

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Soccer Aslan Cup 8:00 Chinese
League Basketball 9:30 International
Motor-sports News 10:30 Cricket: Singer
Trophy - India vs. Sri Lanka 11:30
Waiersports World 12:30 ITU Triathlon
World Cup 13:30 Trans World Sport
14:30 Soccer: Asian Cup - quarter finals
- live 19:00 Golf: PGA Omega Tour
21:00 nfl 23:30 Chinese League
Basketball 1 :00 Spanish League Soccer
1:30 Rugby: England vs. Argentina (rpt)

3:00 Trans World Sport

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 Money
Programme 10:15 Money Programme
(tot) 11:30 Top Gear (rpt) 14:05
Assignment (rpt) 15:15 World Business
Report 15:30 Asia-Padfic Newshour
16:30 Film US (rpt) 17:15 Money
Programme (rpt) 18:30 Clothes Show
(rpt) 19:30 Tomorrow's World (rpt) 22:05
The Money Programme 22:45 Building

Sights 23:30 Holidays 00:00 World
News and Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30 Pmnade
Report (rpt) 8:30 World View (ipO 9:30
World Sport 11:30 CNN Newsroom
12:30 Headline News 13:00 Business
Day 13:30 CNN American Edition 13:45
Q & A 14:00 Asian News 14:30 World
Sport 15:00 Asian News 15:30 Business
Asia 16:00 Larry King Live (rpl) 17:30
World Sport (rpt) 18:30 CNN Computer
Connection 19:30 Q & A 20:45 CNN
American Ecfition 21:00 World Business
Today 21:30 World News 22.-00 Lany
King (rpt) 23:00 European News 23:30

Investigative Reports 00:00 World
Business Today 00:30 World Sport 1 :00

World News Survey 2z3Q Moneyfine

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 M oming Concert 9:05 Michaelis
Nikolodis: To Fly; Theodorakis: canto
General, full version; Stamatis
Spanokacfis: Alexartdros 12:00 Light

Classical - Luciano Pavarotti and
friends sing excerpts from operas,
Italian, American and Spanish songs
13:00 Violinist Oscar Shumsky -
Glazunov: Violin concerto in A minor;
Corefli/Kreisler La FoDia sonata for

violin and piano; Tartini: Variations on
theme by Corelli for violin and piano,

Sonata in G minor for violin and con-
tinuo ‘Devil’s Trill” (with Milton Kay)
14:06 Encore 15:00 Cycle of Works
16:00 Early music 17:00 Etnahta -

live broadcast from Henry Crown
Auditorium, Jerusalem. Yaron
Windmiller (baritone), Daniel Gortler
(piano), Hayuta Dvir (narrator).

Schubert: 3 songs from Wilhelm
Meister D478; Brahms: Die schone
Magelone song cycle 19:00 Rainbow
•of- Sounds - 20:85— rBeethoven:
Serenade- in D far flute, violin and
viola op 25 (members of Melos Ens,
London); Mozart Quartet in G minor
for piano and strings K478 21:00 A
Matter of Agreement 23:00 Just Jazz

Standing 730, 10 Jingle All the
Way 7:30. 10:
UPPER r^AZARETH
G.G GIL The QuesWJingle All the

Dragonf
7:15. 9:45 * Glimmer Man 4:45,
7:15. 9:45 Sleepers 4:30, 7:15. 10
* Eddie Everlasting Joy 5,

7:30, 10 * The Loch Ness
Moruster Two Much 7:15.9:45
* Babe (Hebrew dteloc) 4:45

MORIAH CAFE « 8643654
^ealira Beauty 7:15, 9:30 ORLY
w 83ffi86B Emma 7, 9:15
PANORAMA TWO Much 7.9:30 +
A Time to Kill 6:45, 9:30 * Jude 7,

990 * The NuW ProfessonBSpy
Hard 4:30 RAV-GAT 1-2 ® 8674311
Wngpin#Jirrale All the Way 4:45. 7.

9:15 RA\wWOR 1-7 “ 8416898

7:30, 10 •* Jack 5
KJRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GiL 51eepers«Dragonheart
4:45. 7, 9:30 * JudefcTwo
Much®SteaIlng Beauty 7, 9:30
The Nutty Professor®Glimmer Man
4:45, 7. 3:30 * The Swan Princess

11 a.m.. 4:45 The Quest 4:45, 7,
9:30 * The Loch Ness Monster
4:45 + Courage Under Fire 4:45.

7. 9:30 A Time to Kill 7, 9:30

* Babe (Hebrew dialog) 4:45

KIRYAT SHMONA
G.G. GiL KingainSGIimmer Man
4:30, 7, 9:30 * Two Much 9:30 *
Jinqle All the Way 4:30, 7

LOD
STAR The Quest»Last Man

Much 930 * Matilda 4:30,7
NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 rt 404729 Sleepers
4:30, 7:15, 10 Glimmer
ManWragonheart 5, 730, 10
Two Much 5,730,10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452 Sleepers
4:30, 7:15. 10
DraqonheartVGIimmer Man 5,7:30.
10 A Time to Kill 430.7:15. id
* Two Much 5,730,10 rAvOHEN
Khrapm 5. 730, 9:45 Jingle Alt
the Way 5,730.9:45 * Emma 5,
730, 9:45 * Last Man Standing
9:45 Matilda 5, 7:30
OR AKIVA
RAV CHEN Kingpin•Jingle All the
W!ar^7j930

7
* Tne Pallbearer 930

OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Lawnmowerman IM
Glimmer Man •Two
MuchMfulholland Fails 5,730,10
PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL Dragonheart 5,7:30,
10 * Sleepers ^30, 7:15, fO *
Glimmer Man 730.10 G.G. RAM
1-3 tr 9340818 Last Man
StandfnqCkilngle All the Way 730.
10 Dfetilda 7:30 The Bghth
Day 10
RA'ANANA
CIN-MOFET The
PARK Stealing
7:15, 10 * Courage Under Fire 10
* Jingle All the W&y 4:45, 7:15, 1

0

* The Troth About Cats and Dogs
4:45, 7:15, 10 * JackW-fomeward
Bound II 4:45 * Matilda 4:45,7:15
RAMAT GAN
RAV GAN Emma 5, 730, 9:45 *
Lone Star 9:45 * Jingle All the
Way 5,730,9:45 * Sleepers 7.
9:45 + Matilda 5 * Jack 5, 7:30
* Homeward Bound K RAV-
OASJS 1-3 w 6730687 Kinqpin«TWo
Much•Glimmer Man 5, 730, 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Independence Day *
Star Man 7:15. 930 * Dogs Are
Color Blind i, 9:45 * Stealing
Beauty 7:15, 9:45 * La Afflna
EleiSve^La Ceremonie 7:30, 9:45
RAV MOR Jingle All the Way 5,
7:30, 9:45 Dragonheart 5. 730,
9:45 * Kingpin 5,730,9:45 * Two
Much^GUmmer Man 9:45 The
Truth About Cats and Dogs 7:30,
9:45 MatiIda*Jsck 5; 730
Homeward Bound II 5 .

RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 v 9619669 A Time to KOI
7:15, 10 -k Tralnspotting®Last Man
Standing •Lawnmowerman llsThe
Pallbearer 7:30, TO GIL 1-3
Grimmer Man 5, / 30, 10 -k Babe
(Hebrewdialog) k Sleepers 430.
7:15, 10 Dragonheart 5, 7:30, id
HAZAHAV DragonheartAKingpin
5,730,10 * Stealing Beauty 730,
10 * Jack 5 * Glimmer Man 5.
7:30, 10 * TWo Much 7:30, 10 *
Homeward Bound II 5 RAV CHEN
Kingpin Mingle Allthe Way 5.730.
9:4? * Lone Star 9:45 £mma
5. 7:30, 9:45 * Jack 5. 730 *
Homeward Bound ii STAR Eddie
k Sleepers 7:15.10 * Jingle AH
the Way 730,10 * Matilda 730
* Double Happiness 10 * Jude
7:30,10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN Kingpin 5,7:30,9:45
&nnvi 730, 9:45 * Last Man
Standing 9:45 * Spitfire Grill 9:45
* Homeward Bound It 5 * Jack
730 + Jingle Ail the Way 5, 730
Phonereservations: Tei Aviv 5252244
Haifa 728878. All times are p.m. unless
otherwise indicated.
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US Reform
lay leaders

reject

interfaith

weddings
MARILYN HENRY and DAVID MAKOVSKY

THE national board of the Union of

American Hebrew Congregations,

which is the lay leadership of the

US Reform Movement, on
Saturday night overwhelmingly

rejected a resolution that would

have called on Reform rabbis to

officiate at interfaith weddings.

The resolution would have set the

Reform laity against its cleigy. The
movement's Central Conference of

American Rabbis relies on a 23-

year-old measure that, in principle,

opposes its rabbis' participation in

“any ceremony which solemnizes a

mixed marriage." However, many
Reform rabbis already perform
interfaith weddings.

The Reform Movement is plan-

ning a massive campaign for

recognition of its conversions in

Israel, and it had been feared that

the UAHC resolution would have

undercut the movement's efforts

to gain legitimacy.

Meanwhile, two members of the

Ministerial Committee on
Conversions yesterday came out

in favor of changing a bill to bar

Israelis and their spouses from
undergoing Conservative and
Reform conversions abroad.

Interior Minister Eli Suissa

(Shas) and Transportation Minister

Yitzhak Levy (National Religious

Party) would be altering the com-
promise which Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu favors.

In a speech earned by satellite to

delegates at die General Assembly
of the Council ofJewish Federations

in Seattle last month, Netanyahu
indicatedbe did not want to pass any
law to curb Conservative and
Reform conversions abroad.

He made it clear that he would

oppose efforts by any Orthodox
MKs - who do not recognize

Conservative and Reform conver-

sions - to do so, so as not to dam-
age the Law of Return issue.

At the same time. Netanyahu
made it clear that the law would not

permit Conservative and Reform
conversions to be performed in

Israel. Netanyahu has defended

both moves as codifying existing

practices, which he said are consis-

tent with the religious status quo.

At a meeting last Sunday of the

ministerial panel on conversions.

Suissa and Levy sought to per-

suade the other members to

change the bill's language so it

would forbid Israelis and their

spouses from obtaining conver-

sions abroad and thereby some-
what limit the scope of Reform
and Conservative conversions.

One group that would be hit by
the Suissa-Levy proposal would
be immigrants from the former

Soviet Union, who live in Israel

but whose spouses often have not

been recognized as Jews.

Absorption Minister Yuli Edelstein

(Yisrael Ba'aliya) said be is some-
what wary of the Suissa-Levy idea.

“1 have not rejected their ideas

yet, but I want to make sure that

there is not a broad definition that

hurts die Conservative and Reform
movements or has an impact on the

Law of Return," be said.

Hie ministerial panel, which is

beaded by Justice Minister Tzahi

Hanegbi. decided last week that it

also would bar Conservative and

Reform conversions in the territories

to block Conservative and Reform
rabbis from performing conversions

under the Palestinian Authority.

Canadian officials to take testimony
from Nazi hunter, witnesses

SENIOR officials from Canada's Justice

Department and the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police (RCMP) Special War Crimes Unit have
arranged to meet with a New York detective

this week to receive evidence, including

secretly recorded confessions, on the presence

of scores of suspected Nazi war criminals in

Canada.

The meeting on Thursday in Montreal
between private investigator Steve Ramban
and Canadian authorities follows recent

reports in The Jerusalem Post and on Israel

Television's IBA News on his findings, which
prompted Justice Minister Allan Rock to invite

Rambam to present his evidence to Ottawa.

Canadian Jewish leader Bemie Farber,

prominent historian Irving Abella, and the

head of the Israeli office of the Simon
Wiesenthal Center, Efraim Zuroff, will also

participate in the meeting. The writers of this

article are to be called as material witnesses in

part of the original investigation.

Rambam is to hand over secretly taped inter-

ROBERTSARNER
and STEVE LEIBOWITZ

views with alleged Nazi war criminals
,
which

he conducted while posing as a visiting pro-

fessor from a fictitious university.

Representing Ottawa at the meeting will be
Paul Vickery, who heads- the Justice

Department's War Crimes Unit, and his

counterpart at the RCMP, Inspector Jean

Dube. Over the weekend. Vickery told the

Toronto Globe and Mail that, “If in fact

Rambam 's interviews were able to be used in

court and they were accepted, then they

could well tip the balance [in ongoing inves-

tigations]."

Wiesenthal Center founder and Dean Rabbi
Marvin Her urged Rock last week to move
quickly against three men implicated in

Rambarn’s investigation. “We believe that

[Rambam ’s work] constitutes important evi-

dence regarding crimes committed by tndivid-

Kleiner: Inquire into Generali’s non-payment
of Holocaust victims ’ life insurance policies

Tribunal orders Horev
court martial to continue

THE chairman of the Knesset subcommittee
on insurance affairs, Michael Kleiner
(Likud-Gesher), is calling for an immediate
inquiry into the alleged failure of
Assicurazioni Generali to pay out on life

insurance policies of Jews killed in the

Holocaust. _
Italian-based Generali, one of Europe’s

largest insurers, is currently in the process

of purchasing Bank Leumi's controlling

share in Migdal Insurance, a deal which has
yet to receive license approval from the

Treasury.

Kleiner said he is disturbed by the claim of
Martin Stem, whose grandfather Mor Stem
perished in Auschwitz in 1944. In 1945.

Mor's son attempted to claim Oh his father's

policy, which had been taken out for Kr
30.000 in 1929, through the firm’s Prague
office.

However, Generali told him he would have
to provide a death certificate.

Due to nationalization in Czechoslovakia,
control of the company’s Czech interests

was removed from Generali, with its proper-
ty being expropriated by the government
After lengthy negotiations, the Czechs

agreed to pay Generali some $8 million for
the property seized, money that Martin Stem

DAVID HARRIS

says should be paid to the families of Jews
prevented from collecting on claims in the
1940s.

Generali vice-director Guido Pastori wrote
to Stem last week, saying the company
would not pay on the claim.

“We cannot entertain your suggestions,
even on moral grounds.” Pastori wrote.
The use of the term “moral grounds," was

roundly condemned yesterday by Kleiner,
who is calling for a team to be set up to

investigate the incident and see if there are
any other such claims.

The committee would comprise a lawyer
and accountant, both appointed by the
Israeli government, an independent journal-
ist and a Generali representative, should the

company be wilting to participate.

Furthermore. Kleiner intends on holding a
Knesset insurance subcommittee session on
the issue, to which he would summon repre-

sentatives of Migdal and Generali, together
with Treasury-based Insurance
Commissioner Doran Shorer.

In Kleiner's opinion, the inquiries
must take a serious look at whether

Generali should make payments to fami-
lies or the State of Israel, or at least

make a gesture. That’s something the

company is currently considering,
according to its Israeli legal representa-
tive Amihud Ben-Porat.
Kleiner has already turned to Shorer to ask

his opinion on the issue, and while still

awaiting a reply, said. “We agree on most
matters, so I cannot see why we should dis-

agree this time.”
Despite repeated attempts to contact him,

Shorer is refusing to discuss the issue with
the Jerusalem Post.

“The Insurance Commissioner has nothing
to do with this issue.” Finance Ministry
spokesman Eli Yosef said. “If Kleiner wants
an answer from Shorer, he should write to

him. Shorer will not give replies through the

media.”
The cash part of the Migdal deal, which

amounts to some NIS 340m.. is among the

largest ever in the Israeli private sector.

While Generali still intends going ahead
with the deal, one source within the compa-
ny said that if the current unpleasantness
escalates and becomes a political issue, it

might be forced to reevaluate its investment
plans.

ARIEH O’SULLIVAN
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A MILITARY tribunal silting in

Tel Aviv yesterday rejected a peti-

tion by CoL Moni Horev to drop
charges against him. The court

ruled that bis court-martial on
charges he negligently caused the

dead] of a soldier under his com-
mand in a training accident three

years ago must proceed.

The precedent-setting court-

martial, headed by Col. Oded
Mudrik, did not accept Horev’s

arguments that die charges against

him were not clear. It said that the

court could not relieve Horev of
responsibility without a trial and it

could not clarify the full charges

against him until the circum-
stances surrounding the accident

were laid before the court in a
triaL

Horev is being charged with

four other Givati Brigade officers

in the death of Givati SgL Yanai
Shoshan, who was mortally
wounded when a fragmentation

grenade went off in his webbing
during training. Horev was
Shoshan’s brigade commander at

the time.

A military investigation found
that the February 1994 accident

occurred because Shoshan was not
aware of safety regulations. Horev

and the four other officers were
charged with negligence foe not
ensuring regulations were fol-

lowed.

The court martial is expected to

decide for the first time whether a
brigade commander is responsible

for enforcing safety regulations or
whether this responsibility lies

with less senior officers.

The court martial, which follows
persistent civilian court pressure

by Shoshan’s parents, is bang
watched Closely by senior officers,

many of whom see it as a danger-

ous precedent of outsiders med-
dling in internal military affairs.

The court’s decision yesterday

also left open the possibility of
separating Horev from the trial of
the other four Givati officers. Last

month, the High Court of Justice

rejected a petition by Shoshan 's

parents against Horev ’s appoint-

ment as head of the officer train-

ing schooL
The parents charged that allow-

ing Horev to continue in his post
was sending a message that offi-

cers can afford to be careless with
their soldiers’ lives. But the court

sided in fovea- of the army, which
reasoned that it was unfair to sus-

pend Horev before the military
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Internal Security Minister Avigdor Kahalani (right) strolls beside newly appointed Police Deputy Inspector-General Gabi Last (cen-

ter) and his replacement as Tel Aviv police chief, Cnadr. Shlomo Aharomshy, after a changing of the guard ceremony yesterday la

Tel Aviv. Other senior personnel changes are expected in the force shortly, especially following the resignation of Jerusalem chief

Cmdr. Arye AmiL (Gideon Markowitz)

uals currently residing in Canada,” Hier wrote

in a letter to Rock.
“We therefore urge you to take whatever

measures are necessary to insure that this

important information is reviewed promptly so
that it can be folly utilized to bring those guilty

of perpetuating the crimes of the Holocaust to

the bar of justice, either by prosecution for war
crimes or by deportation for immigration vio-

lations."

Ottawa has long been criticized for not only

admitting thousands of Nazi war criminals

into Canaria after World War H, but also for

refusing for decades to bring diem to justice

despite repeated demands by Jewish groups.

Only in the 1980s did Canada begin to conduct

serious war crimes investigations.

Only one Nazi war criminal has ever been
deported and another extradited, although an
official government investigation has called

for immediate legal action against 20 suspect-

ed Nazi war criminals and inged investigators

to look more closely at 200 other suspects.

poracaat: Parity doudy.

AROUND THE WORLD
LOW MOHCP C F

Anwtanten 02 36
Swan -03 27
Busnos/tiraa 20 68
Cafco n 92
CHcaoo 06 4i
Copnhvan -02 28
Fartdut -OS 23
Om«t— 02 - 36
HafcHd -11 12
HongKong 18 64
Jotxrg _____ 14 57
UMM1 i 08 48

-• « 37
LosAhoms__i0 so
Madrid OB 43
Montoaar 00 32
Moscow ' -02 28-
NmrYM<_^_04 38
Pads -02 28
Soma 06 41
StecMiotm 16 03
Sydney .18 95
Tokyo L.QB 48

Winning cards
In yesterday’s daily Chance

drawing, the winning cards were
the 7 of spades, the jack of hearts,
the 10 of diamonds and the 9 of
clubs.

GSS to get

public
spokesman

for

first time

ARIEH O'SULUVAm

Moslem father demands to see
daughter who fled to haredi home

DAVID RUDGE

Fill out this entry form today, return it to The Jerusalem Post and participate
in our weekly raffle for valuable gift certificates from Kitan Center, Golf and Levi's stores!
Every Friday in The Post, we’ll announce three new prize winners:
1st Prize: NIS 700 value, 2nd Prize NIS 200 value, 3rd Prize NIS 100 value.

The more you read The Post...the better your chances are to Be A Winner!
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"Be a Winner11 Contest, The Jerusalem Post Circulation Dept
P.O;B. 81, Jerusalem 91000

Name

Address

^ The shop I buyThe Jerusalem Post from:

I subscribe to The Post

KlTAN|G0lf not be held over from previous week draws. Jerusalem Post employees,
families and distribution agents are exempt from participating.

THE Moslem father of a teenage
girl who ran away from their

Haifa home to reside with a
haredi family yesterday pleaded

to be allowed to see his daughter.

Fathi Darweesh informed
police immediately after bis 15-

year-old daughter, Linda
Darweesh, disappeared on
November 13. Searches for the
runaway lasted for just over a
month, with police beginning to
express concern for her safety,

Linda, whose mother is Jewish,
was found yesterday at the home
of a haredi family in Haifa.

The Haifa police spokesman
said the girl said she went to
stay with the family of her own
free will and does not want to
return to her father.

However, because she is a
minor her father is still her legal

guardian. The Ministry of Labor
and Social Affairs is attempting
to resolve the case.

Darweesh said his daughter is

one of three
’ children bom to

himself and his Jewish ex-wife.
The couple was divorced over
10 years ago and their three chil-

dren remained with Darweesh,
who remarried, as did his ex-
wife, who now lives in Eilat,

Though their children are
Jewish according to Halacha,
Darweesh said they all are regis-
tered with the Interior Ministry
as Moslem Arabs.
He said his eldest son is mar-

ried and lives in an Arab village!.

After turning 18, the middle son
’

had gone to'live with Ms mother
and become an orthodox Jew.
Darweesh claimed that since

then his ex-wife’s family—espe-
cially a son of hers from a previ-
ous marriage - had been “brain-
washing" Linda to return to her
Jewish religious roots.

“I’m happy that Linda has 'been
found safe and well, but I'm dis-'
tressed that she says she doesn’t
want to come home,” Darweesh
said. “I want the police and the -

social workers to carry out a
thorough investigation into all

the circumstances leading [to her
running away], and I want to be
allowed to see bee.

“I don’t even know where tire

.

is, other than that she's with a
haredi family in Haifa. I raised,
her since she was four years old
after their mother gave her up. For
nearly 12 years, she didn’t see her
mother, so bow they can suddenly
love her, I just don’t know.”

*5 lower its veil
of secrecy, foe General Security

spokesman,who will act as its link with the

GSS. said the
wx

“,
b* a

,
woman currently

employed by the service: Thespokesman's identity i, CIpect!ed to be announced within*,
next few weeks.

c

The spokesman will deal with
foe resettlement and rehabiUta-
tion of hundreds of former
Palestinian informers. The
branch responsible for foem h«

is com!
tnanded by a person whose rank
is equivalent to major general

former; informers jobs an ri

places to live.
J * and

“This is no doubt a precedent
fe the-CSS. even if

talkmg of a spokesman for foi
GSS.' but jua a branch -'Z

source told israe,

L
0v
fiie 'pa

? year’ toe GSS
has loss -much of scc

~*

unage. ta former head; Ya’acov
Perry,. had his named splashed
on the Internet and the Curre„t
head. Ami Ayaion, is the f
person in the top slot to be offi-
cially revealed.

But except for these two posi-
tions, the identities of all other
employees in the GSS are still

censored.
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